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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the September issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month,
please sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of
financial crime developments. If you would like more information please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

US fines and charges Wall Street broker-dealers
with widespread recordkeeping failures
together with Merrill Lynch, Pierce,

employees at multiple levels of

Fenner & Smith Inc, Citigroup

authority.

Global Markets Inc, Credit Suisse
Securities (USA) LLC, Deutsche

On the same day, the US

Bank Securities Inc together with

Commodity Futures Trading

DWS Distributors Inc and DWS

Commission (CFTC) announced

Investment Management

settlements with the firms for

The US Securities and Exchange

Americas Inc, Goldman Sachs &

related conduct. The CFTC reveals

Commission (SEC) announced on

Co LLC, Morgan Stanley & Co LLC

that each firm failed to maintain

27 September charges against 15

together with Morgan Stanley

“hundreds if not thousands of

broker-dealers and one affiliated

Smith Barney LLC, and UBS

business-related communications,

investment adviser for

Securities LLC together with UBS

including communications in

widespread and longstanding

Financial Services Inc agreed to

connection with its commodities

failures regarding the firms and

pay penalties of $125 million each.

and swaps businesses”.

their employees' efforts to

Jefferies LLC and Nomura

maintain and preserve electronic

Securities International Inc also

According to the CFTC orders,

communications. The firms

agreed to pay $50 million each,

Bank of America N.A., BofA

admitted the facts in their

while Cantor Fitzgerald & Co

Securities Inc and Merrill Lynch,

respective SEC orders, agreed to

agreed to a $10 million penalty.

Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc agreed
to pay $100 million. A $75 million

pay combined penalties of over
$1.1 billion and have begun

The firms’ employees are shown to

penalty each was imposed on:

implementing improvements to

have routinely communicated

Barclays Bank PLC and Barclays

their compliance policies and

between January 2018 and

Capital Inc; Citibank N.A., Citigroup

procedures.

September 2021 business matters

Energy Inc and Citigroup Global

via text messaging applications on

Markets Inc; Credit Suisse

“Finance, ultimately, depends on

their personal devices. The firms

International and Credit Suisse

trust. By failing to honor their

did not maintain or preserve the

Securities (USA) LLC; Deutsche

recordkeeping and books-and-

substantial majority of the

Bank AG and Deutsche Bank

records obligations, the market

communications, in breach of the

Securities Inc; Goldman Sachs &

participants we have charged

Securities Exchange Act, the SEC

Co LLC f/k/a Goldman Sachs & Co;

today have failed to maintain that

shows. It also adds that it was

Morgan Stanley & Co LLC, Morgan

trust”, SEC Chair Gary Gensler

deprived of said communications

Stanley Capital Services LLC,

states.

in various investigations. The

Morgan Stanley Capital Group Inc

failings, which allegedly occurred

and Morgan Stanley Bank N.A.;

across all firms, involved

and UBS AG, UBS Financial

The SEC informs that Barclays
Capital Inc, BofA Securities Inc
4

Services Inc and UBS Securities
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LLC. Jefferies Financial Services

“The substantial penalties levied in

waiting for an enforcement action

Inc and Jefferies LLC will pay $30

these cases are appropriate in

before it changes its practices”.

million, Nomura Global Financial

light of the longstanding and

Products Inc, Nomura Securities

pervasive nature of the conduct”,

International Inc and Nomura

CFTC Commissioner Kristin N.

International PLC $50 million, and

Johnson finds. CFTC

Cantor Fitzgerald & Co agreed to

Commissioner Christy Goldsmith

pay $6 million.

Romero also underlines that it is

SEC press release
SEC Barclays order
SEC Citigroup order

“time for Wall Street to stop

EmpiresX head trader pleads guilty to $100m
cryptocurrency investment fraud scheme
misrepresentations, including

charged in the Southern District of

regarding the operation of a

Florida with one count of wire

purported proprietary trading bot

fraud conspiracy, one count of

and by promising fraudulent

conspiracy to commit securities

“guaranteed” returns to investors

fraud in relation to a Ponzi scheme

and prospective investors in the

and conspiracy to commit

company, the DOJ adds.

international money laundering.
The DOJ indictment relating to the

The US Department of Justice
(DOJ) announced on 8 September

Nicholas and his co-conspirators

two individuals alleges that they

that Joshua David Nicholas, a

claimed that EmpiresX operated a

engaged in laundering investors’

Florida resident, pleaded guilty to

trading bot using both artificial and

funds through a foreign-based

conspiracy to commit securities

human intelligence to maximise

cryptocurrency exchange.

fraud in relation to a global

profitability for investors. Instead,

cryptocurrency-based Ponzi

they allegedly established a Ponzi

Nicholas pleaded guilty to one

scheme that allegedly attracted

scheme by paying earlier investors

count of conspiracy to commit

around $100 million from

with money acquired from later

securities fraud, facing a

investors.

investors. Furthermore, the

maximum penalty of five years

platform never registered with the

imprisonment. He is currently

According to court documents,

US Securities and Exchange

awaiting a sentencing date to be

Nicholas was the head trader of

Commission (SEC), despite

scheduled.

EmpiresX, an alleged

contrary representations.
US DOJ press release

cryptocurrency platform. He
admitted that he and collaborators

EmpiresX co-founders Emerson

illicitly advertised the platform

Pires and Flavio Goncalves, both

through numerous

Brazilian nationals, were also

5
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Workers sue Wells Fargo after settlement in
retirement plan fraud scandal

The US Department of Labor

agreement reached between the

in the US District Court for the

(DOL) announced on 12

parties includes a penalty of

District of Minnesota against Wells

September that it reached a

approximately $13.2 million. The

Fargo and GreatBanc, among

nearly $132 million settlement

settlement does not include an

others. In the complaint, the

with financial services

admission of guilt, with Wells

plaintiffs allege that Wells Fargo

multinational Wells Fargo and Co

Fargo stating in a press release

used excess dividend income

over allegations that the company

that it “strongly disagrees” with the

arising from the preferred stock,

defrauded workers participating

allegations.

purported to be in the “tens, […]

in a 401(k) retirement scheme.

sometimes hundreds of millions”

Notwithstanding the settlement,

The probe by the Employee

of dollars a year, for its own

three participants in the scheme

Benefits Security Administration

benefit, to meet its employer

filed a class action lawsuit

focused on the pensions plan’s

matching contribution obligations.

seeking to recover more funds

payments for Wells Fargo

They further allege that former

than those awarded by the DOL.

preferred stock, the prices of

Wells Fargo CEO Timothy J. Sloan

which ranged between $1,033 and

took dividends intended for the

The DOL settlement names Wells

$1,090. The preferred stock was

plan for the benefit of the

Fargo, bank subsidiary Wells Fargo

converted to $1,000 in common

company.

Bank NA, and GreatBanc Trust Co,

stock when allocated to the

which acted as a trustee in the

participants.

401(k) scheme. The Department
states that the retirement fund

Two weeks after the

overpaid for company stock

announcement, participants in the

between 2013 and 2018. The

pensions scheme filed a civil suit

6

DOL press release
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Central Bank of Ireland fines Danske Bank
€1.82m for erroneously excluding certain
customers from transaction monitoring
certain unspecified categories of

which were completed in March

customers for money laundering

2019. However, the Central Bank

(ML) and terrorist financing (TF)

was not informed of the issue until

risks; (2) ensure that the policies,

February 2019”, she added.

procedures and controls put in
place by Danske operate to identify

The Central Bank has determined

the erroneous exclusion of said

the appropriate fine to be

The Central Bank of Ireland (Banc

customers from automated

€2,600,000, which has been

Ceannais na hÉireann)

transaction monitoring; and (3)

reduced by 30 percent to

announced on 15 September that

conduct enhanced due diligence

€1,820,000 in accordance with the

on 13 September it reprimanded

(EDD) with respect to said

early settlement discount scheme.

and fined Danske Bank A/S

categories of customers.
“Danske Bank deeply regrets and

€1,820,000, pursuant to its
Administrative Sanctions

It is estimated that between 31

apologises for the matters which

Procedure for three breaches of

August 2015 and 31 March 2019,

were the subject of this

the Criminal Justice (Money

348,321 transactions, equating to

investigation” the bank stated.

Laundering & Terrorist Financing)

around one in 40, or 2.43 percent,

Highlighting that it “recognises the

Act 2010, as amended. This is

of all transactions processed

importance of effective AML

the first penalty that the central

through the Irish branch were not

procedures and takes its

bank has imposed on a financial

monitored for ML/TF.

obligation under AML legislation
and regulatory guidance very

institution incorporated and
supervised outside of Ireland,

Central Bank of Ireland Director of

seriously”, Danske says it has

which operates in Ireland as a

Enforcement and Anti-Money

allocated “significant resources”,

branch on a passport basis.

Laundering Seana Cunningham

including DKK12 million and 3,500

underlined aggravating factors in

full time employees to improve the

The deficiencies relate to the

the case, including that “Danske

overall financial crime risk

bank’s automated transaction

became aware that its automated

management framework. “The

monitoring system, which failed to

transaction monitoring system

issues subject to this investigation

scrutinize certain categories of

erroneously excluded certain

were fully remediated by March

customers for a period of almost

categories of customers in May

2019” it added.

nine years between 2010 and

2015 but failed to rectify it or notify

2019. According to the Central

the Irish branch or the Central

Bank, Danske admitted to failing to

Bank of this issue”. “It was only in

(1) ensure that its automated

October 2018 when the Irish

transaction monitoring system

branch identified the issue that

monitored the transactions of

steps were taken to rectify it,

7
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EU Court upholds EP decision denying access to
investigation records concerning former Czech
PM Babiš
documents were prepared by the EC in the context of
an ongoing investigation into a possible breach of EU
law on conflicts of interest prevention by the Czech
Republic, adding that their disclosure could
undermine the purpose of this probe.
The EU Court held that Agrofert’s “interest in bringing
proceedings against the Parliament’s refusal to grant
it access to the Commission’s final report has ceased
to exist”, since the report was made publicly available
The General Court of the European Union dismissed
on 28 September a claim brought by Czech
Republic-based agro-chemical company Agrofert
AS, founded by former Czech Prime Minister Andrej
Babiš, seeking the annulment of a 2021 decision of
the European Parliament (EP) by which the latter
refused access to two documents relating to Babiš’
investigation on misuse of EU funds and potential
conflicts of interests.
The EP’s decision followed a request by Agrofert to all
documents collected and used by the legislative body
prior to the latter adopting its resolution on 19 June
2020, which noted that Babiš continued “to exert
control over business decisions taken at Agrofert”.
In response, the EP rejected the request with respect
to two documents, namely a letter sent by the EC to
the Czech Prime Minister and a final audit report of

on 23 April 2021. However, with respect to the EP’s
refusal to provide access to the EC letter, the Court
concluded that the contested decision “sufficient[ly]”
explains why the document’s disclosure was likely to
harm the objectives of the investigation. Moreover, the
ruling notes that the right of defence invoked by
Agrofert does not constitute “an overriding public
interest justifying disclosure of the […] letter”.
On 12 September, Babiš stood trial over fraud
allegations related to a €2 million EU subsidy,
according to media reports. The case relates to a
complex known as Stork’s Nest, which received EU
funds intended for small- and medium- businesses
after its ownership was reportedly transferred from
Agrofert Group to Babiš’ family members.
General Court press release
General Court judgement (in French)

the European Commission (EC) relating to the audit of
the functioning of the management and control
systems in place to avoid conflict of interest in the
Czech Republic. The EP stated that the requested

8

EP resolution (19 June 2020)
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Brazilian airline GOL Intelligent settles FCPA
enforcement action with US SEC and DOJ for
$41.5m

The US Security and Exchange

of Brasilia […] and a member" of an

Commission (SEC) announced on

unnamed Brazilian political party

According to a 9 September

15 September that it has charged

to secure the passage of an

criminal information document

Brazil’s second largest domestic

economic stimulus programme

published by the DOJ, the

airline, São Paulo-based GOL

that consisted of certain payroll

company obtained tax savings of

Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A.,

tax and fuel tax reductions that

at least the approximate

also known as Gol Intelligent

“financially benefitted GOL” and

equivalent of $39.7 million from

Airlines, with violating the

other Brazilian airlines. Around

the inclusion of the air transport

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

said time, an unnamed GOL

industry in the alternative payroll

(FCPA). The company also

director committed to pay the

tax program, as well as tax savings

entered into a three-year deferred

approximate equivalent of $5.4

of at least the approximate

prosecution agreement (DPA)

million in bribes to the Brazilian

equivalent of $12.4 million under

with the US Department of

politicians to lower certain taxes

the fuel tax legislation.

Justice (DOJ). It will pay a

that financially benefited airlines in

combined $41.5 million fine to

the country and other companies

The company also consented to a

settle the charges.

owned by the director, the

cease-and-desist order and agreed

documents state. Ultimately, $3.8

to pay $70 million to settle charges

According to court documents and

million in bribes were paid, with the

of bribing “prominent Brazilian

the company’s admissions,

company maintaining books and

government officials in exchange

between 2011 and 2013, GOL

records falsely listing them as

for certain favorable payroll tax

“conspired to offer and pay” bribes

“legitimate expenses, including as

and aviation fuel tax reductions”.

to “a high-ranking official in the

advertising expenses and other

government of the Federal District

services”.

9
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However, citing the company’s

recorded the sham payments in

interviewing witnesses, conducting

demonstrated financial condition

their own books. [The] resolution

background checks, and testing

and inability to pay the fines in full,

demonstrates the Department of

over two thousand transactions”,

the SEC and the DOJ waived

Justice’s commitment to holding

and redesigning its entire anti-

payment for all but $24.5 million

accountable companies that

corruption programme. The SEC

and $17 million of GOL’s payment

corrupt the functions of

added that its decision to accept

obligations, respectively. In

government for their own financial

the settlement agreement was

addition, the DOJ and SEC each

gain”, stated Assistant Attorney

also based on the company

decided to credit up to $1.7 million

General Kenneth A. Polite Jr. of the

“disciplining the […] director who

of GOL’s penalties against a $3.4

Justice Department’s Criminal

orchestrated the scheme and

million fine the company agreed to

Division.

enhancing internal accounting

pay to authorities in Brazil to
resolve related investigations.

controls”.
In reaching the resolution, the DOJ
noted that It considered that GOL

“The company entered into

“promptly engaged in remedial

fraudulent contracts with third-

measures”, by timely providing the

party vendors for the purpose of

facts obtained through the

generating and concealing the

company’s internal investigation,

funds necessary to perpetrate this

which included “reviewing

criminal conduct, and then falsely

voluminous documents,

SEC press release
SEC order
DOJ press release

Interpol operation leads to record drugs seizures
and 1,333 arrests
which targeted illicit drug

nationalities were arrested and a

trafficking along air, land and

Cambodia-based laboratory which

maritime routes in 22 countries.

produced ketamine was
dismantled.

During the five-week operation
which was conducted between 23

Participating countries included

June and 31 July, participating

Australia, Bahrain, Brazil,

Interpol announced on 22

countries coordinated by Interpol

Cambodia, Colombia, India,

September the arrest of 1,333

recovered, among others, 1.8

Indonesia, Iraq, Japan, Jordan,

suspects worldwide and the

tonnes of ketamine, 20.2 tonnes of

Malaysia, Maldives, Morocco,

seizure of over 35.5 tonnes of

cocaine, 11.7 tonnes of cannabis

Nigeria, Oman, Philippines, Qatar,

illicit narcotics and 291 tonnes of

and 683 kilograms of

Sri Lanka, Syria, Thailand, Türkiye

precursor chemicals worth

methamphetamine. Firearms,

and the United Arab Emirates.

approximately $717 million, as

rockets, and explosives were also

part of Operation Lionfish V

seized. As part of the operation,
1,333 individuals of 25 different

10

Interpol press release
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Oracle to pay over $23m to settle FCPA charges

The US Securities and Exchange

for some expenses related to

the Indian Ministry of Railways

Oracle’s products’ marketing. The

(SOE). The 70 percent discount

SEC notes that each purchase

was reportedly approved by an

order was kept under $5,000 for

Oracle employee based in France.

approval without requiring

Approximately $330,000 were

additional corroborating

allegedly “funnelled to an entity

documentation as evidence for the

with a reputation for paying SOE

marketing activity.

officials”, while $62,000 were
allegedly paid to an entity

Commission (SEC) announced on
27 September that it has charged

Employees of the Türkiye- and

controlled by the employees

Texas-headquartered computer

UAE-based subsidiaries’, Oracle

responsible with the transaction.

technology giant Oracle

Bilgisayer Sistemleri Limited Sirketi

Corporation with violating the

and Oracle Systems Limited,

The SEC’s FCPA Unit Chief Charles

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

allegedly requested “sham

Cain underlined that “[t] he creation

(FCPA) between 2016 and 2019,

marketing reimbursements to

of off-book slush funds inherently

after its Türkiye-, United Arab

VADs and VARs in order to

gives rise to the risk those funds

Emirates- (UAE) and India-based

increase the amount of money

will be used improperly, which is

subsidiaries allegedly created

available in the slush funds, with

exactly what happened here at

and used slush funds to bribe

supervisors complicit in the

Oracle’s Turkey, UAE, and India

foreign officials in exchange for

scheme allegedly approving the

subsidiaries”. He added that “[t]his

securing business. The company

fraudulent requests. Both

matter highlights the critical need

agreed to pay over $23 million to

subsidiaries are alleged to have

for effective internal accounting

settle the charges.

used the slush funds for paying

controls throughout the entirety of

foreign officials to attend

a company’s operations”.

In August 2012, Oracle agreed to

technology conferences around

pay $2 million to resolve similar

the world. In some instances, the

In an emailed statement for

FCPA-related charges by the SEC,

funds were used to pay travel and

Financial Crime Digest, Michael

related to the creation of

accommodation expenses for

Egbert, Vice President of Oracle

unauthorised side funds by the

foreign officials’ family members

Corporate Communications stated

company’s Indian subsidiary

to accompany them at these

that "[t]he conduct outlined by the

between 2005 and 2007.

international events or take side

SEC is contrary to our core values

trips to California.

and clear policies, and if we
identify such behavior, we will take

According to the SEC order, Oracle
allowed its sales employees

With respect to Oracle India, the

working at the aforementioned

SEC notes that, in 2019, the

subsidiaries to request purchase

subsidiary’s sales employees also

orders intended for reimbursing

used an “excessive discount

value added distributors (VADs)

scheme” in relation with a

and value added resellers (VARs)

transaction with a transportation
company predominantly owned by

11

appropriate action”.
SEC press release
SEC Order
SEC press release (16 August …
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New York Attorney General James sues Trump
for financial fraud
Trump Tower, a ground lease at 40 Wall Street NY,
Seven Springs estate, Niketown, Trump International
Hotel and Tower, Vornado Partnership, Trump Golf
and Social Clubs, Mar-a-Lago, Trump National Golf
Club Westchester, Trump National Golf Club Los
Angeles and Trump International Golf Links Scotland.
The NYAG estimates the financial benefit realised
from the scheme at roughly $250 million, including
New York Attorney General (NYAG) Letitia James

interest savings and transaction profits.

filed on 21 September a lawsuit against former US
President Donald Trump, his Trump Organization, its

The NYAG is seeking, inter alia, to: (1) permanently bar

senior executives and other associated entities over

Trump and his children from serving as an officer or

their alleged involvement in a financial fraud

director in any NY corporation or similar business

scheme to obtain economic benefits in breach of

entity registered and/or licenced in the NY state; (2)

New York Executive Law 63(12).

bar Trump and the Trump Organization from
participating in any NY real estate acquisitions for five

According to the complaint, Trump and his children

years; and (3) award disgorgement of all financial

Donald Trump Jr., Ivanka Trump and Eric Trump, as

benefits obtained through the persistent fraudulent

well as Trump Organization senior executives Allen H.

practices.

Weisselberg and Jeffrey S. McConney falsely inflated
his net worth by billions of dollars to: (1) determine

The matter has been referred to the US Attorney’s

banks to lend money to the Trump Organization on

Office for the Southern District of NY and the Internal

more favourable terms; (2) satisfy ongoing loan

Revenue Service for criminal investigation, according

covenants; (3) secure insurance coverage for higher

to the NYAG.

limits and at lower premiums; and (4) gain tax
benefits.

James opened in March 2019 the civil probe into
Trump and the Trump Organization following

The defendants are particularly shown to have

testimony before Congress by Trump’s former lawyer

knowingly and intentionally created over “200 false

Michael Cohen that his annual financial statements

and misleading valuations of assets included in the 11

inflated the values of his assets to obtain favourable

Statements [of Financial Condition] covering 2011

terms for loans and insurance coverage while

through 2021”. Each of them allegedly participated in

deflating the value of other assets to reduce real

the fraudulent conspiracy by helping craft of financial

estate taxes. In August this year, Trump invoked his

statements, using them to obtain economic benefits

Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination in

or certifying their accuracy to third parties.

the probe.

The alleged fraudulent and misleading statements

In separate criminal proceedings, Weisselberg

concerned, among others, the Trump Park Avenue,

pleaded guilty to 15 felony charges for his role in a tax

12
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scheme that spanned between 2005 and June 2021
and involved failing to pay NY state and federal
income taxes on roughly $1.7 million in
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NYAG complaint
NYAG complaint with exhibits part 1

compensation, Manhattan District Attorney Alvin L.
Bragg Jr informed on 18 August. Bragg noted that

NYAG complaint with exhibits part 2

Weisselberg’s plea “directly implicates the Trump
Organization in a wide range of criminal activity”.

China sanctions Raytheon Technologies and
Boeing Defense CEOs for planned arms sales to
Taiwan
violate the one-China principle and the provisions of
the three China-US joint communiqués, especially the
August 17 communiqué of 1982”.
According to a 2 September press release published
by the US Defense Security Cooperation Agency
(DSCA), the planned sales refer to the delivery of AIM9X Block II Sidewinder Missiles and related
equipment, estimated at $85.6 million. The DSCA
delivered the required certification informing the US
Congress of the potential sale on the same day.
The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)
announced on 16 September sanctions against
Gregory Hayes, Chairman and CEO of Raytheon
Technologies Corporation, and Theodore Colbert III,
President and CEO of Boeing Defense, Space &
Security.
The Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated that the
Chinese government sanctioned the aforementioned
individuals for their role in a planned arms sale to
Taiwan the US had previously announced.

The Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative
Office in the US (TECRO) has requested to buy 100
AIM-9X Block II Sidewinder tactical missiles and four
AIM-9X Block II tactical guidance units, the DSCA
added. The main contractor will be Raytheon Missiles
and Defense, a division of Raytheon Technologies.
Chinese ministry press release
Chinese ministry press release
DSCA press release

Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Mao Ning added that
the “US arm sales to China’s Taiwan region seriously

13
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UK Gambling Commission fines Petfre
(Gibraltar) Ltd over AML and social responsibility
failures
With respect to social responsibility shortcomings, the
Commission notes that the operator failed to
maintain controls aimed at preventing “large levels of
high velocity spend[ing] by new customers”. In one
instance, a customer was allowed to lose £70,000
over a 10-hour period, a day after opening the
account. Concurrently, the operator set gambling
interaction triggers too high and no further safer
gambling account review was conducted in a timely
The UK Gambling Commission announced on 28

manner when customers’ spending increased.

September that it has imposed a £2.87 million fine
on online sports betting company Petfre (Gibraltar)

Gambling Commission Director of Enforcement and

Ltd, which runs betfred.com and oddsking.com, over

Intelligence Leanne Oxley stated that “[w]e expect this

anti-money laundering (AML) and social

gambling business and all other licensees to review

responsibility failures that occurred between

this case and look closely to see if they need to make

October 2019 and December 2020.

further improvements to demonstrate active
compliance”. She added that “[w]here standards do

According to the Commission, Petfre (Gibraltar) Ltd

not improve, tougher enforcement will follow”.

failed to fully consider the money laundering and
terrorist financing (ML/TF) risks associated with its

In an emailed statement to Financial Crime Digest, a

business and failed to implement adequate policies,

Betfred spokesperson stated “[w]e will work with the

procedures and controls to manage and mitigate

UK Gambling Commission and continually review all

such risks, in violation of the Money Laundering

our Anti-Money Laundering and Social Responsibility

Regulations. Moreover, the investigation revealed that

policies. During our assessment, the Commission

the operator failed to follow guidance provided by the

found no evidence of criminal activity. We remain

regulator, provided “inadequate employee training”

committed to providing a safer gambling environment

and failed to scrutinise transactions to verify whether

for our customers”.

they were consistent with the employees’ knowledge
of the customer and their risk profile. Other failings
include insufficient AML, customer due diligence and
source of funds verifications.
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Petfre (Gibraltar) Limited full penalty
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Eleventh Circuit court rules human rights trial
against Chiquita Brands can proceed
Non-governmental organisation

the US as a Foreign Terrorist

EarthRights International, which

Organization and in October as a

filed the suit in 2007, represents

Specially-Designated Global

families of hundreds of victims

Terrorist (SDGT), committed acts

allegedly murdered, tortured and

of violence against communities in

injured by AUC, which Chiquita

Colombia’s banana-growing

admitted to illegally funding.

regions.

The US Court of Appeals for the

According to EarthRights,

Eleventh Circuit unanimously

thousands of victims have filed

Chiquita pleaded guilty in March

reversed on 6 September a 2019

suit in courts across the US which

2007 before the US District Court

US District Court for the Southern

were consolidated and being heard

for the District of Columbia to one

District of Florida court summary

in the US District Court for the

count of engaging in transactions

judgment which held that families

Southern District of Florida. Cases

with a SDGT. According to the

suing Chiquita Brands

for a dozen killings were selected

Justice Department, Chiquita

International Inc for supporting

as bellwether cases to proceed as

agreed to pay a $25 million

the United Self-Defences of

examples.

criminal fine. EarthRights notes,
however, that the company has

Colombia (Autodefensas Unidas

de Colombia, AUC) had no

EarthRights General Counsel

not yet compensated the families

admissible evidence that AUC

Marco Simons describes the ruling

of the AUC’s victims.

was responsible for the death of

as a “milestone in this historic

their relatives. The Eleventh

lawsuit” and notes that “the most

Schonbrun Seplow Harris Hoffman

Circuit held that the plaintiffs can

significant aspect of this ruling is

& Zeldes LLP, representing victims’

proceed toward a jury trial.

that it accepts the admission of

families, shows that the ruling “is a

circumstantial evidence and expert

significant victory for the families

“With respect to the evidentiary

testimony to show that murders

in the appeal and potentially for

rulings, we conclude that the

that occurred at times and places

the thousands of other families

district court got some right and

where the AUC was in control and

also involved in the litigation, in

some wrong”, the Court’s opinion

in a manner that fits with the

which the appellants were

reads. On merits, it shows that

AUC’s methods and motives, to

bellwether plaintiffs”. The lawyers

“most of the bellwether plaintiffs

show that the murders were

also commend the fact that the

presented sufficient evidence to

committed by the AUC”.

“appeal clarified the evidentiary
standard for victims of mass

withstand summary judgment with
respect to whether the AUC was

Chiquita is shown to have made in

atrocities and murders in this case

responsible for the deaths of their

the 1990s and early 2000s regular

and beyond”.

decedents”.

payments to the AUC totalling over
$1.7 million, while AUC, which was
designated in September 2001 by

15
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Crédit Agricole subsidiaries settle with OFAC
over apparent US sanctions violations
these customers were allegedly

mechanism to prevent securities-

allowed to engage in 33

related payments from being

commercial transactions totalling

credited to accounts belonging to

nearly $1,025,400 through US

residents of sanctioned

banking correspondents, in

jurisdictions; (2) implementing

apparent violation of US sanctions.

Crédit Agricole SA’s country risk

OFAC notes CAIS failed to fully

control framework to identify high-

The US Treasury Department’s

restrict US dollar- (USD) cleared

risk jurisdictions, as well as it

Office of Foreign Assets Control

payments related to the 17

mechanisms for screening

(OFAC) announced on 26

personal accounts maintained for

customer databases and (3)

September a $720,258

customers located in sanctioned

implementing a new commercial

settlement with Switzerland-

jurisdictions, despite existing

screening tool which screens

based banking services company

know-your-customer (KYC)

customer information against

CA Indosuez Switzerland SA

information indicating their

OFAC’s List of Specially

(CAIS) over apparent violations of

location.

Designated Nationals and Blocked
Persons.

Cuba-, Ukraine-, Iran-, Sudanand Syria-related sanctions.

With respect to CFM, OFAC found

Additionally, OFAC reached a

that between December 2011 and

In an emailed statement to

$401,039 settlement agreement

July 2016, the company allegedly

Financial Crime Digest, a

with Monaco-based CFM

processed 426 transactions

spokesperson for Indosuez Wealth

Indosuez Wealth SA (CFM) over

totalling approximately $1,233,967

Management stated that “[t]hese

apparent violations of US

on behalf of 11 individuals residing

arrangements illustrate the fact

sanctions against Cuba, Iran and

in Cuba, Iran and Syria, though the

that the bank has conducted

Syria. Both companies are

US financial system, including US

internal reviews on a regular basis

indirect subsidiaries of Crédit

correspondent banks and US

and has cooperated with OFAC”,

Agricole Corporate and

registered brokers or dealers in

adding that “the processes of the

Investment Bank (CACIB).

securities. Similar to CAIS, CFM

transactions have been identified

also failed to fully restrict USD-

and the bank immediately took

According to OFAC, between April

cleared payments related to these

remedial actions”. According to the

2013 and April 2016, CAIS

individuals’ personal accounts,

spokesperson, “Indosuez has

allegedly processed 240

despite having KYC information

enhanced internal training and

transactions totalling $2,050,780

concerning their location.

procedures related to the
Sanctions programmes”.

related to customers based in
designated jurisdictions, who were

The regulator notes that both

allowed to purchase securities

companies “undertook extensive

issued by US companies through

remedial measures” in response to

US broker-dealers and other

the apparent violations, including,

market participants. Moreover,

inter alia: (1) implementing a

16
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Notice on CFM Indosuez Wealth

US Federal Reserve terminates 10-year
enforcement order against HSBC
through HSBC subsidiaries, and to facilitate hundreds
of millions more in transactions with sanctioned
countries”, according to then Assistant Attorney
General Lanny A. Breuer.
Specifically, HSBC Bank USA’s understaffing of its
AML compliance function, its failure to “adequately
monitor suspicious transactions and activities from
HSBC Group Affilliates, particularly HSBC Mexico”, and
its rating of Mexico as “standard” risk between 2006
The Board of Governors of the US Federal Reserve
System announced on 1 September that it has
terminated a 2012 enforcement action with Londonbased HSBC Holdings plc on 26 August. The
regulator did not give additional details on the
circumstances of the action’s ending.
HSBC entered into a deferred prosecution agreement
with the Department of Justice (DoJ) in December
2012 and agreed to pay a total of $1.92 billion in fines.
A concurrent cease-and-desist order was issued by
the Federal Reserve pursuant to the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act, which was ended five years later. At the
time, the bank admitted to “failing to maintain an
effective anti-money laundering (AML) program,
willfully failing to conduct due diligence on its foreign
correspondent affiliates”, as well as to violating
sanctions obligations under the International
Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) and the
Trading with the Enemy Act (TWEA).
The DoJ accused the bank of “stunning failures of
oversight” which allowed “narcotics traffickers and
others to launder hundreds of millions of dollars
17

and 2010, led to the bank failing to monitor $670
billion in wire transfers and over $9.4 billion in
purchases of physical US dollars from HSBC Mexico.
The DoJ stated at the time that its shortcomings
caused HSBC Mexico to “be the preferred financial
institution for drug cartels and money launderers”.
With regard to the sanctions-related investigation, the
bank admitted to court documents showing that
“from the mid-1990s through September 2006, HSBC
Group allowed approximately $660 million” in
prohibited transactions to be processed through US
financial institutions to sanctioned entities in Iran,
Cuba, Sudan, Libya and Myanmar, by omitting
information identifying the countries and “names from
US dollar payment messages sent to HSBC Bank
USA”.
In a statement to Bloomberg, HSBC expressed that it
is “pleased with the Federal Reserve’s decision to
terminate the 2012 consent order and remain
committed to our efforts to combat financial crime”. It
underlined that “[o]ver the last decade HSBC’s
employees have worked hard to transform the bank’s
financial crime risk management capabilities”.
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DoJ press release (11 December 2012)

Cease and Desist order (11 December 2012)

UK FCA confirms potential enforcement action
against Link Fund Solutions Ltd
liquidity. In October the same year, LFS further
decided to liquidate the WEIF without reopening it.
Distributions to unit holders are ongoing, the FCA
informs. Nevertheless, due to the significant reduction
in the value of the assets held within the WEIF, unit
holders “have received, or will receive, significantly
less than the previous value of their investments”.
The FCA approved on 12 September the acquisition of
LFS by Dye and Durham Corporation (D&D) on the
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
confirmed on 21 September that it has issued a
draft warning notice amid an investigation into Link
Fund Solutions Ltd (LFS), subsidiary of Link
Administration Holdings Ltd (LAH). The FCA
highlights that the draft warning notice is not a final
decision and provides LFS with a 14-day window to
respond and resolve the case by agreement.
The 12 September decision notice shows that LFS is
subject to an investigation in relation to its
management of the LF Woodford Equity Income Fund
(WEIF), a sub-fund of the LF Woodford Investment
Fund, authorised by the FCA and opened in May 2014.
The regulator notes that it has not determined the
appropriate outcome yet, however it considers that
“there is a likelihood that it will seek to impose a
financial penalty and/or require the payment of
restitution”.
According to the notice, LFS decided on 3 June 2019
to suspend the WEIF due to concerns about its

18

condition that D&D will make funds available to cover
any redress payments LFS may be required to make.
If LFS does not choose resolution by agreement, LFS
can challenge the FCA’s findings and the enforcement
action proposed in the draft warning notice at the
FCA’s Regulatory Decisions Committee and through
the Upper Tribunal. The draft notice proposes a
penalty of £50 million, before any discounts for
prompt settlement, and sets out the basis for redress
payment up to £306 million reflective of “the FCA’s
current view of LFS’s failings in managing the liquidity
of the” WEIF.
“There are multiple parties under [the ongoing]
investigation in relation to the circumstances that led
to the suspension of the [WEIF]”, the FCA informs.
LAH stated on 21 September that LFS “is in ongoing
confidential discussions” with the FCA. LAH also
showed that LFS “will explore all options” and that
LAH “remains supportive of [LFS] considering all such
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options. LFS “continues to trade profitably with a
leading position in its market”, LAH added.

Decision notice (12 September)
FCA press release (12 September)

FCA press release

EU Court dismisses Google challenge against
European Commission’s anti-trust decision
condition for licensing Google’s

argued that its rights of defence

app store; (2) prevented device

were infringed and that the

manufacturers from using

elements considered by the EC to

alternative versions of Android

calculate the fine were incorrectly

which were not approved by

assessed.

Google and (3) granted financial
incentives to large manufacturers

The Court upheld most of the EC’s

The General Court of the

and mobile network operators on

findings, noting that it “largely

European Union largely upheld on

the condition that they exclusively

confirms the Commission’s

14 September a 2018 decision of

pre-installed the Google Search

decision”. However, it annulled the

the European Commission (EC)

app on all Android devices. The

provisions finding portfolio-based

imposing a €4.34 billion fine on

later restrictions were contained in

RSAs abusive, noting that such a

Google LLC and its parent

the Revenue Share Agreements

conclusion “cannot be sufficiently

company Alphabet Inc for having

(RSAs) between the company and

established”. In this regard, the

abused their dominant position.

the relevant device manufacturers

Court held that (1) the share of the

The EC decision stated that the

and mobile network operators.

relevant markets covered by the
RSAs “cannot be characterised as

companies imposed anticompetitive contractual

In its action before the EU Court,

significant” and (2) the EC’s test

restrictions on Android device

Google sought the annulment of

known as the “as efficient

manufacturers and mobile

the EU act, alleging that the EC

competitor (AEC) test” to analyse

network operators, in violation of

made multiple errors of

the RSAs’ anti-competitive effects

Article 102 of the Treaty on the

assessment when determining the

“contains errors of reasoning”.

Functioning of the European

relevant market in relation to

Concurrently, the judgement notes

Union (TFEU) and Article 54 of

abuse of a dominant position.

that the EC infringed upon

the European Economic Area

Moreover, the company alleged

Google’s right to be heard on

(EEA) Agreement.

that the EC incorrectly concluded

aspects related to RSAs.

that the pre-installation conditions
Through its 2018 decision, the EC

contained in the Mobile

Considering the above, the Court

determined that, since 2011: (1)

Application Distribution

decided that Google should pay a

Google required manufacturers to

Agreements (MADAs) and the Anti-

€4.125 billion fine instead of the

pre-install the Google Search and

Fragmentation Agreements (AFAs)

€4.34 billion penalty imposed by

Google Chrome applications as a

are abusive. Concurrently, Google

the EC.
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decision in full. Android has

In a statement to Reuters, a

created more choice for everyone,

Google spokesperson reportedly

not less, and supports thousands

stated that “[w]e are disappointed

of successful businesses in

that the Court did not annul the

Europe and around the world”.

EU General Court press release
EU General Court ruling
European Commission press r…

FINRA fines BofA Securities Inc $5m over large
options position reporting failures
the latter being a bank. Moreover, the company
reportedly failed to report OTC options positions to
the LOPR in cases where it acted as an intermediary
between US-based customers and its foreign brokerdealer affiliate, while other errors in the system lead to
the incorrect designation of counterparties as foreign.
26 of the aforementioned positions were over the
applicable OTC position limit, from one to 24 days and
ranged from 20 percent to 2,900 percent over the
The US Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(FINRA) announced on 12 September that it has
fined BofA Securities Inc (BofAS) $5 million for
allegedly failing to report over-the-counter (OTC)
options positions to the Large Options Positions
Reporting system (LOPR) in over 7.4 million cases,
including 26 positions which were over the
applicable OTC position limit, as well as for
associated supervisory failures.
According to FINRA, between January 2009 and
October 2020, BofAS allegedly failed to report to the
LOPR its positions in non-US currencies, as well as
those resulting from certain transactions between the
company’s affiliates, due to multiple errors in its
internal reporting system. After FINRA alerted the firm
about these failures, the company commenced an
investigation which revealed that the LOPR reporting
system also misclassified the counterparty to certain
OTC options transactions as a broker-dealer, despite

20

limit, in violation of FINRA Rules 2360(b)(3) and 2010.
Concurrently, FINRA also notes that between January
2014 and October 2020, BofAS allegedly failed to
maintain a supervisory system “reasonably designed
to achieve compliance with the firm’s LOPR reporting
obligations” or to identify instances where OTC
options exceeded applicable limits.
In addition to the fine, BofAS agreed to a censure, as
well as to the requirement that an officer and principal
of the firm certify by 31 October 2022 that it has
established, maintains and enforces supervisory
procedures designed to achieve compliance with
FINRA Rule 2360.
In a statement, Jessica Hopper, Executive Vice
President and Head of FINRA’s Department of
Enforcement underlined that “FINRA relies on
accurate reporting of transactions in order to maintain
the integrity of the markets”. She added that “BofAS’s
failure to report millions of OTC options positions
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prevented FINRA from carrying out that core function
for transactions that carry substantial risks”.

FINRA press release
FINRA letter of acceptance, waiver and consent

Barclays and affiliate to pay $361m following US
SEC charges of securities over-issuance
offers and sales of securities
"This case highlights why it is

against the registered amount “on

essential for firms like Barclays to

a real-time basis”. However, it

have robust internal controls over

notes that the firm failed to

their offers and sales of securities,"

implement any internal controls

said Gurbir S. Grewal, director of

for this purpose.

the SEC's Division of Enforcement,
Barclays PLC and Barclays Bank

in a statement.

“BBPLC self-reported its overissuances to regulators, provided

PLC (BBPLC) agreed to pay $361
million, after the US Securities

The SEC reports that, after losing

meaningful cooperation during the

and Exchange Commission (SEC)

its status as a well-known

SEC staff’s investigation, and

charged them with internal

seasoned issuer (WKSI) in May

subsequently commenced a

control failures related to “the

2017, BBPLC offered and sold

rescission offer”, the SEC

unregistered offer and sale of an

approximately $17.7 billion in

highlights. Specifically, on 14

unprecedented amount of

unregistered securities. The

March 2022, the order indicates

securities”, the SEC announced

retrieval of status resulted in BBLC

that BBPLC reported the issue to

on 29 September.

being required to quantify “the total

regulators and disclosed to the

number of securities that it

market that it did not have

A SEC order finds that BBPLC

anticipated offering and selling

sufficient issuance capacity to

violated provisions of the

and pay registration fees for those

support further sales from

Securities Act of 1933 and that

offerings upon the filing of a new

inventory and any further

both firms violated provisions of

registration statement”. The

issuances of certain exchange-

the Securities Exchange Act of

amount of securities sold were,

traded notes. Further, it publicly

1934. The firms did not admit nor

according to the SEC order, in

disclosed during the same month

deny the findings, however they

excess of what BBLC registered

details concerning the internal

agreed to cease-and-desist from

with the Commission. The over-

control issues and the potential

violating the charged provisions, in

issuances continued until “on or

financial impact of the over-

addition to paying a $200 million

around March, 9, 2022, when BBLC

issuance. On 1 August, BBPLC

penalty. BBPLC also agreed to pay

discovered this issue”.

commenced the rescission offer to
investors who had purchased

disgorgement of $149.7 million
and prejudgment interest of $11.4

It is underlined in the order that

securities in relevant unregistered

million.

BBLC personnel understood that

transactions.

the firm needed to track actual
21
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"We encourage any firms that have

issuances, should any be found",

lost WKSI status to ensure the

said Associate Regional Director of

stability of their internal controls

the SEC’s Ney York Regional Office

and to self-report any over-

Sheldon L. Pollock.

SEC press release
SEC order

Australian casino regulator commences
disciplinary proceedings against Crown
Melbourne over bank and blank cheques
practices
beyond their means and guard the

investigation “to enable the VGCCC

Melbourne Casino against criminal

to take disciplinary action on the

influence and exploitation”, Thorn

grounds that the Royal

states.

Commission had found that
Crown engaged in conduct that is

Victoria Governor Hon. Linda

illegal or constitutes serious

Dessau AC appointed in February

misconduct”. The amendment to

The Victorian Gambling and

2021 Hon. Ray Finkelstein AO QC

the CCA increased the maximum

Casino Control Commission

as Commissioner and Chairperson

fine from $1 million to $100

(VGCCC) announced on 1

of the Royal Commission to

million.

September that it commenced

conduct an inquiry into the

disciplinary proceedings against

suitability of Crown Melbourne to

The latest proceedings concern

Crown Melbourne Ltd over its

hold a casino licence. The

Crown’s alleged breaches of

bank and blank cheques

Commission found that Crown is

section 68 of the CCA, which

practices. The decision follows

unsuitable to hold a licence due to

prohibits extending credit to

the October 2021 findings of the

failures to comply with several

patrons in connection with any

Royal Commission into the

legislative requirements. As a

gaming or betting. Particularly,

Victorian Casino Operator and

result, the Victorian Government

Crown’s practices under

Licence.

appointed a special manager to

investigation include: (1) the

supervise Crown’s operations for

exchange of a bank cheque, to

According to VGCCC Chair Fran

two years. The VGCCC is to

which the patron was the payee,

Thorn, the Royal Commission

decide, following the two-year

for gambling chips valued at the

“found that Crown adopted

period, whether Crown should

face value of the cheque; and (2)

practices involving the use of

regain its unsupervised licence.

permitting patrons to exchange
blank cheques made payable to

blank cheques and bank cheques
that breached” restrictions under

Additionally, the Victorian

Crown in exchange for chips used

the Casino Control Act. “These

government amended the Casino

to gamble at the Melbourne

restrictions are vital because they

Control Act 1991 (CCA) following

casino.

protect patrons from gambling

the Royal Commission’s

22
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The VGCCC imposed in May a fine

regulator commenced further

of 80 million on Crown relating to

disciplinary proceedings against

alleged evasion of Chinese

Crown over alleged shortcomings

currency restrictions and the

in delivering its responsible

enabling of illegal transfers of

gambling code of conduct.

VGCCC press release
Royal Commission report (15 …
VGCCC press release (30 May …

funds from China. In July, the

EU Court ruling clarifies liability limits for
national central banks
According to the ECJ, a national central bank, in the
present case Banka Slovenije, could be held liable for
the damage suffered by former holders of financial
instruments cancelled as a result of reorganisation
measures where the cancellation: (1) was not
necessary to ensure the financial system’s stability or
(2) generated greater losses for the holders than
those they would have suffered in the event of
insolvency, provided that the central bank or the
The European Court of Justice (ECJ) issued on 13
September its judgement in Case C-45/21
concerning a request for preliminary ruling brought
by the Constitutional Court of Slovenia (Ustavno

sodišče). The latter requested clarifications on the
limits imposed by the EU law on the liability of a
national central bank belonging to the European
System of Central Banks with respect to damage
suffered by former holders of financial instruments
cancelled pursuant to reorganisation measures
ordered by the central bank for credit institutions.
The question referred for preliminary ruling arose
during national proceedings brought by the Central
Bank of Slovenia (Banka Slovenije) seeking a review of
the constitutionality of domestic legislative provisions
which established certain rules regarding the latter’s
liability in relation to losses arising due to the exercise
of its statutory powers. Banka Slovenije also argued
that such provisions violate EU law.
23

persons whom it authorised to act on its behalf “acted
in serious breach of their duty to exercise due care”.
Moreover, the Court holds that a national bank cannot
spend its reserves to compensate for such damages
in a way that would affect its ability to carry out its
tasks effectively or to restore those reserves
independently. The ECJ notes that a situation where a
central bank’s entire profits “are systematically
allocated to reimbursement of damage which it has
caused” is susceptible to expose it to political
pressure, thus affecting its independence.
Concurrently, the national bank cannot cover such
damages solely due to the former holders’ “modest
income” and waiver of other legal remedies.
In a statement following publication of the judgement,

Banka Slovenije stated that the ECJ ruling confirms
that the national legal provisions in question are
“contestable in terms of monetary financing and the

aperio-intelligence.com
financial independence of the central bank”. It added
that “a legal solution is required that will
comprehensively regulate this field and will comply
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ECJ press release
ECJ ruling

with EU law and the constitution of the Republic of
Slovenia”. Therefore, the bank appointed an
independent team of legal experts who will prepare
legislative proposals which will be forwarded to
competent authorities for further consideration.
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Request for preliminary ruling
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US DOJ brings charges against 47 individuals for
$250m fraud against Covid programme
for the programme were temporarily waived in 2020,
the non-profit run by Bock received almost $200
million in funds that year.
Bock and some of her employees are accused of
fraudulently claiming to open up numerous meal
distribution sites across the state, allegedly creating
fake lists of children they claimed to have fed. In
reality, the DOJ states, the organisation and its
employees created multiple shell companies to
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on
20 September charges filed against 47 individuals in
what the department states is the largest single
pandemic-related fraud scheme thus prosecuted,
involving an alleged $250 million fraud targeting the
Federal Child Nutrition Programme.
The accused individuals, charged in six separate
indictments and named in three criminal
informations, are alleged to have taken
reimbursements for serving meals to children during
the pandemic and laundered the funds, ultimately
using some of the stolen federal aid money to
purchase luxury vehicles, jewelry, real estate, and
foreign seaside resort properties.
Non-profit organisation Feeding Our Future Executive
Director Aimee Bock is among the individuals charged
with carrying out the fraud. According to the DOJ,
Feeding Our Future received and disbursed $3.4
million in 2019 through the programme, which is
administered by the US Department of Agriculture and
overseen in Minnesota by the Minnesota Department
of Education. After certain participation requirements
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receive and subsequently launder the federal funds.
Other companies allegedly took part in the scheme,
taking cash bribes in exchange for participating in the
scheme and charging fake consulting fees to accept
laundered federal funds.
When placed under scrutiny by state authorities
suspecting fraud, Bock reportedly filed suit against
the Minnesota Department of Education accusing it of
discrimination. The indictment against Bock also
charges 13 additional individuals with conspiracy to
commit wire fraud, wire fraud, conspiracy to commit
federal programs bribery, federal programs bribery,
money laundering and money laundering conspiracy.
Defendants charged and entities targeted in the six
indictments include Empire Cuisine and Market LLC,
Safari Restaurant, S&S Catering, Inc, Haji’s Kitchen
LLC, Community Enhancement Services, Inc, Brava
Restaurant and Cafe LLC, Abdiaziz Shafi Farah, Qamar
Ahmed Hassan, Haji Osman Salad, Sharmake Jama
and Liban Yasin Alishire.
DOJ press release
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US Senate Judiciary Committee commences
probe into corruption allegations involving
Donald Trump
to politically support Trump and

violations of the Logan Act, only

investigate and prosecute his

after two days of the former

critics. Durbin particularly cites

president “attacking [Kerry] on

Berman’s allegations suggesting

Twitter”. The DOJ reportedly sent

that former President Barack

the matter to the Attorney’s Office

Obama’s White House Counsel

for the District of Maryland, which

Gregory B. Craig was prosecuted

also declined to prosecute.

US Senate Judiciary Committee

over political reasons although the

Chair Richard J. Durbin

SDNY Attorney’s Office determined

“If accurate, Mr. Berman’s claims

addressed on 12 September a

that there was no basis to charge

indicate multiple instances of

letter to Attorney General Merrick

him. According to said allegations,

political interference in the

Garland announcing an

DOJ officials sought to move the

Department’s investigative and

investigation into allegations

investigation following Berman’s

prosecutorial decisions”, the letter

made by former US Attorney for

rejection to charge Craig to the

reads. Durbin’s letter to Garland

the Southern District of New York

District of Columbia Attorney’s

requests that documents and

(SDNY) Geoffrey S. Berman that

Office, which did indict Craig. He

communications relating to the

Trump Administration appointees

was, nevertheless, acquitted by a

allegations be sent to the

pressured the SDNY Attorney’s

jury.

Committee by 3 October.

The letter further highlights claims

The Committee’s investigation

concerning alleged pressure

makes for another inquiry

“These reported claims indicate

exercised by DOJ officials to

involving the former president.

astonishing and unacceptable

remove references to Trump from

Last month, Trump invoked his

deviations from the [Justice]

the document charging his former

Fifth Amendment right against

Department’s mission to pursue

lawyer Michael Cohen. Moreover,

self-incrimination in NY Attorney

impartial justice”, Durbin notes.

Durbin describes Berman’s claim

General Letitia James’ civil probe

that former Attorney General at

into Trump Organization’s

The letter cites an 8 September

that time William P. Barr attempted

finances. In another probe,

New York Times article that covers

himself to reverse Cohen’s

targeting alleged mishandling of

the allegations made by Berman,

conviction and terminate related

presidential records, he filed on 22

who was removed in June 2020

investigations and prosecutions.

August a motion demanding a halt

from his position, in his recently

Additionally, Berman was

to the review of documents seized

published book. The book

reportedly instructed on 9 May

by the Federal Bureau of

reportedly claims that Department

2018 by DOJ officials to

Investigation from his Mar-a-Lago

of Justice (DOJ) officials during

investigate State Secretary at that

property. US District Judge Aileen

the Trump Administration sought

time John F. Kerry for alleged

Cannon issued on 5 September an

Office to prosecute critics of the
former president.
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order granting Trump’s request for

Moreover, the Court cannot agree

a special master, whose role is to

On 8 September, the DOJ filed a

with the DOJ that the documents

ensure that investigators do not

notice of appeal of the 5

are still classified and that Trump

review privileged information, and

September order, as well as a

has no plausible claim of privilege

instructing the DOJ to temporarily

motion for a partial stay pending

to any of them. On the same day,

stop reviewing and using any of

appeal. Particularly, the DOJ

the Judge appointed Raymond J.

the materials seized from Mar-a-

sought that Judge Cannon

Dearie, Senior US District Judge

Lago for criminal investigative

restores its access to the seized

for the Eastern District of NY, as

purposes. The special master, who

documents and discloses the

special master. Dearie is expected

is to be appointed following

roughly 100 classified records to a

to conclude his review by 30

proposals from both parties, is

special master for review. Judge

November.

expected to review the seized

Cannon denied on 15 September

items, “manage assertions of

the DOJ’s motion for partial stay

privilege and make

finding that the Court “is not

recommendations thereon, and

persuaded that the Government

evaluate claims for return of

will suffer an irreparable injury

property”.

without the requested stay”.

Durbin letter to Attorney General
New York Times article (8 Sep…
Trump statement (10 August)

US Senate Committee hearing focuses on use of
crypto mixers to evade Russia sanctions
facilitate illicit finance, stating that

conceal crypto transactions make

“crypto mixers pool funds with the

it more difficult for Treasury

explicit purpose of hiding the

officials to enforce sanctions.

origins of the funds”. She further

Furthermore, she noted that

cited the Treasury's actions

sanctions against crypto mixers

against crypto mixers like Tornado

contribute to consolidating the US

Cash, which was allegedly used to

sanctions regime against Russia

During a 20 September hearing of

launder over $7 billion, with nearly

and other illicit actors.

the US Senate Banking, Housing

30 percent of its business linked to

and Urban Affairs Committee

illicit actors, as well as Blender,

In her statement, Rosenberg also

Senator Elizabeth Warren called

reportedly used to launder funds

confirmed that Russian oligarchs

out crypto mixers as an

for Russian and North Korean

can use digital assets to evade

instrument for Russian oligarchs

entities.

sanctions imposed on Russia.
While “on a public blockchain, it is

and other illicit actors to evade
Elizabeth Rosenberg, the

possible to trace the source of

Treasury’s Assistant Secretary for

money, and where it’s flowing”,

Warren applauded the Department

Terrorist Financing and Financial

anonymity-enhancing technologies

of Treasury’s steps to sanction

Crimes, stated that crypto mixers

represent a major concern, she

crypto mixing services alleged to

and other technologies used to

added.

sanctions.
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to undermine economic sanctions

Senator Warren highlighted the

on Russia. She also cited the

Digital Asset Sanctions

sanctions the Treasury recently

Compliance Enhancement Act,

imposed on five crypto addresses

which she introduced in March to

linked to a Russian neo-Nazi

prevent Russian political elites and

paramilitary group.

Senator press release
Hearing video

oligarchs from using digital assets

Malta FIAU fines remote gaming operator Olimp
Ltd over AML/CFT failings
Malta’s Financial Intelligence

and verification measures.

reputable jurisdiction, none of

Analysis Unit (FIAU) published on

Particularly, Olimp is shown to

these three players was assessed

5 September a notice on the

have failed to verify the permanent

as high-risk. The last breach

imposition of a €130,460

residential address of five player

identified by the FIAU relates to the

administrative penalty on remote

profiles. Furthermore, the copy of

company’s money laundering

gaming operator Olimp Limited

the identification document

reporting officer, who “was

over alleged breaches of the

collected for three player profiles

outsourced”, working with an IT

Prevention of Money Laundering

were inadequate due to only the

company and also occupying the

and Funding of Terrorism

front side being made available.

roles of compliance and legal

Regulations and Implementing
Procedures.

officer.
The FIAU also observed the
absence of information on the

The FIAU informs that in imposing

The FIAU found that Olimp failed

occupation of the players, their

the penalty it considered: (1) the

to present a business risk

source of wealth and expected

nature of the services and

assessment (BRA) at the time of

source of funds or on the expected

products offered by the company;

the 2020 compliance examination.

level of activity. Accordingly, Olimp

(2) the size of Olimp, which is

Moreover, a draft BRA which Olimp

was offering its services without

considered to be relatively small;

provided to the FIAU in its

understanding players’ profiles,

(3) the seriousness of the

representations failed to identify

according to the notice. This in

obligations breached; (4) the

threats and risks, including

turn hindered the company’s

impact that such breaches could

inherent and residual risks. The

“ability to implement effective

potentially have on both Olimp and

compliance examination further

control measures, thus

the local gaming industry.

highlighted that the company had

heightening exposure to money

no documented customer risk

laundering risks”.

assessment methodology.

Olimp has already surrendered its
gaming licence, the FIAU states.

It is also reported that although
Shortcomings were also revealed

three reviewed players were

with regards to the identification

nationals and residents of a non-

28
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REPORTS

Independent review finds The Star unsuitable to
hold casino licence in New South Wales

The New South Wales (NSW)

laundering protocols in numerous

Independent Casino Commission

situations”. Additionally, he cites

Another violation of the CCA

(NICC) published on 13

“jarring” personal accounts in the

shown in the report relates to The

September a three-volume report

report of The Star offering “free

Star’s relationship with Suncity,

authored by Adam Bell SC, who

alcohol to VIPs as an inducement

which was by September 2017 its

was appointed in September

to gamble” and allowing

largest junket customer. The

2021 to conduct a review of The

“vulnerable patrons to gamble

review revealed that The Star

Star Entertainment Group’s

continuously for more than 24

made a private and exclusive

(TSEG) wholly owned subsidiary

hours at a time, without

gaming room known as “Salon 95”

and NSW casino licence holder

intervention”.

available to a junket affiliated with

The Star Pty Ltd pursuant to the

Suncity and where a service desk

Casino Control Act 1992 (CCA).

It is also reported that China Union

was installed. CCTV footage

The report found that The Star is

Pay (CUP) cards were used

reportedly caught multiple

unsuitable to hold a casino

between July 2013 and March

instances of Suncity employees

licence in NSW.

2022 by 1,307 Star patrons across

exchanging cash for chips and

8,912 transactions totalling

vice versa, in breach of the CCA.

NICC Chief Commissioner Philip

AUD908 million (around £528

Nevertheless, Suncity was allowed

Crawford states that the report “is,

million) to fund gambling at The

to continue operating the service

quite frankly, shocking”. Crawford

Star. At the same time, The Star

desk through September 2019.

notes that the casino disguised

management was aware that “the

The Star is shown to have failed to

“huge amounts of money […] as

CUP Process was a means of

conduct risk assessment of

hotel expenses” and that “vast

circumventing Chinese capital

Suncity and its founder Alvin Chau,

sums of cash evaded anti-money

flight laws”.

which “was inexcusable and
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wholly inconsistent with the casino

has been given the opportunity to

September, TSEG further

operator’s obligations to manage

answer to a “show cause” notice.

announced that it has responded

the risks of criminal infiltration and

The Star announced on 13

to the “show cause” notice. TSEG

money laundering”.

September that it received the

and The Star have accepted the

NICC’s notice and intends to

findings of the report “including the

The report reiterates the “systemic

respond within 14 days. It is also

finding of unsuitability”. Noting

governance, risk management and

“currently considering the Report

that they also acknowledge the

cultural failings” seen at The Star

and the matters raised in the

gravity of the conduct, TSEG

entities. “There were reporting

Notice”.

informs that it has taken

failures by the senior management

“significant and urgent remedial

team at Star Entertainment”, and

The NICC’s disciplinary options

steps” such as increased risk,

its managing director and chief

include loss of licence,

compliance, and security staff,

executive officer at that time Matt

suspension, monetary penalties

approval of upgrades to

Bekier “must bear significant

and/or appointment of a manager.

surveillance technology and

overall responsibility for these

“The NICC has all the tools it

permanently exiting junkets.

failures”. The board must, however,

needs at its disposal to respond to

“bear some responsibility” as well,

Bell’s recommendations, and we

The response is firm in stating

the report states.

will develop an approach that is

TSEG’s intention to “do whatever is

proportionate to the seriousness

necessary, in consultation with

of the report”, Crawford assures.

[the] NICC, to restore The Star

The review found that The Star is
undergoing a reformation process.

Sydney to suitability”. It informs

However, it is “at an early stage

Crawford informs that the

that it developed a remediation

and the problems are deep and

“appropriate disciplinary approach”

plan for a multi-year

systemic”. Moreover, it shows no

will be determined once The Star

transformation, which includes an

“tangible achievements […] capable

has been given the opportunity to

assessment of the root causes of

of restoring public trust and

answer to a “show cause” notice.

The Star’s unsuitability, as well as

confidence in the […] integrity of

The NICC’s disciplinary options

immediate actions. TSEG plans to

The Star to operate a casino in the

include loss of licence,

conclude the plan by end of 2024,

NSW”. Notably, the NICC is to

suspension, monetary penalties

the response reads. TSEG submits

determine whether “The Star is

and/or appointment of a manager.

that achieving milestones in the

capable of satisfactory

“The NICC has all the tools it

plan “under strict supervision”

reformation”, according to the

needs at its disposal to respond to

should give the NICC “confidence

report, which provides the NICC

Bell’s recommendations, and we

that TSEG has restored suitability”.

with 30 recommendations. “What

will develop an approach that is

can be said is that satisfactory

proportionate to the seriousness

reformation has not yet occurred”,

of the report”, Crawford assures.
The Star report

it underlines.
TSEG announced on 13
Crawford informs that the

September that it received the

“appropriate disciplinary approach”

NICC’s notice and intends to

will be determined once The Star

respond within 14 days. On 27

30

NICC press release

TSEG response to notice (27 S…
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Fraudulent investments appearing more
‘tempting’ as cost-of-living crisis deepens, UK
watchdog warns
food bank network warned of a “completely
unsustainable” situation, after a combination of
increased demand for aid, rising food costs, and
reduced donations.
Between April and June last year, the watchdog
received roughly 2,380 complaints, out of which 500
were investment scams and around 1,000 were
impersonation scams. By contrast, the total number
of complaints received during the same period this
UK banks did not solve at least 570 cases of alleged

year was approximately 1,900, with a third of

investment scams between April and June, quarterly

grievances relating to impersonation scams. A

data published by the Financial Ombudsman Service

sample analysis revealed that half of the investment

(FOS) on 7 September show. Despite the number of

fraud cases concern crypto-assets.

complaints about authorised push payment fraud
submitted to the watchdog decreasing by

The ombudsman service handles individuals’

approximately 20 percent, the FOS leadership warns

complaints about bank services or products provided

that “current economic circumstances” could push

by financial business, including grievances concerning

individuals towards fraudulent investments.

losses to scams. While FOS reports that nearly 8,000
cases were referred to it for a decision during this

An FOS spokesperson confirmed for Financial Crime

period, a third-party review published in December

Digest that interim Chief Executive and Chief

2021 found that approximately 13,000 FOS cases

Ombudsman Nausicaa Delfas referred to the cost-of-

were between one and two years old, over 3,000 were

living crisis. “We are concerned that, in current

between two and three years old, and, in more than

economic circumstances, people could be tempted to

1,800 cases, people had been waiting for more than

invest in fake investments”, Delfas stated.

three years.

In August, inflation in the UK reached nearly 10
percent, with a House of Commons research briefing
published on 28 September showing that almost 90
percent of adults in Great Britain reported an increase
in their cost of living.
The harsh increase in costs, seen especially in energy
prices and expenses on food, is disproportionally
affecting low-income households. An independent
31

FOS press release
Quarterly data
House of Commons research briefing (28 Septembe…
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Central banks are financing illegal deforestation,
NGO claims
linked to suspected deforestation and land-grabbing
in Brazil’s Cerrado ecosystem.
The report accuses the BoE and the ECB of failing to
publish the values of their holdings in the
aforementioned companies, thus raising transparency
issues. The paper further underlines that “[a]s
supervisors of the private financial sector, central
banks must lead by example and adopt an explicit
zero-deforestation policy as part of their approach to
Global Witness (GW) published on 28 September a
report which alleges that some of the world’s largest
central banks, including the US Federal Reserve,
European Central Bank (ECB) and Bank of England
(BoE), have purchased “large volumes of debt”
issued by companies accused of deforestation and
land-grabbing in Brazil.
The GW investigation reveals that, since 2020, the US
Federal Reserve Bank allegedly bought $16 million of
bonds issued by agribusiness conglomerates ArcherDaniels-Midland Company (ADM), Bunge Ltd Financial
Corp and Cargill Inc, while beginning in 2016, the BoE
reportedly purchased an undisclosed portion of a
£150 million Cargill bond, and the ECB bought a
similar amount of debt issued by Bunge Finance
Europe BV.
Separate GW investigations found that ADM, Bunge
and Cargill have reportedly fueled human rights
abuses by purchasing from soy suppliers in conflict
with indigenous communities of Brazilian Bahia state.
Furthermore, the companies are alleged to have been

32

climate change, including divestment from all
deforestation-linked bonds and greater scrutiny of the
threat to financial stability posed by deforestation and
biodiversity loss”.
GW notes that the US Federal Reserve had “wound
down its corporate bond program”, while the BoE
announced that it will start selling its corporate bond
holdings this month. However, the ECB “will be slower
to wind down its asset purchases, potentially delaying
into 2023”, adds GW, citing economic experts.
Veronika Oakeshott, Forest Team Leader at GW
stated that “[a]t a time when the climate crisis is
ravaging countries across the world, it is
unacceptable that the biggest central banks are
bankrolling companies linked to the destruction of
forests and its associated human rights abuses”.
Global Witness press release
Global Witness report
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Egypt 2022 national counter-terrorism report
The paper further describes the

A significant improvement is

EMLCU’s main activities which

reported regarding the living

include: (1) developing a unified

conditions of the population of

national understanding of FT risks;

North Sinai, where law

(2) developing and updating

enforcement action resulted in the

legislative and regulatory

elimination of the infrastructure of

frameworks; (3) international

Ansar Beit al-Maqdis’, also known

Egypt’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs

cooperation, coordination with

as the Islamic State of Iraq and the

published on 7 September the

relevant national institutions, and

Levant (ISIL)-Sinai Province . Other

2022 National Counter-Terrorism

information sharing regarding

sectors that are shown to have

Report which reviews the

financial investigations; (4)

been positively impacted by the

country’s efforts to counter

implementing targeted financial

counter-terrorism measures

terrorism and extremist

sanctions related to FT; and (5)

include public services, healthcare,

ideologies. The report

preventing the exploitation of the

education and transportation.

particularly provides an overview

non-profit organisation in FT.
The paper also highlights the

of the conditions conducive to
the spread of terrorism,

On security measures, Egypt

country’s April election as Co-

measures to prevent and combat

aimed, according to the report, to

Chair, together with the EU, of the

it, to build capacities, as well as

pursue the so-called “Muslim

Global Counterterrorism Forum

to ensure respect for human

Brotherhood” and other terrorist

(GCTF) - an informal, apolitical,

rights and the rule of law as

organisations (TOs) to diminish

multilateral counter-terrorism

fundamental basis for the fight

their capabilities to commit

platform that contributes to

against terrorism.

criminal acts. Such measures

developing global counter-

include detection, confrontation

terrorism normative framework. It

The report also assesses Egypt’s

and prosecution procedures, as

is shown that in its capacity as Co-

approach to tackling financing of

well as preventive measures on

Chairmanship Egypt will seek to

terrorism (FT). It notes that FT is

awareness of TOs’ schemes and

enhance the GCTF’s “effectiveness,

criminalised under the Anti-

enhancing security at ports and

taking into consideration the

Terrorism Law No. 94 of 2015 and

border crossings, and legal

needs of developing countries,

that the Egyptian Anti-Money

measures combatting the illegal

especially those on the African

Laundering and Terrorist Financing

possession of firearms,

continent, through enhancing their

Combating Unit (EMLCU) is the

ammunition and explosives.

capabilities with regard to

independent central body receiving

Together with law enforcement

countering terrorism and

notifications and information

efforts, the report shows, the

extremism”.

provided by financial institutions

measures led to the decline of

on operations potentially involving

TOs’ capabilities in Sinai and,

FT or money laundering.

implicitly, a decrease in their
number compared to previous
years.

33

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Fac…
Ministry of Foreign Affairs rep…
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UNODC and UNIDIR release report on linkages
between illicit arms, organised crime and armed
conflicts
accountability, security and

increasing the firepower of OCGs

preventive measures”.

and NSAGs “and reinforcing cycles
of insecurity and violence”.

On the one hand, OCGs and
NSAGs’ continuous access to illicit
weapons relies on transnational
arms trafficking networks that
The UN Institute for Disarmament

supply larger groups in the region,

Research (UNIDIR) and UN Office

the paper underlines. On the other

on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)

hand, arms traffickers and OCGs

published on 14 September a

may seek NSAGs’ support to

report on the nexus between illicit

operate in territories controlled by

arms, organised crime and armed

them and to benefit from their

conflict. The report shows that

“political and security protection”.

escalation through conflict

Key considerations in
addressing these
interrelated threats
Comprehensive weapons and
ammunition management
(WAM) measures are critical
for disrupting the sources of
supply of arms and
ammunition for NSAGs and
OCGs

phases shifts demand for illicit

Notably, the report notes that

arms and organised criminal

NSAGs use illicit arms to facilitate

Strengthening national legal

groups (OCGs) potentially use

revenue-generating crimes in a

and regulatory frameworks for

such opportunities to acquire and

conflict setting and that weapons

WAM is key to reduce the risk

traffic weapons.

potentially finance the ongoing

of diversion and the illicit

conflict and influence the group’s

circulation of weapons and can

OCGs and non-State armed groups

motivation to continue fighting.

be a key component of security

(NSAGs) are shown to operate

This in turn can lengthen and

sector reform processes and

both on the supply and the

aggravate a conflict and hinder

broader peacebuilding efforts

demand sides. The report also

post-conflict reconstruction and

shows that post-conflict legacy

peacebuilding efforts.

States supplying arms should,
together with the final

weapons and surplus stockpiles
represent “potential sources for

The UNIDIR and the UNODC also

recipients, adopt basic

the diversion of arms into the

underline that continued or

accountability measures to

hands of” OCGs and NSAGs.

increased access to illicit arms

track and monitor the

Additionally, the UNIDIR and the

and ammunition by NSAGs and

transferred arms to support

UNODC found that a potential

OCGs, as well as the introduction

post-conflict recovery and

source of diversion is represented

of new or more sophisticated

collection campaigns

by arms transfers to conflict-

weapons within a given context,

affected and fragile states “if they

can significantly impact conflict

are not safeguarded by basic

and organised crime dynamics by

34

States should make use of the
full potential of criminal justice
responses to combat arms and
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ammunition trafficking when

OCGs in such activities requires

capacities to prevent diversion

addressing the diversion of

effective tracing mechanisms

and to counter illicit arms

arms and illicit arms and
ammunition flows to fragile

Fragile states, countries

and conflict-affected areas

emerging from conflict and

Investigating the dynamics of

require support through

illicit arms and ammunition

international assistance and

flows and the involvement of

cooperation to build their

trafficking and related
organised criminal activities

their neighbouring states
UNIDIR, UNODC report
UNIDIR press release

Israel FIU reports increase in ML related to
criminal organisations and terrorist financing
Fraud, deceit, and counterfeiting are shown to
represent 23 percent of the 2021 financial crimes,
followed by tax crimes (11.2 precent), bribery and
corruption (8.7 percent), and drug trade (4 percent).
Said crimes were perpetrated, according to the report,
especially through international financial transactions,
cash payments and the activity of financial service
providers. The latter particularly sees an “upward
trend”, the IMPA notes based on roughly 73,000
The Israel Money Laundering and Terror Financing
Prohibition Authority (הרשות לאיסור הלבנת הון ומימון
טרור, IMPA), the country’s Financial Intelligence Unit,
published on 14 September its 2021 report
revealing that money laundering (ML) on behalf of
organised criminal groups amounted to 19 percent
of all cases reviewed by the IMPA, up from 6.8
percent in 2020. ML related to terrorist financing
has also increased from 9 percent in 2020 to 14.6
percent in 2021.
Ministry of Justice Director General Eran Davidi notes
that the data in the report reflects the “increase which
is ongoing in the scope of the [IMPA’s] activity and the
quality of the activity carried out in the field”. Davidi
highlights the importance of advancing technological
tools to tackle economic crime in the country.
35

reports received. Moreover, the IMPA reportedly
received more reports of unusual activity from
financial service providers (51 percent) than from the
banking system (35.9 percent).
The document further underlines that criminal
enforcement and “other activities in various fields
against crime and violence in the Arab sector has
risen to the top of the national priorities in recent
years”. Such criminal conduct is described as “a threat
to the quality of life of its citizens” and shown to have
“an essential impact on order in the public sphere and
local government institutions”.
IMPA 2021 report (in Hebrew)
IMPA press release (in Hebrew)
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GRECO third compliance report states Belgium’s
corruption prevention “remains to be improved”
recommendations, based on a

parliamentarians and third parties

report submitted by the head of

need to be enhanced. Rules

the Belgian delegation on 30

providing guidance on such

March 2022.

contracts and sanctions for the
main breaches of the ethical rules

GRECO notes that “some

governing parliamentarians “must

progress” has been made in

be adopted”, the report stresses.

The Council of Europe’s Group of

preventing corruption of judges

States against Corruption

and prosecutors, naming the entry

GRECO acknowledged Belgium’s

(GRECO) published on 12

into force of the 23 March 2019

efforts in discussing transparency

September its Fourth Evaluation

Law amending the recruitment

rules regarding lobbyists through a

Round Third Interim Compliance

and training of substitute judges,

bill that would establish a new

report on Belgium, highlighting

the expansion of the audit and

mandatory transparency register

that “no improvement” has been

investigation activities of the High

for the Chamber, the Senate and

achieved in preventing corruption

Council of Justice and the

the federal government, and a

among parliamentarians “since

circulation of rules of professional

paragraph on transparency

the last report”. Only six of

conduct that are uniform for all

accessible to the public. GRECO

GRECO’s 15 recommendations

members of the judiciary. In

specifically “encourages the

have been implemented or dealt

addition, it outlines that legislation

Belgian authorities to complete

with satisfactorily, the report

governing the operating reports of

this work so as to guarantee the

concludes.

the courts and prosecution service

transparency of these relations”.

has been adopted.
The overall level of Belgium’s

In its Second Compliance Report
adopted on 25 March 2021,

However, “[i]mprovements still

compliance with GRECO’s

GRECO assessed that Belgium

need to be made to standardise

standards is no longer deemed as

“had not made sufficient or

the distribution of cases between

“globally unsatisfactory”, however

decisive progress” in fully

judges at appeal and first instance

the Belgian delegation is

implementing its

court level, and work still needs to

instructed to provide additional

recommendations, noting that 11

be done to conserve data on

information on the implementation

of the total 15 recommendations

disciplinary proceedings in respect

progress by 30 June 2023 at the

had not been implemented and

of judges and prosecutors”, the

latest.

rating Belgium’s compliance as

regulator warns.
GRECO Third Compliance Rep…

“globally unsatisfactory”. The
latest compliance report analyses

Moreover, with regard to members

Belgium’s measures to implement

of the parliament, GRECO insists

the 11 outstanding

that rules on gifts and the
transparency of contacts between

36

GRECO press release
GRECO Second Compliance R…
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UN report warns of increase in “already
alarming” numbers of modern slavery cases
global total with 15.1 million people, followed by
Europe and Central Asia, Africa, the Americas and the
Arab States. Yet, when forced labour is expressed as a
proportion of the population, the Arab States rank
highest with 5.3 per thousand people, followed by
Europe and Central Asia with 4.4 per thousand. The
report further notes that over half of all forced labour
cases occur in upper-middle income or high-income
countries and that migrant workers face a higher risk
of forced labour than other workers. Additionally, 3.9
The International Labour Organization (ILO), the
International Organization for Migration (IOM) and
international human rights group Walk Free
published on 12 September a joint report on 2021
modern slavery global estimates, noting a 10 million
increase in forced labour and forced marriage cases
compared to 2016 global estimates.
“It is shocking that the situation of modern slavery is
not improving”, ILO Director-General Guy Ryder states.
According to the report, roughly 50 million people are
in situations of modern slavery on any given day, with
around 28 million in forced labour and 22 million in
forced marriage. An increase of 2.7 million in the
number of people in forced labour is reported to have
occurred since 2016. The ILO, IOM and Walk Free
found a prevalence of forced labour in the private
economy. Moreover, the paper notes that the initial
months of the COVID-19 pandemic saw “widespread
reports of forced labour linked to the crisis” and a
“deterioration of working conditions” amounting to
forced labour. However, the organisations warn that
“little is known about how forced labour risks have
evolved since the initial months” of the pandemic.
In terms of forced labour’s geographical distribution,
Asia and the Pacific are shown to host over half of the
37

million people are reported to be in state-imposed
forced labour, and over half of all cases allegedly
involve forms of abuse such as compulsory prison
labour, conscription and forced labour for economic
development or for work beyond normal civic
obligations.
Estimates regarding forced marriage also underline
an increase since 2016 - 6.6 million additional cases.
Almost two-thirds of all forced marriages are
recorded in Asia and the Pacific, the report informs. It
adds that most persons were forced to marry by their
parents or other relatives using emotional threats or
verbal abuse.
The report emphasises that the pandemic has
aggravated modern slavery drivers due to the
widespread socio-economic instability that “led to
increased global unemployment, increased
indebtedness, and an increase in extreme global
poverty for the first time in two decades”.
Nevertheless, Ryder finds that “[n]othing can justify
the persistence” of modern slavery. “We know what
needs to be done, and we know it can be done”, he
insists, explaining that effective national policies and
regulation are crucial.
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Combating forced labour and related trafficking in

Key policy priorities recommended in the
paper include
Extending social protection to all workers and their
families
Promoting fair and ethical recruitment
Strengthening the reach and capacity of public
labour inspectorates
Ensuring adequate enforcement and access to

business operations and supply chains
Ending state-imposed forced labour, which
accounts for one in seven of all forced labour
cases
Addressing underlying socio-cultural norms and
structures that contribute to forced marriage
Protecting the rights of those vulnerable to forced
marriage and trafficking for this purpose during
times of crisis

remedy for people freed from forced labour
Addressing migrants’ vulnerability to forced labour
and trafficking for forced labour, and to forced

2021 modern slavery estimates
IOM press release

marriage
ILO press release

OSCE Mission publishes report on handling of
terrorism cases by Kosovo justice system
trends in prosecution practice and areas for
improvement.
Terrorism offences’ prosecution is envisaged in
various pieces of legislation including the 2012
Criminal Code (CC), the 2019 CC, the Law on
Prohibition of Joining the Armed Conflicts Outside
State Territory, the Law on the Prevention of Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing and the Law on
the Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating
The Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe’s (OSCE) Mission in Kosovo published on 19
September a report on handling terrorism cases by
Kosovo’s criminal justice system. The report, which
assesses 50 terrorism-related cases occurring
between 2018 and 2020, provides an overview of
progress in prosecuting terrorism cases, identifies
38

Terrorist Financing. According to the report, the two
CCs are “similar”, however the 2019 CC reportedly fills
gaps in the earlier legislation. Particularly, the 2019 CC
includes articles covering the facilitation and
financing of terrorism (FT), broadening the sentencing
powers available for FT from five to up to fifteen years
and increasing the available fine to a maximum of
€500,000. Moreover, the new CC criminalises
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travelling for the purposes of terrorism. The report

Greater consideration of treatment of those with

notes that the 2019 CC “led to significant progress”

mental health issues and fitness to plead

and that Kosovo’s terrorism framework “broadly
guarantees the protection of human and fundamental
rights in line with European standards”.
Regarding FT cases, the report shows that the
country recorded only one FT conviction between
2018 and 2020 of a series of 16 cases referred to the
police by the Financial Intelligence Unit, although in

Rigorous application of bail and removal of
perceived link between a guilty plea and release
from detention
Ensuring that judges’ skills are enhanced by
specific training on admissibility and weight to be
given to third party evidence in criminal trials

several cases the funding aspect “seemed to be

Developing suitable de-radicalisation programmes

clearly identified”. A lack of specialised FT training for

that are culturally appropriate for the Kosovo

prosecutors, shortages of staff and a lack of “an

context with the help of organisations or experts

overarching strategy” are shown as the motive for the
low numbers of FT prosecutions. Accordingly, the
paper highlights that more focus should be placed on
“stand-alone” FT prosecution.
There is a need for greater consideration of links
between individual cases and terrorist groups, the
report reads. Moreover, police and prosecutors should
use opportunities to gather intelligence from suspects
or convicted persons.

Other recommendations in the report
include

Intensification of co-operation between Kosovo’s
police and the prosecution in FT investigations
Training police officers on evolving technology
used by those engaged in terrorist activity,
prosecutors on human rights standards in the
areas of detention, covert surveillance evidence,
charging, indictments and duty of disclosure, and
defence lawyers on human rights standards in the
areas of their client’s right to bail, fitness to plead,
sufficiency of evidence to support their detention,
charge, indictment, client’s mental health,
disclosure and admissibility of evidence

Amending the Law on the Prevention of Money

Use of statutory powers to gather intelligence and

Loundering and Combatting Terrorist Financing to

co-operation from terrorist suspects and/or those

bring it in line with EU and international standards

who have been convicted

Ensuring that indictments are sufficiently
evidenced, brought under the latest or appropriate
CC, with full disclosure to the defence at the pretrial stage
Developing a formal system of disclosure

39

OSCE Mission in Kosovo report
OSCE press release
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EBA report calls for enhanced collaboration
between supervisors in AML/CFT colleges
the resources allocated for the

Enhancing discussions during

establishment and implementation

the AML/CFT college meetings

of colleges and from the

to ensure that the information

supervisors’ engagement at the

exchanged is comprehensive

college meetings. Moreover, the

and meaningful

paper shows an increasing
number of exchanges of
information between supervisors
The European Banking Authority

within the AML/CFT colleges

(EBA) published on 1 September

regarding: (1) their assessment of

its second report on the

ML/TF risks associated with the

functioning of anti-money

cross-border institution in their

laundering and countering

member states; (2) findings from

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

inspections; and (3) any

supervisory colleges in the EU.

administrative sanctions or

The report, which followed the

supervisory measures imposed by

monitoring in 2021 of 21 newly

them on the institution.

established and 16 colleges,
recommends that they enhance

Nevertheless, the report describes

internal collaboration and

the “immaturity” of most colleges.

proactive information exchange.

In this regard, the EBA found that

Ensuring an ongoing
information exchange between
members and observers within
the colleges through scheduled
or ad hoc meetings or bilaterally via other channels
Applying a risk-based approach
when determining the
frequency and nature of college
meetings, to guarantee that
more frequent meetings take
place in respect of financial
institutions exposed to higher
ML/TF risks

improvements are needed in

Taking steps to identify areas

The report recalls that the EBA is a

relation to the communication of

where a common approach or

permanent member in all

emerging risks to all college

a joint action may be necessary

AML/CFT colleges, which are

members at an early stage.

to adequately address re-

defined as permanent structures

Furthermore, many colleges are

occurring issues in different

that bring together different

shown to experience operational

jurisdictions, which may require

supervisory authorities responsible

challenges due to being

an action at a group level

for the supervision of a cross-

established and holding their first

border financial institution, which

meetings only in 2021.

Encouraging exchanges of

EBA recommended actions
include

approaches when dealing with

operates in at least three member
states and outside the EU.
The EBA notes that EU competent
authorities “are committed to

Finalising the structural

implementing the AML/CFT

elements of AML/CFT colleges

colleges framework effectively”.

to ensure college participation

Particularly, the report highlights

of members’ and observers’

40

supervisory experiences and
certain ML/TF risks or
concerns

EBA report
EBA press release
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GI-TOC report calls for enhanced efforts to
combat online illegal wildlife trade
improve responses to online IWT. The paper
underlines that typology reports, such as those used
by law enforcement agencies and the financial
industry to recognise money laundering and terrorist
financing, could potentially be used as “a new
weapon” in the fight against IWT.
The report includes a sample typology report which
aims to provide institutions and organisations
involved in addressing IWT with a template for
The Global Initiative Against Transnational
Organized Crime (GI-TOC) published on 20
September, in collaboration with the Alliance to
Counter Crime Online (ACCO), a report which
assesses common characteristics of social media
posts advertising wildlife and wildlife products. The
paper seeks to determine whether typologies could
be developed to assist law enforcement agencies,
the financial industry, tech companies, and civil
society organisations in identifying and tackling
illegal wildlife trade (IWT) offenders online.
GI-TOC and ACCO highlight that, considering the
increasing trend of illegal wildlife traders using online
platforms to sell exotic pets and wildlife products,
combined with the “poor detection and enforcement
capacities of law enforcement agencies, and the
insufficient internal controls of the private companies
that run the platforms”, typologies could potentially

41

reporting their data “in a clear and succinct manner”.
GI-TOC notes that these typology reports should
include data such as: (1) information on the species in
question; (2) an analysis of the illicit flow and
associated risks, from the procurement state through
export, import and retail; (3) relevant domestic and
international legislation, as well as detection and
enforcement challenges; and (4) the illegal traders’

modus operandi, including for evading detention.
Additionally, the paper notes that including
information on media coverage and social media
activity reporting on IWT could serve as an incentive
for tech companies and social media platforms to
generate a response, in order to avoid negative
publicity.
GI-TOC press release
GI-TOC report
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LEGISLATION

OFAC designates Iran’s Morality Police and
senior security officials for Mahsa Amini and
protesters' deaths

The US Department of the

orientation” class at police

journalists, members of religious

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

headquarters. OFAC further notes

minority groups, human rights

Assets Control (OFAC)

that she was transferred to a

defenders, activists and

announced on 22 September the

hospital on the same day in a

filmmakers. Khatib was also

designation, pursuant to

coma, where she died two days

designated on 9 September

Executive Order (EO) 13553, of

later from internal injuries.

pursuant to EO 13694 for his

Iran’s Morality Police and seven

Mohammad Rostami Cheshmeh

alleged involvement in malign

Iranian senior security services

Gachi, the head of Iran’s Morality

cyber activities targeting the US

officials for their alleged role in

Police, and Haj Ahmad Mirzaei, the

and its allies.

abusive and violent acts against

head of its Teheran division, were

peaceful protesters and women,

also designated on the same day

Other designated individuals

including for the recent death of

for “having acted or purported to

include: (1) Salar Abnoush, deputy

Mahsa Amini.

act for or on behalf of […] Iran’s

commander if the Basij, who is

LEF”, which was sanctioned by

allegedly associated with the

OFAC on 9 June 2011.

killing of several unnamed

According to OFAC, on 14
September, the Morality Police,

protesters; (2) Qasem Rezaei, who

which is part of Iran’s Law

As part of the same action, OFAC

was appointed LEF’s deputy

Enforcement Forces (LEF),

designated Iran’s Minister of

commander in May 2020; (3)

arrested Amini for reportedly

Intelligence Esmail Khatib for his

Manouchehr Amanollahi, LEF

wearing a hijab improperly and

alleged role in “serious human

commander of Iran’s Chaharmahal

sent her to an “educational and

rights abuses” targeting

and Bakhtiari province, who was

42
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allegedly involved in the

In a statement following the

human rights in Iran and hold

crackdown on protesters on

designations, US Secretary of

those who violate them to

several occasions; (4) Kiyumars

State Antony Blinken underlined

account”.

Heidari, commander of the Iranian

that “[t]he Iranian government

Army’s Ground Forces, who

needs to end its systemic

according to OFAC, admitted his

persecution of women and allow

involvement in the violent

peaceful protest”.

response to the November 2019
protests over gasoline price

Blinken added that “the US will

increases.

continue to voice our support for

OFAC press release
OFAC SDN List update
US Department of State press …

ECOWAS imposes sanctions on Guinea,
condemns Mali detention of Ivorian soldiers
transactions in favour of Guinea by

concern that the transition

the ECOWAS financial institutions;

government has not made

(3) asset freezes and travel bans

progress towards establishing a

against individuals and groups

transition timeline and organizing

shown to hinder the return to

elections”, a US State Department

constitutional order in the country

press release reads.

within a reasonable timeframe.
ECOWAS also condemned the

The Authority of Heads of State
and Government of the Economic

The sanctions aim to determine a

ongoing detention of 46 Ivorian

Community of West African

quick return to constitutional order

soldiers in Mali, where they are

States (ECOWAS) decided on 22

in Guinea. In April, military junta

being held since July over

September to impose diplomatic,

leader Colonel Mamadi

accusations of acting as

economic and financial sanctions

Doumbouya announced a 36-

mercenaries. Ivory Coast insists

on Guinea due to a lack of

month transition timetable,

that the soldiers were deployed as

progress in arriving at an

deemed “unacceptable” by

part of a security and logistics

“acceptable transition timetable”.

ECOWAS. It calls on the Guinean

support contract signed with the

authorities to establish within one

UN peacekeeping mission in Mali.

According to a final communiqué,

month a “reasonable” timetable

the sanctions include: (1) recalling

“acceptable to ECOWAS” to avoid

ECOWAS member states’

“more severe sanctions”.

ambassadors accredited to
Guinea; (2) the suspension of

The US commends the ECOWAS’

financial assistance and

latest action. “We share ECOWAS’

43

ECOWAS final communiqué
ECOWAS final communiqué (4 …
US State Department press rel…
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Hungary to set up anti-corruption authority, EC
proposes measures under the conditionality
mechanism
undermine the founding values of the Union”. The
paper highlights 12 areas of concern, including, inter

alia, with respect to the functioning of the
constitutional and electoral system, the independence
of the judiciary, corruption and conflicts of interest,
privacy and data protection, freedom of expression
and media pluralism and freedom of religion and
association. The resolution was adopted with 433
votes in favour, 123 against and 28 abstentions.

The Hungarian government published in the Official
Gazette on 5 September Decision 1424/2022 on the
establishment of an independent anti-corruption
authority and a working group comprised of
governmental and non-governmental actors to
assist the authority. The new body will step in when
it deems national authorities failed to take sufficient
steps to “prevent, detect and correct cases of fraud,
conflict of interest, corruption or other crimes and
abuses” concerning the handling of EU funds.
The Hungarian government will introduce a bill in
Parliament for the creation of the anti-corruption
authority by 30 September and expects it to be
operational by 21 November this year.
The action follows the launch earlier this year of the
conditionality mechanism against Hungary over
corruption concerns. The mechanism was introduced
by Regulation EU Regulation 2020/2092 and ties the
disbursement of EU funds to breaches of the principle
of rule of law.
On 15 September, the European Parliament (EP)
adopted a resolution condemning the “deliberate and
systematic efforts of the Hungarian government to
44

The document calls on the European Commission
(EC) to refrain from approving Hungary’s Recovery
and Resilience Facility plan until the country fully
complies with all European Semester country-specific
recommendations related to the rule of law and
implements the relevant judgements of the EU Court
of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights.
Moreover, MEPs request the EC to exclude from
funding the cohesion programmes contributing to the
misuse of EU funds or to rule of law breaches, as well
as to ensure a more rigorous application of the
Common Provisions Regulation and the Financial
Regulation to tackle the misuse of EU funds for
political purposes.
Citing concerns regarding rule of law breaches and
corruption within the country, the EC proposed on 18
September to suspend 65 percent of the
commitments for three of the Cohesion policy
programmes in Hungary under the Multiannual
Financial Framework 2021-2027. Additionally, the EC
proposed a prohibition on entering legal
commitments with public interest trusts for
programmes implemented in direct and indirect
management. Johannes Hahn, European
Commissioner for Budget and Administration, stated
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that the decision “is a clear demonstration of the

The period can be extended by a maximum of further

Commission’s resolve to protect the EU budget, and to

two months in exceptional circumstances.

use all tools at our disposal to ensure this important
objective”.

Hungary Official Gazette

The EU Council has one month to decide, via qualified

European Parliament press release (15 September)

majority, on the adoption of the proposed measures.

European Parliament resolution (15 September)

Estonia approves first virtual asset service
provider after new anti-money laundering
legislation
identities for their customers, but not their private
keys. If a VASP cannot provide identification data, the
provider is expected to “implement real-time risk
analysis”.
In January, the Estonian Ministry of Finance
highlighted that the legislation does not include “any
measures to ban customers from owning and trading
virtual assets”. He added that ”[t]he regulation does
not affect individuals who own virtual currency
The Estonian Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) issued
on 20 September licence No FVT000546,
authorising Striga Technology OŰ as a virtual asset
service provider (VASP). The firm is a subsidiary of
US-based tech company Lastbit Inc.
Striga Technology is the first company authorised to
provide a virtual currency service after the
amendments of the Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing Prevention Act came into force on 15
March 2022.

through a private wallet not provided by a VASP.”
However, accounts opened with Estonian VASPs
cannot be anonymous. Also, VASPs will be required to
have a minimum of €125,000 or €350,000 of share
capital, depending on the type of services provided,
increased from the current floor of €12,000.
As of 21 September, there were 177 valid licences for
VASPs previously issued by the Estonian FIU.
Estonia FIU press release
Striga press release

The legislation requires Estonia-based VASPs to
conduct know-your-customer (KYC) checks and to
meet certain capital requirements. Specifically, the Act
requires VASPs to provide information on the
45

Estonian Finance Ministry press release (2 January)
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Australia Parliament introduces bill to establish
National Anti-Corruption Commission
criminal trials. “But equally, there might be some really
good reasons why you want to do a hearing in public”,
Dreyfus highlights, recalling the importance of
showcasing the NACC’s work to the Australians.
A NACC investigation will result in a report outlining
its findings and recommendations. The agency will
have the power to “make findings of corrupt conduct,
but not of criminal guilt as this is a matter for a court
to determine”, Dreyfus notes. He underlined that the
The Australian Parliament introduced on 28
September a bill establishing the National AntiCorruption Commission (NACC). Attorney-General
Mark Dreyfus KC MP explained that the NACC will
have the power to investigate ministers,
parliamentarians and their staff, statutory office
holders, employees of government entities and
contractors over criminal and non-criminal
corruption.
Describing the NACC as “powerful, transparent and
independent”, Dreyfus shows that it will be able to
commence inquiries on its own initiative or in
response to referrals including from members of the
public and whistleblowers. The legislation also
provides protections for whistleblowers and
journalists.
According to the bill, the NACC will hold public
hearings in exceptional circumstances and in cases
of public interest. Accordingly, hearings will be held in
private as a rule. Dreyfus stated for ABC 730 that
there are “plenty of reasons why a commission like

NACC will retain its discretion of deciding “when to
report, how to report and in what detail”. Still, the bill
proposes that the agency be required to report to the
public whenever corruption is found.
The bill further envisages a collaboration between the
NACC and other agencies part of the “broader
integrity framework” including the Australian Federal
Police and the Australian Public Service Commission.
The NACC will, nevertheless, constitute “the lead […]
agency for the investigation of serious or systemic
corruption” and it will be able to refer corruption cases
to other agencies.
Dreyfus informs that he intends to introduce a
resolution to form a parliamentary select committee
to examine the bill and “ultimately, gain broad support
across the parliament”. He stated in a Channel 7
interview that the NACC will likely be operational
“around the middle of next year”.
Dreyfus speech
NACC Bill text

this […] won’t want to do some hearings in public”. For
example, he cites national security or privacy matters,
as well as the risk of affecting pending or predicted

46

NACC Bill explanatory memorandum
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EU Council adopts full suspension of visa
facilitation with Russia

The EU Council on 9 September

the requirement to present

decision and are not bound by it or

decided to suspend in whole the

additional documentary evidence,

subject to its application.

application of the 2007 Visa

increased visa processing times

Facilitation Agreement with

and more restrictive rules for the

The EU Commission issued on 9

Russia. Accordingly, the

issuance of multiple-entry visas.

September guidelines aimed to

facilitation of visa issuance for

Exceptions are, however, allowed

support member states and their

Russian citizens applying for a

for humanitarian cases, wherein

consulates in handling visa

short-stay visa is suspended in

member states can reduce or

applications from Russian citizens.

whole as of 12 September.

waive the visa fee for humanitarian

Member states are expected to

reasons.

exchange information on the

The Agreement aims to facilitate,

implementation of the guidelines

on the basis of reciprocity, the

According to the EU Commission,

and to regularly report to the

issuance of visas for an intended

almost one million Russians

Commission.

stay of a maximum 90 days per

currently hold valid visas to the

period of 180 days to EU and

Schengen area. Moreover, the EU

“With today's guidelines, Member

Russian citizens.

is shown to have between January

States are advised to check

and July recorded over 1.3 million

thoroughly and with a great level

Following the latest decision,

entries of Russian nationals at its

of scrutiny visa applications from

which comes after partial

external borders.

Russian citizens. Visas should be

suspension of the Visa Facilitation

refused where consulates identify

Agreement since 25 February,

The Council’s decision follows the

security risks”, Commissioner for

Russian citizens will be subject to

EU Commission’s 6 September

Home Affairs Ylva Johansson

the general Visa Code rules. This

proposal. Ireland and Denmark did

explains. Furthermore, Johansson

implies an increase in the visa

not take part in the adoption of the

notes that consulates should

application fee from €35 to €80,
47

“deprioritise applicants traveling to
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the EU for non-essential reasons”.

Russian-occupied regions in

Johansson states that the aim is

The EU will, nevertheless, “remain

Ukraine. The EU Commission’s

to "have a coherent and united

open to those who need to be

newest proposal aims to cover

approach at EU external borders

protected, like journalists,

passports in the Russian-occupied

vis-à-vis Russian citizens and also

dissidents, human rights activists,

Georgian territories of Abkhazia

when it comes to applying strict

and people traveling for family

and South Ossetia.

rules on issuing short-stay visas

reasons”, Johansson states.

for Russian citizens". However, she
On 30 September, the Commission

highlights that "Europe will not

The EU Commission also

published updated guidelines on

close its door to those who are in

proposed a common EU approach

visa procedures as well as on

genuine need of protection".

for non-recognition of Russian

border controls for Russian

passports issued in illegally

citizens at the EU's external

occupied foreign regions. The EU

borders. The guidelines call for

already does not recognise

reinforced security scrutiny when

passports issued by Russian

issuing visas to Russians and

authorities in Crimea and the city

heightened border controls, while

of Sevastopol, nor of other

fully respecting EU asylum law.

EU Council press release (9 Se…
EU Council decision (9 Septem…
EU Commission press release …

US OFAC amends and reissues Cyber-Related
Sanctions Regulations
guidance, general licences and

persons that meet the criteria

other regulatory provisions aimed

described in the Regulations, “as

to provide further guidance to the

well as sanctions that may be set

public.

forth in any future [e]xecutive
orders [EOs] issued pursuant to

Key definitions including that of

the national emergency declared

“significant activities undermining

in” EO 13694. Former President

The US Department of the

cybersecurity” were added to the

Barack Obama issued on 1 April

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

Regulations, as well as three new

2015 EO 13694 approving

Assets Control (OFAC) amended

licences authorising the

sanctions for malicious cyber

and reissued on 6 September in

investment and reinvestment of

activity.

their entirety the Cyber-Related

certain funds, the official business

Sanctions Regulations to replace

of the US government and certain

the regulations that were

official business of international

published in December 2015 in

entities and organisations.

abbreviated form with a more
comprehensive set of regulations

According to the OFAC final rule,

that includes additional

the Regulations implement

interpretive and definitional

targeted sanctions directed at

48

OFAC press release
OFAC final rule
Federal Register entry
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EU Council adopts information-sharing tools to
facilitate access to sanctions data
Furthermore, the upgraded
The Council’s Decision states that

information technology tools will

the EU will support the

specifically support the

development of databases and

implementation of member states’

applications necessary to provide

reporting obligations, without

information “on restrictive

creating additional requirements.

measures in force in the Union and

The Commission will ensure that

to ensure easy access to such

commercially sensitive

The EU Council on 9 September

information, in particular, […] as

information is adequately

adopted Decision (CFSP)

well as the development of

protected through technical

2022/1506 to support the

information technology tools to

means.

development and implementation

allow secure information

of sanctions-related information

exchanges between the Member

technology tools until December

States, stakeholders and the

2024, through a budget of

Commission”.

Council decision

€450,000.

Russia sanctions 25 additional US citizens
Designated individuals include: (1)

Kyrsten Lea Sinema and Patrick

Gina M. Raimondo, US Secretary

Toomey Jr.

of Commerce; (2) Matthew S.
Axelrod, US Department of

Alongside the aforementioned US

Commerce’s Bureau of Industry

politicians, Russia also designated

and Security (BIS) Assistant

several senior executives of non-

Secretary for Export Enforcement;

governmental organisations and

The Russian Ministry of Foreign

(3) Don Graves, Deputy Secretary

US-based companies operating in

Affairs announced on 5

of Commerce; (4) Thea D. Rozman

sectors such as mining, steel and

September travel bans against 25

Kendler, BIS’ Assistant Secretary of

iron manufacturing and supply,

US officials, businessmen and

Commerce for Export

hydrogen and nitrogen

cultural figures, in response to

Administration and (5) BIS Acting

manufacturing, geospatial

“the ever-expanding personal

Under Secretary Jeremy Pelter.

analytics and business consulting.

sanctions by the […] Biden

Russia also listed six US senators,

US actors Sean Penn and Ben

Administration against Russian

including Kevin John Kramer,

Stiller were also listed.

citizens”.

Marion Michael Rounds, Richard
Lynn Scott, Mark Edward Kelly,
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UK Economic Crime and Corporate
Transparency Bill passes first reading

The UK government published on
22 September the Economic
Crime and Corporate
Transparency Bill 2022, which
focuses on reforms to Companies
House, the seizure of suspected
criminal crypto-assets, the role of
limited partnerships, and new

target Russian assets held or

Act 2002 (POCA). Key proposals

flowing through the UK. The

include: (1) removing the

register requires any overseas

requirement for an arrest to take

entity to identify and register their

place before seizure powers can

beneficial owners, generally a

be exercised; (2) amending search,

person holding more than 25

seize, and detention powers to

percent of the shares/voting

clarify that officers have the

rights.

authority to “recreate” transfer
assets and crypto-asset wallets

As described in the bill, plans to

into a law enforcement-controlled

reform Companies House include:

wallet; (3) providing the

(1) enabling the registrar to

magistrates’ court with the power

become a more active gatekeeper

to authorise the sale of any crypto-

over company creation and

assets.

custodian of more reliable data,
including by allowing new powers

Reforms also concern mitigating

to check, remove or decline

the abuse of limited partnerships

information submitted to, or

(LPs), by tightening registration

already on, the companies register;

requirements, requiring LPs to

(2) providing the registrar with

maintain a connection to the UK,

more effective investigation and

and enabling the registrar of

enforcement powers and

companies to deregister LPs that

15 March 2022.

introducing better cross-checking

are dissolved, no longer conduct

of data with other public and

business, or where a court

“This historic Bill will equip

private sector bodies; (3) new

determines that it is in the public

identity verification process

interest to do so. Strict penalties,

covering both company directors

such as significant fines,

and those deemed to be persons

deregistration, and even prison

with significant control, with

sentences, are introduced for the

directors being prohibited from

general partners of LPs who do

performing their functions unless

not comply with the legislation.

intelligence-gathering powers.
The bill, which passed its first
reading in the House of
Commons, follows on from the
Economic Crime (Transparency
and Enforcement) Act 2022,
which received Royal Assent on

Companies House and law
enforcement with the tools they
need to root out criminals
attempting to hide their activities
without burdening law-abiding
companies with unnecessary
bureaucracy”, stated Business
Secretary Jacob Rees-Mogg.
The bill aims to complement the
register of overseas entities
created in March in response to
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine to
50

the process is followed.
The bill also proposes expanding
With regard to crypto-assets, the

the Serious Fraud Office’s (SFO)

bill amends both the criminal

existing pre-investigative powers

confiscation powers in Parts 2, 3,

to require individuals and

4, and the civil recovery powers in

companies to share information or

Part 5 of the Proceeds of Crime

documents in relation to a
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suspected criminal offence. The

businesses carrying out

contained in the bill was also

expansion will broaden the range

transactions on behalf of their

published.

of said offences to include serious

customers”. Specifically, it

fraud and other cases within the

proposes to remove the

The bill is tabled to receive its

SFO’s remit, in addition to the

requirement for a suspicious

second reading in the House of

existing cases of international

activity report (SAR) to be

Commons on 13 October.

bribery and corruption.

submitted before the National
Crime Agency’s Financial

According to Home Secretary

Intelligence Unit can obtain

Suella Braverman, the bill also

information for businesses.

aims to create “new exemptions
from the principal money

A collection of 19 factsheets

laundering offences to reduce

covering different measures

Economic Crime and Corporat…
Bill timeline
Collection of factsheets

unnecessary reporting by

OFAC designates state prosecutor in Bosnia and
Herzegovina over alleged corruption
The US Department of the

alleges that Kajmakovic also

In a statement for the Balkan

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

“attempted to block an

Investigative Reporting Network

Assets Control (OFAC)

investigation into her apparent

(BIRN), Acting Chief State

announced on 26 September the

criminal affiliates”.

Prosecutor of Bosnia and

designation pursuant to Executive

Herzegovina Milanko Kajganic

Order (EO) 14033 of Diana

The US State Department’s

reportedly stated that “the

Kajmakovic, state prosecutor in

spokesperson Ned Price

Prosecutor’s Office has already

Bosnia and Herzegovina, for

underlined that Bosnia and

established a case related to the

allegedly being responsible for or

Herzegovina’s “justice system is

verification of allegations about

complicit in corruption and

increasingly captured by, and

the possible association of

undermining democracy and the

under the control of, political

colleague Kajmakovic with

rule of law in the Western

parties and their patronage

criminal groups”. Kajganic

Balkans.

networks”. Price added that the US

reportedly added that an

“will continue to use all authorities

investigation concerning other

According to OFAC, Kajmakovic

at its disposal to promote

individuals targeted by US

allegedly abused her position as a

accountability for those who

sanctions is ongoing.

state prosecutor to assist

engage in corrupt activities or

suspected criminals, including

undermine […][Bosnia and

drug traffickers, in avoiding justice,

Herzegovina’s] democratic process

by reportedly hiding evidence and

and institutions”.

preventing prosecution in
exchange for personal gain. OFAC
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US imposes additional Russia sanctions in
response to annexations in Ukraine
that guarantee international peace,

Russia’s defence industry; and

security, and the territorial integrity

several Russian technology and

and sovereignty of all states”.

defence firms.

To implement G7’s commitment,

Among the individuals targeted are

OFAC also released frequently

Governor of the Central Bank of

asked question (FAQ) 1091, which

Russia Elvira Sakhipzadovna

The US announced on 30

expresses OFAC’s readiness “to

Nabiullina; Russian Deputy Prime

September new sanctions

more aggressively use its existing

Minister Aleksandr Valentinovich

targeting Russia’s military-

sanctions authorities”, including

Novak; Russian Minister of

industrial complex, key leaders of

Executive Order (EO) 13660, EO

Defense Sergei Kuzhugetovich

Russia’s financial infrastructure

14024, and EO 14065, to target

Shoigu, as well as his wife and

and 278 members of its

persons inside or outside Russia,

daughters; Russian National Guard

legislature for “enabling Russia’s

for supporting the “sham

head Viktor Vasiliyevich Zolotov,

sham referenda and attempt to

referenda, purported annexation,

his children and son-in-law; 169

annex sovereign Ukrainian

and continued occupation” of

members of the Federation

territory”, namely the Kherson,

Ukrainian regions.

Council of the Federal Assembly of
the Russian Federation, as well as

Zaporizhzhia, Donetsk, and
Luhansk regions.

Under the new guidance

the Council itself; and 109 State

underlined in FAQ 1091, OFAC

Duma members.

The action comes after a 23

targeted international suppliers

September statement by G7

and associated individuals

State Secretary Antony Blinken

countries condemning Russia’s

deemed to be supporting Russia’s

concurrently announced that the

referenda and expressing

defence sector. These include

Department of State is joining

readiness to impose further

representatives of previously-

OFAC in sanctioning 910

sanctions over its “illegal attempt

designated defence procurement

individuals, including members of

to change the status of Ukrainian

firm Radioavtomatika Vladimir

the Russian military, Belarusian

territory”. The Foreign Ministers of

Aleksandrovich Ivanov, Sergey

military officials, and Russia’s

Canada, France, Germany, Italy,

Vyacheslavovich Byzov, and Dmitrii

proxies, as well as Russian

Japan, the UK, the US, and the

Vladimirovich Galin; 2022-

national Ochur-Suge Mongush for

High Representative of the

established Novastream Limited

“his involvement in a gross

European Union called on “the

and its general director Andrei

violation of human rights” against

broader international community

Vladimirovich Khokhlov; Belarusian

a Ukrainian prisoner of war. Family

to reject Russia’s brutal

state-owned textile and fiber

members of Russia’s National

expansionism, its efforts to deny

manufacturer Open Joint Stock

Security Council, including

Ukraine’s existence as an

Company Svetlogorsk

Moscow mayor’s daughters Olga

independent state, and its blatant

Khimvolokno, which allegedly

Sergeevna Sobyanina and Anna

violation of the international norms

provides critical material to

Sergeevna Ershova, and Russian
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Security Council member Sergey

Russia’s malicious cyber activities

List”. A total of 392 entities are

Sobyanin.

or are otherwise important to

now included on the Entities List

Russia in developing advanced

and are subject to a licence

Additionally, on the same day the

production and development

requirement, with review by BIS

US Department of Commerce’s

capabilities”. BIS also issued

under a “policy of denial”, with no

Bureau of Industry and Security

guidance in the form of an FAQ

licence exceptions available, for

(BIS) included 57 entities located

stating that “the military end user

the export, re-export, or transfers

in Russia and Crimea to its Entity

controls” of the Export

of all items subject to EAR.

List, for “acquiring or attempting to

Administration Regulations (EAR)

acquire US- origin items in support

have been expanded to enable BIS

of Russia’s military”, and for being

to designate entities in third

involved in the development of

countries that support ‘military end

quantum computing technologies,

uses’ in Russia or Belarus as

“which would further enable

‘military end users’ on the Entity

OFAC press release
Identifying information
FAQ 1091

UAE courts can now enforce English court
rulings based on reciprocity
UAE Ministry of Justice

binding on all English Courts

provide for an enforcement

International Cooperation

according to their judicial system”.

mechanism of foreign judgments.

Department Director Abdul

Accordingly, UAE courts are also

Therefore, in the absence of an

Rahman Murad Al-Blooshi issued

called on to “take the relevant legal

enforcement treaty, judgment

on 13 September a communiqué

actions regarding any requests for

creditors must bring a claim to

to Director General of the Dubai

enforcement of judgments and

enforce a UAE judgment under

Courts His Excellency Tarish Eid

orders issued by the English Court,

common law, while UAE courts

Al-Mansoori to confirm that

in accordance with the laws in

can enforce, pursuant to Article

judgments issued by English

force in both countries, as a

(85) of the Executive Regulation of

courts are now enforceable

confirmation of the principle of

the Civil Procedures Law, foreign

pursuant to the reciprocity

reciprocity initiated by the English

judgments when reciprocity exists

principle demonstrated through

Courts and assurance of its

with the issuing jurisdiction.

the enforcement of a Dubai Court

continuity between the English

of Cassation judgment in the

Courts and the UAE Courts”.

case of Lenkor Energy Trading

The reciprocity principle “is met
given that English courts have

DMCC v Puri (2020) EWHC 75

Al-Blooshi notes that the Treaty

enforced a judgment rendered by

(QB) by English courts.

between the United Kingdom of

the Dubai Courts under a final

Great Britain and Northern Ireland

judgment handed down by the

The Lenkor ruling, the

and the United Arab Emirates on

[English] High Court” in the Lenkor

communiqué reads, “constitutes a

Judicial Assistance in Civil and

case, Al-Blooshi concludes.

legal precedent and a principle

Commercial Matters does not
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OFAC designates Iranian Intelligence Ministry
and its leader over alleged cyberattacks,
including on Albania’s government
cyberattack, and that it is responsible for subsequent
hack and leak operations”.
According to OFAC, since at least 2007, the MOIS and
“its cyber actor proxies” have allegedly conducted
“malicious cyber operations” targeting governmental
authorities and private-sector organisations around
the world. The regulator notes that MOIS coordinates
multiple networks reportedly involved in “cyber
espionage and ransomware attacks in support of
The US Department of the Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 9
September the designation pursuant to Executive
Order (EO) 13694 of Iranian Ministry of Intelligence
and Security (MOIS) and its Minister of Intelligence
Esmail Khatib for allegedly engaging in cyberenabled activities against the US and its allies. The
MOIS was previously designated by OFAC pursuant
to EO 13224, EO 13472 and EO 13553, targeting
those supporting terrorist groups and engaging in
serious human rights abuses in Iran and Syria.
The designations follow the 7 September
announcement by Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama
regarding a 15 July cyber-attack which was allegedly
“orchestrated and sponsored” by Iran. According to
Rama, a domestic investigation found “indisputable
evidence” that Iran engaged four groups to conduct
the attack aimed at hacking the Albania’s government
digital services and critical infrastructure.
In a statement on the same day, US National Security
Council Spokesperson Adrienne Watson underlined
that the US concluded that the Iranian government
“conducted this reckless and irresponsible

54

Iran’s political goals”, including MuddyWater and
Advanced Persistent Threat 39 (APT39). The latter
was designated on 17 September 2020 pursuant to
EO 13553. Such cyber actors were allegedly involved
in leaking documents purporting to be from the
Albanian government, as well as personal information
related to Albanian residents, OFAC notes.
Following Albania’s announcement on the July attack,
the EU, the UK, Australia and NATO condemned the
malicious activities. EU High Representative for
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep Borrell
stated that the attack against Albania represents an
“unacceptable behaviour in cyberspace, which goes
against agreed norms of responsible state behaviour,
as repeatedly endorsed by all UN Member States”.
Separately, UK Foreign Secretary James Cleverly
underlined that “Iran’s reckless actions showed a
blatant disregard for the Albanian people, severely
restricting their ability to access essential public
services”. In a separate statement, NATO called on all
states to comply with their international obligations
“to uphold a norm-based approach to cyberspace”.
On 8 September, the Iranian Foreign Affairs Ministry’s
spokesperson Nasser Kanaani stated that
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accusations made by the US and the UK are

On 11 September, the Albanian Ministry of Internal

“baseless” and “lack any legitimacy”.

Affairs announced that “the national police’s computer
systems were hit […] by a cyberattack which,

In his statement, Rama disclosed that “the Council of

according to initial information, was committed by the

Ministers has decided on the severance of diplomatic

same actors who in July attacked the country’s public

relations with the Islamic Republic of Iran, with

and government service systems”.

immediate effect”, adding that Iranian diplomats and
embassy personnel must leave Albania within 24

OFAC press release

hours. In response, the Iranian Foreign Ministry
qualified Albania’s decision as “an ill-considered and
short-sighted action”.

OFAC SDN List update
US State Department press release

Canada sanctions individuals and entities
allegedly involved in “sham referendums” in
Ukraine
Canadian Prime Minister Justin

so-called governmental body in

The Special Economic Measures

Trudeau announced on 28

Kherson, to Schedule 1 of the

(Russia) Regulations (SEMA

September new sanctions against

SEMA Ukraine. Listed individuals

Russia) were also amended to add

persons and entities involved in

include so-called senior officials in

43 family members of previously

the so-called referendums held

the Russian-occupied territories.

listed oligarchs, as well as

by Russia in Ukrainian occupied

oligarchs or financial elites.

regions of Donetsk, Luhansk,

The amendments further add new

Kherson and Zaporizhzhia.

prohibitions that prevent any

Reiterating Canada’s strong

Trudeau states that the

person in Canada and any

condemnation of Russia’s alleged

referendums “are in blatant

Canadian outside Canada from

war crimes in Ukraine, Foreign

violation of international law” and

conducting certain transactions

Affairs Minister Mélanie Joly noted

Canada “will not ever recognize

and activities in Kherson and

that the country “will use every tool

the results of these sham

Zaporizhzhia. Such activities

at its disposal to ensure that those

referendums or Russia’s

include making investments,

responsible for violations of

attempted illegal annexation of

dealing in goods exported from or

international law will be held

Ukrainian territories”.

destined to these regions and

accountable”.

providing technical assistance to a
The Special Economic Measures

person in said regions. It is

(Ukraine) Regulations (SEMA

prohibited to provide financial or

Ukraine) were accordingly

other services related to tourism

amended on 29 September to add

to, or acquire such services from, a

35 individuals and the Salvation

person in said regions.

Committee for Peace and Order, a
55
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Inside the UK’s Suspicious Activity Report
regime
reform programme that seeks to tighten up a regime
that is seen by many as failing to live up to its
potential.
Opinions about the SAR regime in the private sector,
the FIU and law enforcement agencies (LEA), and
amongst observers, vary widely. While some see it as
having significant successes to point to, others see a
serious need for the reforms. Some would seek to
completely rework AML policy from scratch.
The UK's SAR regime, like the global AML body the
In August, the UK's National Crime Agency (NCA)

Financial Action Task Force (FATF), was formed in the

publicised a behind-the-scenes success of its

late 1980s as a plank in the fight against the illegal

suspicious activity report (SAR) regime. The UK's

drug trade. It was initially established by the Drug

Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU), which sits inside

Trafficking Offences Act 1986, which created a legal

the NCA, had received a number of SARs requesting

obligation to report drug money laundering suspicions

to pay funds of over $60 million to companies

to law enforcement. It was subsequently widened to

believed to be conducting business with multiple

include obligations to report money laundering

shell companies.

suspicions related to other predicate crime and
included a counter-terrorist financing component in

The companies were investigated by law enforcement

the years subsequent to 9/11.

and were seen to be linked to a wider money
laundering network in relation to an ongoing

The regime is broadly split into three parts. In the

international fraud investigation. The investigating law

reporting sector, a large number of financial

enforcement agency secured the money via a

institutions, accountants, law firms and estate agents

restraint order, pending a court decision.

are required to send information to the UK Financial
Intelligence Unit (FIU), which sits in the National Crime

While scant on detail, the story is one of many

Agency (NCA). The FIU then directs certain SARs to

investigative successes tied to the filing of SARs that

frontline law enforcement agencies, and stores nearly

the NCA has published with increasing frequency in

all SARs on the UK’s database ELMER. Entities in the

the past several years. Meanwhile, the agency has

reporting sector have to file a SAR when they suspect

been responding to criticism from the reporting sector

money laundering and request a Defence Against

that it doesn't provide feedback on SARs. The push for

Money Laundering (DAML) SAR from the NCA when

more feedback is also driven by a Home Office-led

they fear they may be handling funds tainted by crime.
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Nikhil Manek, who serves as the MLRO for KPMG and

value to law enforcement and may clog up the

until recently was a special constable in the

system.”

Metropolitan Police, told Financial Crime Digest that
the UK's SAR regime was improving under the reform

Other reporters said that defensive filing was a

programme and there was a "broad perception [in the

common challenge for MLROs. Livia Benisty, Chief

private sector] that SARs can be really high value to

AML Officer at Banking Circle, told Financial Crime

law enforcement."

Digest that defensive filing is “bad for the industry. It's
not a good idea. And yet it's sort of the position that

Manek cited Covid fraud including with bounceback

most of us are in all the time.”

loans and more recently Russian sanctions evasion
as two areas he was sure SARs had been of support

Benisty said smaller regulated companies “want to do

to LEAs.

a good job and be targeted in their assessments, and
you want to file meaningful reports. Which is difficult

"They can be high value when the information is

to do because A) you never know, and B) your

specific," said Manek. "Names, dates, account

regulator will ask why you didn't file.”

numbers, etc. [...] can help turn a ‘normal’ SAR into
one with ‘actionable intelligence’ or information.”

While it is difficult to assess the exact cost to UK
companies of complying with AML/CFT rules, a 2021

However, Manek said that while there was increasing

study by LexisNexis and Oxford Economics based on

engagement between law enforcement and the

hundreds of interviews with leaders in finance

private sector, reporters would always benefit from

estimated the figure to stand at £28.7 billion. The

more feedback on SARs, even on a thematic basis.

study expected costs to grow in the following two
years, reaching over £30 billion by 2023. It found that

"For obvious reasons, confidentiality and not wanting

for larger institutions, average costs stand at around

to jeopardise an investigation, we typically don't hear

£300 million, or more.

back from LEAs on the outcome of a SAR submitted.
Even on the ones they ask us questions around. In

Firms reported to LexisNexis that the increasing

general terms, it would be really valuable for the

volume and complexity of AML regulations have been

reporters and the business to know that what they

the “most significant” external driver of cost: In 2020,

had provided was of value to law enforcement."

UK money laundering regulations integrated the
requirements of the 5th Money Laundering Directive

Reporters told Financial Crime Digest that the lack of

(5MLD) and UK firms estimated that it will cost them

feedback contributed to a problem commonly

around three quarters of a million pounds to

identified with the SAR regime - that of "defensive

implement on average.

filing", with firms seeking to cover themselves legally
and file to the NCA when they are not in fact

Given the cost of compliance to companies and

particularly suspicious of a transaction.

consumers, Benisty and others suggested that the
regime was highly inefficient. Benisty noted that her

Manek described situations during an audit where

team of 70 AML staff – not including the wider

firms would be obligated to file a report containing

compliance team – at Banking Circle was nearly as

information about tiny quantities of money that may

big as the UK FIU. “Does the SAR filing in and of itself

have derived from fraud. "Technically we have to

lead to results? Yes, but probably not enough. Should

report that as a SAR – it is quite likely that's not of
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it be substantially more for the cost and inefficiency

the number of DAML SARs filed by reporters was

involved? 100%,” she said.

"unsustainable".

Benisty said she would “love to see more driven from

O'Brien said that while it was up to regulators and

the SARs that are filed. I think for that, better

supervisors to decide whether institutions were filing

connection between SARs, better cross-border

SARs appropriately, the FIU had sought to reduce the

sharing of information, better data analysis, all those

number of DAML SARs as part of the reform

things have to happen if we have a chance of deriving

programme. In 2020/2021, the FIU received 100,000

value from nearly a million SARs investigated by a

DAMLs, which came down to 80,000 last year – a fact

hundred analysts.”

he attributed to the effect of the reform programme.

Reforms in progress

The DAML portion of the regime is a particular
pressure on the FIU, as the unit must respond to a

In 2019, the government launched a 10-year reform

reporter in seven days as to whether the property can

programme addressing issues in the SAR regime as

be handled by the reporting entity. If the FIU decides

part of the UK's ongoing Economic Crime Plan. Vince

to refuse the DAML, a 31-day moratorium period

O'Brien, head of the UKFIU since 2021, told Financial

begins in which the law enforcement will seek to take

Crime Digest that SAR reform boils down to two

action against the property, although this can be

things - improving the quality of SARs and their

extended up to six months.

exploitation by LEAs.
O'Brien said the amount being recovered by law
"It is about continuous improvement, and with the

enforcement connected to the DAML portion of the

lifespan of this project we need to make sure we are

regime had "never been higher", and that it was

responding to the changing environment," O'Brien

"absolutely being used to deny assets from criminals."

said. As well as improving feedback to the reporting

However, he acknowledged problems the FIU had in

sector, the programme seeks to change the regime's

dealing with the volume of DAMLs every year, with

IT systems to improve user experience in the private

only a small percentage of DAML requests being

and public sector, as well as increasing the number of

refused for potential law enforcement action.

officers in the FIU.
"It is not going to be possible for operational activity
At the time of the UK's last FATF inspection in 2018,

to be taken on tens of thousands of different reports,

the agency had around 80 officers. It now has 150,

and I would suggest that actually the risk of money

O'Brien says, with the intention to increase that

laundering investigations being launched against

number to 200 by the end of this financial year.

those reporters in tens of thousands of instances is
pretty unlikely as well. So, something clearly isn't

The number of SARs sent by reporters to the FIU has

working," he said.

increased significantly in recent years. While official
figures have not yet been released by the FIU since

Almost all SARs are stored by the UKFIU on the

2020, O'Brien said that the FIU is receiving in the

ELMER database, which according to the NCA now

region of 900,000 SARs per year. The DAML SAR

contains between 4-5 million SARs. SARs and DAMLs

portion of the regime in particular has come under

considered high-priority are allocated via direct

scrutiny, with the NCA acknowledging to a

communication from the FIU to a financial intelligence

consultation run by the Law Commission in 2019 that

team in a frontline force. That force then has

while it "produced operational results" the growth in
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immediate access to those SARs and notification of

anything, in relation to what SARs exist on a person,”

their priority.

he said.

Frontline law enforcement with access to ELMER
includes police forces in England and Wales, Scotland,
Northern Ireland, all of the national agencies that have
prosecution powers – HMRC, DWP, the Serious Fraud
Office – together with other agencies such as trading
standards, and some county councils. Access to the
ELMER database of SARs is limited to members of
those law enforcement agencies with specific
training, including Accredited Financial Investigators,
Financial Intelligence Officers and others who have
completed an online SARs Research Course.
O’Brien acknowledged that the fact that LEA
exploitation of SARs is a strand of reform “clearly
means that there is going to be more work to do in
this space,” however stressed that his FIU had a
dedicated team which sought to train SAR users to
use the information more effectively. “Our work with
them has led to a range of different results to help
police forces tackle sex trafficking, kidnapping,
various types of organised crime at different levels.
So, we are seeing a real impact in that space,” he said.
He said that the work of the FIU in improving
engagement with law enforcement was focused on
how to make information available to officers in the
quickest and easiest way while still protecting the
confidentiality of SARs. “Further work we are doing
looks at how SARs can be made available through
police national databases, what we can do to share
the NCA analytical tools with partners so they can get
the benefit of that level of analysis as well,” he said.
It is important that anyone accessing the SARs
database has a suitable level of training, O’Brien said.
“We do need to make it easier to do it. The reform
programme will need to take a view on exactly what
that means in terms of when a police officer does a
check on a core system - what do they actually see, if
59

O’Brien said expanding the use of SARs was a “key
objective of the regime”, but that “without proper
training, you could assume that if SARs exist in
relation to an individual or entity, then that must
necessarily be a negative inference to be drawn. And
that is not necessarily the case at all. SARs need to be
understood in their context, they need to be looked at
and developed by trained and accredited officers.”
Tristram Hicks, a former Metropolitan Police Detective
Superintendent who served for ten years on the
national Criminal Finance board – which steered the
implementation of the UK’s Proceeds of Crime Act
(POCA) – told Financial Crime Digest that the focus
for SAR regimes should be on supporting frontline law
enforcement to connect data from SARs to their data
on predicate crimes.
“We've got this conveyor belt which is super-efficient
and massive at one end, and just before it reaches the
final product for packaging and dissemination it falls
off the end, or goes into a big bin,” Hicks said. “SARs
need to be as near the frontline as possible.”
Hicks raised the situation of a police force
investigating a predicate crime like burglary or drugs,
who “might not have access to a financial investigator
to do that crucial check. They have to find one, and
that puts a gap of time, professionalism, and interest
between the investigator and the SAR. All those are
bad things,” he said.
Hicks, who has worked with over 40 FIUs as a
consultant, said that while it was critical SARs
remained secure, law enforcement was characterised
by “busy people under pressure, doing a whole load of
other stuff. If they don't have ready access to [SAR
data], they are not going to use it in the same way as
they would if it was on their own system. And more
importantly if it was on their own system then they
could merge the financial DNA with the criminal
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intelligence, and instead of having to search for
anything I'd be saying - I've got a drug dealer here and

A question of feedback

his sister has just bought her third house.”
The common complaint from reporters as to the
Hicks said it was difficult to disaggregate the failure of
frontline law enforcement to maximise the
intelligence value from SARs with the changes that
have happened in UK policing in recent years. “The
fact that we have closed half of the police stations in
the UK is actually a problem - we have investigators
who are not near the frontline anymore. If financial
investigators are not near the frontline, SARs in the UK
are less valuable, because the frontline is just further
away from crime,” he said. The Home Office did not
respond to a request for information regarding how
many law enforcement personnel had been recently
trained to use the ELMER database.
Some of the issues with the regime are being
addressed by proposed legislation currently before
Parliament, like the Economic Crime and Corporate
Transparency Bill. For instance, it is currently possible
for a reporter to submit a DAML to the FIU for a
smaller amount of money than a POCA freezing order
will allow law enforcement to freeze.
O’Brien said the FIU has also put in place guidance
and glossary codes around submission of DAMLs in
several areas. One of them is reporters submitting
DAMLs when they wish to return the proceeds of
fraud to a victim.
“Clearly, some reporters will look at that and say, ‘this
money is being moved by a fraudster, it's clearly the
proceeds of crime, if I want to move it at all, then
under POCA that's potentially a ML offence.’ What we
don't want to do is make it any more difficult for
victims of fraud to get their money back than it should
be. So we have streamlined that process to make it
easier to happen, even though some reporters will feel
they need to "DAML" that,” he said.

paucity of feedback received from the FIU on the
quality of SARs sent is part of a broader problem,
which stretches to frontline law enforcement. O’Brien
said that while the FIU has “a good understanding” of
how SARs are ultimately used, he acknowledged that
he was “reliant on partnership from forces” to get the
information.
“We have the same challenge in this space that every
FIU in the world does - we make the SARs available to
LEA, that can be progressed in a number of different
ways, and we are reliant on feedback from LEA - there
is no obligation for them to tell us, not a specific bit of
data that can be captured automatically, we are reliant
on what comes back to us,” he said.
The FIU runs a twice-yearly survey as well as inperson visits with agencies and forces, soliciting
feedback on how SARs are being used, SAR quality,
operational outcomes, and the quantity of assets
recovered linked to DAMLs.
“We don't have a perfect system for capturing the
impact of SARs. A lot of that is reliant on us getting
feedback from our partners who are using them. And
equally the way in which SARs may get out there SARs are confidential, they are handled appropriately,
it might well be that there are LEA and individual
officers who are progressing operational activity
without being aware what exactly the initial source of
that intelligence might have been,” he said.
The UK is not alone in failing to capture potentially
useful data regarding the use of SARs. In August, the
US federal government’s primary audit institution, the
Government Accountability Office, observed as part of
an audit of the country’s SAR regime that the US FIU
FinCEN “receives limited data from law enforcement
agencies on their use of BSA reports or the reports'
impact on case outcomes because agencies largely
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do not collect such data. As a result, FinCEN cannot

SARs. Michael Levi, a professor of criminology at

provide comprehensive feedback

Cardiff University who has been studying the UK’s

to financial institutions on the usefulness of the BSA

SAR regime since its inception, said that law

reports they file.”

enforcement would need significantly more resources

Calls for change
Despite ongoing reforms, some SAR regime
observers say policymakers should go further than
tinkering, suggesting radical overhauls are needed to
AML policy to produce effective results against
financial crime.
A 2020 study published in the journal Policy Design
and Practice by financial crime expert Ronald Pol
dubbed AML under the FATF system as the “a viable
candidate for the title of least effective policy initiative,
ever, anywhere.” His study claimed that AML has less
than 0.1 percent impact on criminal finances,
compliance costs exceed recovered criminal funds
more than a hundred times over, and banks, taxpayers
and citizens are penalised more than criminal
enterprises.
Pol told Financial Crime Digest that neither
governments nor the FATF measure the effectiveness
of SAR regimes – merely whether companies comply
with regulations. The FATF has tried in the past to
come up with a measure of cost-benefit analysis for
AML/CTF rules but has been unable to establish a
methodology for the assessment.
Pol said the SAR system “creates massive haystacks
of data, most of which isn’t criminal. A lot of it that
looks criminal only looks criminal because it fits a few
rules, rather than actually looking for criminality. And
the answer every time is to increase the size of the
haystacks. Regulators are stuck in a groupthink
myopia.”
Others see flaws in the system but call for significant
reforms to boost law enforcement engagement with
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and a greater focus on financial intelligence.
Levi said the over his time studying and engaging with
UK SAR policy, it hasn't transformed policing in the
way people might have expected. “How much point
there is in different sections of the private sector
producing more and more reports if little is done with
them, is a mystery,” he said.
“If we want to make use of this, we need to put more
public investment into doing something with the
information that is being revealed - and also into
prosecuting money launderers - otherwise we are not
exploiting the potential of the system,” he said. “[Law
enforcement] don’t do nearly as much with SARs as
they could.”
Levi said that while the period of austerity which cut
police resources mattered to the discussion, even
before that the police “weren’t doing very much [with
SARs].”
He added that while there were issues to resolve in
the private sector, the focus for policymakers should
be on changing how law enforcement engage with
information about potential financial crime. “There’s a
cultural and institutional issue in the police about
what sources they are going to work on. It’s not
obvious to them that working on SARs is a good use
of their time. Unless you convince them that it’s a
good use of their time, or get more staff dedicated to
that, things won’t change,” he said.
Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial Services
Journalist, Financial Crime Digest
roger.hamilton-martin@aperio-intelligence.com
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SPEECHES

UN commission chair states war crimes have
been committed in Ukraine conflict
The IICIU is also looking into allegations of illtreatment against Russian soldiers by Ukrainian
forces. Such cases are “few in numbers”, however
they remain subject to the IICIU’s attention, according
to Møse.
He states that the IICIU will continue to focus its
attention on filtration camps, alleged forced transfer
Independent International Commission of Inquiry on

of people and expedited adoption of children. Other

Ukraine (IICIU) Chair Erik Møse updated on 23

types of violations such as the destruction of civilian

September the UN Human Rights Council (HRC) on

infrastructure, the appropriation or destruction of

the progress of the work of the IICIU pursuant to

economic resources, violations of the right to food

HRC resolution 49/1.

and the legality of changes in local administration are
to be investigated as well.

According to Møse, IICIU found that war crimes have
been committed in Ukraine. Particularly, the IICIU

During the HRC meeting, Ukraine called for the

noted that the use of explosive weapons in populated

establishment of a special tribunal with jurisdiction

areas caused “immense harm and suffering for

over the crime of aggression against Ukraine, which

civilians”, with damaged residential buildings and

would investigate and prosecute the Russian

infrastructure, as well as deaths being reported as

leadership for this international crime. Many speakers

effects of the use of such weapons.

condemned Russia’s “unprovoked and unjustified
military action” and noted that nearly 18 million

Møse further shows that attacks were carried out

Ukrainians require humanitarian assistance. Some

without distinguishing between civilians and

speakers called for enhanced dialogue and diplomacy

combatants as required by the laws of war.

to end the conflict.

Indiscriminate attacks included attacks with cluster
munitions or multi-launch rocker systems and

The IICIU will present in March 2023 its findings and

airstrikes in populated areas. Moreover, the IICIU is

recommendations including on accountability of

investigating alleged executions in 16 towns and

those responsible for the alleged violations.

settlements, Møse notes. He adds that victims were
potentially held in detention prior to the execution and
subject to ill-treatment and torture. Some victims are
also shown to have been transferred to Russia
following initial detention by Russian forces in
Ukraine.
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US Deputy Attorney General announces new
corporate criminal enforcement policies
evidence”, they should

properly addressed post-

immediately notify prosecutors.

acquisition”.

On the same matter, she informs

Monaco also warns that

that prosecutors will work to

companies should not assume

complete investigations and seek

that “they are entitled” to non-

warranted criminal charges

prosecution or deferred

US Deputy Attorney General Lisa

against individuals before or

prosecution agreements

O. Monaco announced on 15

concurrently with entering a

(NPAs/DPAs). In this regard, it is

September new policies on

resolution against a company. The

shown that the Department will

individual accountability and

new policy aims to bring

“disfavour” successive NPAs or

corporate responsibility,

prosecutors and corporate

DPAs with the same company.

predictability and transparency,

counsels “on the clock” to expedite

and the ways enforcement

investigations.

The Deputy Attorney General
recalls that companies can avoid

policies must align with the
Regarding history of misconduct,

guilty pleas or indictments through

Monaco highlights that US

voluntary self-disclosure, which is

Targeting individuals who commit

criminal resolutions represent the

seen as a sign that the company

and profit from corporate crime

“most significant types of prior

has developed a compliance

constitutes the Justice

misconduct”, as well as prior

programme. Monaco insists on

Department’s “number one

misconduct involving the same

predictability and common

priority”, according to Monaco.

personnel or management.

principles applicable to voluntary

Noting data that shows an overall

Nevertheless, she states that

self-disclosed misconduct. In such

decline in corporate criminal

criminal resolutions that occurred

cases, the Department will not

prosecutions over the last decade,

over 10 years and civil or

require an independent

she insists that more must be

regulatory resolutions that

compliance monitor if the

done and faster. “To do that, we

occurred over five years before the

company has implemented and

will require cooperating companies

current conduct “will generally be

tested an effective compliance

to come forward with important

accorded less weight”. The nature

programme at the time of

evidence more quickly”, Monaco

and circumstances of the prior

resolution.

shows. In case of undue or

wrongdoing will also be

intentional delay in producing

considered and companies with a

“Simply put, the math is easy:

information or documents,

proven track record of compliance

voluntary self-disclosure can save

cooperation credit will be reduced

that acquire companies with a

a company hundreds of millions of

or denied. Moreover, Monaco

history of compliance problems

dollars in fines, penalties, and

shows that when companies

will not be treated as “recidivist

costs”, Monaco states, citing

discover “hot documents or

companies”, provided that the

voluntary self-disclosure cases

problems are “promptly and

that have resulted in NPAs and

realities of modern economy.
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DPAs “with no significant criminal

Department is releasing new

compensation or otherwise

penalties” and, in contrast, cases

guidance for prosecutors on how

impose financial penalties.

that did not involve self-disclosure

to identify the need for a

and that have resulted in guilty

compliance monitor, its selection

pleas “and billions of dollars in

and supervision. Prosecutors will

criminal penalties, this year alone”.

also evaluate the strength of

DOJ press release
Deputy Attorney General Mona…

companies’ compliance
Additionally, the Deputy Attorney

programmes and if they claw back

General informs that the

US Treasury Deputy Secretary discusses Russia
sanctions and oil price cap strategy
banning or sanctioning purchases

the world to have access to lower-

of Russian oil might deny Russia

priced oil. Adeyemo also stated

some revenue, but it would have

that compliance and enforcement

the perverse effect of sharply

are two key components of this

increasing global consumers’ cost

strategy, relating to detecting the

of living and increasing the risk of

oil which comes from Russia and

a global recession”.

establishing price caps for those
shipments, coupled with deterring

US Deputy Secretary of the
Treasury Wally Adeyemo on 9

The Treasury official further cited

evasion.

September discussed Russia

the bans the US and several G7

sanctions at an event hosted by

states established on Russian oil

On enforcement, companies which

the Brookings Institution,

imports in these countries. Given

attempt to evade the price cap by

detailing conditions for the

the impact of additional steps

forging documentation or

establishment of a policy

seeking to limit the export of

concealing the true origin are

designed to cap the price of

Russian oil to other countries, he

expected to face consequences

Russian oil while allowing it to

detailed a policy recently agreed by

under the domestic legislation of

reach global markets.

the G7 Finance ministers that

jurisdictions that implement the

establishes downward pressure on

price cap. The Treasury’s Office of

Adeyemo stated that “our

energy costs while reducing

Foreign Assets Control is expected

sanctions and export controls

Russian revenue.

to follow up over the coming
weeks with additional guidance

targeting their military industrial
complex have denied Russia

The price cap is designed to

explaining the price cap

access to critical equipment and

enable services relating to the

mechanism, he added.

imports”. While consumers and

seaborne transport of Russian oil

firms in the US and worldwide

that is sold at or below the cap

already grapple with higher energy

level. This mechanism will allow

prices, he noted that “simply

the most vulnerable countries in
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US Treasury Assistant Secretary discusses
national and international anti-corruption efforts
estate and financial facilitators are

access to this information”, she

also shown to be prevalent issues.

states.

Regarding regulatory work, the

On exposing corrupt officials,

Assistant Secretary notes that the

facilitators and institutions,

aim is to mitigate vulnerabilities

Rosenberg shows that the

such as anonymous companies

Treasury’s work becomes public in

US Treasury’s Assistant Secretary

and large cash purchases and to

the form of sanctions designations

for Terrorist Financing and

tackle risks “head-on”, including

or arrests and prosecutions.

Financial Crimes Elizabeth

the low levels of accountability and

Sometimes, however, this work is

Rosenberg detailed during a 7

disclosure. She also underlines the

“not public, or not clearly linked to

September speech at The

Treasury Department’s Financial

the work of the Treasury

Brookings Institution the

Crimes Enforcement Network’s

Department or the U.S.

Treasury Departments’

“game-changing” efforts in

government”, for instance when

commitment to continue both the

establishing beneficial ownership

foreign jurisdictions act on

defensive and offensive work of

and to set disclosure rules for

suspicious activity reports filed in

countering corruption.

large, all-cash residential real

the US.

estate purchases.
The Assistant Secretary

The Treasury Department focuses,
according to Rosenberg, on: (1)

Recalling that US President

emphasised during her speech the

analysing risks associated with

Joseph Biden identified corruption

US and its partners’ efforts to

corruption; (2) establishing a

as a national security threat,

“impede the corrupt and

proper legal framework to prevent

Rosenberg highlights that

kleptocratic actors who help to

corruption in the financial system;

corruption represents an issue

sustain and benefit from [Russian]

and (3) implementing targeted

when it occurs not only in the US,

President [Vladimir] Putin’s rule

measures such as sanctions

but also in other jurisdictions. The

and his war machine”. She shows

against corrupt individuals and

Treasury is working to strengthen

that a coalition of G7 and other

their facilitators.

global beneficial ownership

allies had already frozen over $30

standards at the

billion in assets, and seized yachts,

On corruption risks, Rosenberg

intergovernmental Financial Action

jets, real estate, and other real

highlights the “persistent themes

Task Force, Rosenberg informs.

property. The efforts are,

of corrupt individuals engaging in

“We have worked to require all

according to Rosenberg, also

fraud, embezzlement, bribery,

countries to collect information on

directed at closing loopholes

extortion, and the misuse of

the companies formed in or with

exploited by kleptocrats such as

companies and other legal

meaningful business ties to

“golden passport” programmes.

entities”. All-cash purchases of real

jurisdictions and to ensure their
law enforcement authorities have
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GUIDANCE

Basel Institute on Governance publishes guide
on money laundering in the gambling industry
hundreds of millions of dollars through British
Colombian casinos.
Collusion between players, buying another player’s
winnings and mixing gambling and non-gambling
laundering methods are also indicated as common
methods of ML in the gambling industry.
The paper highlights that AML frameworks applicable
to casinos adopted by most states “are imperfect at
The Basel Institute on Governance published on 8
September guidance describing how criminals use
the gambling industry to launder illicit funds. The
guide details case studies illustrating money
laundering (ML) modi operandi in casinos, online
gambling websites, bars and clubs, physical and
online sports betting services, and outlines
recommendations for gambling businesses and
public authorities for better ML prevention and
detection.
According to the paper, the most common way to
launder money through physical or online casinos is
converting illicit funds into chips or an electronic
balance, gambling for a short period of time and then
cashing the founds out. This tactic, known as “cash-in,
cash-out”, may include dividing money into several
smaller betting accounts or asking for the withdrawn
credit to be made available in another jurisdiction.
The cash-in, cash-out tactic can be found in the socalled “Vancouver Model”, which is shown to combine
elements of the tactic and of a traditional Hawala ML
method. The guidance notes that the Vancouver
Model was used between 2008 and 2018 to launder
66

best” and that governments and gambling businesses
“can and should do a lot more”. Among the
shortcomings of said frameworks the paper includes
inadequate criminal fines due to lacking a deterrent
effect. Moreover, the guidance finds that law reporting
thresholds for submitting suspicious transaction
reports could be introduced, and more focus could be
placed on increasing the traceability of sources for
“cash-in” transactions. Additionally, attention should
be given to junket programmes, which, according to
the paper, facilitate the transfer of large amounts of
money across jurisdictions through intermediaries,
and are “inherently risky and difficult to monitor”.

Recommendations include
Legal frameworks requiring gambling businesses
to establish comprehensive, risk-based AML
programmes and enhance detection capacities
Obliging casinos to conduct customer due
diligence and adequately detect, record and report
suspicious behaviours at least similar to banks
and other designated non-financial businesses
and professions

aperio-intelligence.com
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measures to deter future breaches via criminal,
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Basel Institute guidance
Basel Institute press release

civil or administrative sanctions targeting both
businesses and individual launderers
Using alternative avenues for enforcement such as
non-prosecution agreements, deferred prosecution
agreements or settlements

UK Gambling Commission updates on remote
customer interaction requirements and guidance
the requirement to consider the regulator’s guidance
on customer interaction for remote operators will also
not come into effect in September.
Considering the latter point, the Commission notes
that a new consultation will be launched soon on
matters to be addressed in the guidance associated
with the Social Responsibility Code 3.4.3. Interested
parties will be requested to share good practices in
implementing the requirements, based on lessons
The UK Gambling Commission announced on 2
September that certain rules for online gambling
operators regarding remote customer interaction,
which were introduced on 14 April through
amendments to the Social Responsibility Code
Provision 3.4.3, are not coming into effect on 12
September, as initially declared. The announcement
follows requests from the industry for extending the
timeframe to implement the new requirements.
According to the regulator, the requirement to take
timely action when identifying vulnerability indicators
and to take account of the Commission’s guidance
provisions on vulnerability, as well as the requirement
to prevent marketing and the take-up of new bonus
offers where strong indicators of harm are identified
will not be brought into effect in September. Similarly,
67

learned by operators between April and September.
The consultation also seeks to assess “any
implications arising out of recent research, evidence
and casework”. Following the conclusion of the
feedback period, the regulator aims to issue an
updated guidance in December 2022, which is
expected to take effect approximately two months
after publication.
All other requirements introduced in April came into
force on 12 September. The Commission considers
that remote gambling operators already have
responsibilities in conducting effective customer
interaction “and the new requirements reflect the
minimum steps […] necessary to meet that duty”.
UK Gambling Commission press release
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US FINRA publishes updated sanctions
guidelines including penalties for AML breaches
firms or individuals. The SGs’ also

range from $10,000 to $100,000

informs firms and individuals on

for small firms, and from $20,000

typical securities rule violations

to $310,000 for midsize and large

and the potential sanctions.

firms. The elements considered
when imposing a fine include the

The SGs’ changes tailor sanctions

nature, size and risk profile of the

The US Financial Industry

to differentiate between types of

firm’s customer base and whether

Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

respondents. They also: (1) create

deficient procedures allowed AML

announced on 29 September that

one subset of guidelines

violations or to not be detected.

the National Adjudicatory Council

applicable to firms and one subset

(NAC), FINRA’s appellate tribunal

of guidelines applicable to

Moreover, FINRA could impose,

for disciplinary cases, has made

individuals; (2) create separate fine

pursuant to the new SGs, a fine

improvements to the Sanctions

ranges for small and mid-size or

ranging from $10,000 to $310,000

Guidelines (SGs) to reflect the

large-size firms; (3) remove the

for small firms that fail to

levels of sanctions imposed in

$310,000 upper limit of the fine

reasonably monitor to report

FINRA disciplinary proceedings.

ranges for mid-size and large firms

suspicious transactions. For

from nine guidelines; (4) introduce

midsize and large firms, fines

Executive Vice President and Head

six anti-money laundering (AML)

could start at $50,000 with no

of FINRA’s Department of

guidelines, three for firms and

upper limit, according to the SGs.

Enforcement Jessica Hopper

three for individuals.; (5) add

They also recommend fines

notes that the changes to the SGs

support for non-monetary

ranging from $5,000 to $50,000 for

“bolster FINRA’s mission of

sanctions for respondents that

small firms and from $20,000 to

protecting investors by reflecting

engage in repeated violations and

$200,000 for midsize or large firms

how grave violations of FINRA’s

serious misconduct; (6) introduce

in case of failure to provide for

rule will result in serious

single fine ranges for all actions in

independent testing of their AML

sanctions”.

the Quality of Markets guidelines

programmes, to designate and

and other select guidelines; (7)

identify to FINRA individuals

The NAC, according to a regulatory

establish $5,000 as the minimum

responsible for the programme

notice, has periodically revised the

low end for all firm fine ranges;

and to provide AML training for

SGs since 1993. The SGs’ aim is to

and (8) restructure or reword

employees.

assist FINRA’s hearing panels and

seven guidelines to improve their

the NAC in imposing consistent

clarity and usability, and delete 20

and fair sanctions and to serve as

prior guidelines.
FINRA regulatory notice

a framework for settlement
negotiations between FINRA’s

Particularly, when FINRA finds that

Enforcement Department and

a firm’s AML programme is
deficient, recommended fines
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UK HMRC publishes guidance on reporting trust
discrepancy
registration document, or that information held by a
relevant person about a trust is “significantly different
from what is in the proof of registration document
from the trustee or agent”.
Relevant persons need an email address or
Government Gateway used ID and password to send
a report, according to the guidance. They can use an
online form to submit the report and attach any
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) published on 1

appropriate evidence.

September guidance on reporting trust discrepancy.
Relevant persons including art market participants,

Information to include in a report

auditors, casinos, crypto-asset exchange providers,
estate agents, financial institutions, high value

Trust details such as name, address and Unique

dealers, independent legal professionals and trust

Tax Reference or Unique Reference Number

or company service providers that identify a
discrepancy in relation to a trust must report it to
the HMRC as part of their money laundering
obligations.
Particularly, relevant persons can send a report if they

Name and address of the person representing the
trust
The discrepancy report type
Details regarding the identified discrepancies

identify a discrepancy in the information on the trust
and that on the proof of registration document, or

How the relevant person knows the information is

when the trust is not registered with the HMRC if

missing or wrong

considered necessary by relevant persons. However,
relevant persons are advised to seek to resolve the

Other relevant evidence

discrepancy with the trustee or agent of the trust

Information about the reporting person including

before submitting a report.

name, service provided, organisation’s details or
personal details

The HMRC explains that a discrepancy implies that a
trust is a registrable express trust that is not
registered and the trustee cannot provide proof of
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

First ever FATF-Interpol roundtable engagement
event focuses on prioritising global asset
recovery
FATF President T Raja Kumar

deprive them of their proceeds of

stressed the importance of

crime – their profits”, Kumar

“increasing the visibility and

emphasised. “This is because

priority of asset recovery at

money is the motivator and driver

national level”, with Interpol

of most serious crime”, he added.

Secretary General Jürgen
After a two-day global roundtable

Stock adding that “criminals work

When addressing the keynote

engagement event in Singapore,

at the speed of light and police

speech, Singapore Law and Home

the Financial Action Task Force

work at the speed of law”.

Affairs Minister K Shanmugam
recalled the United Nations Office

(FATF) and Interpol announced on
13 September that they are

The main action points on which

on Drugs and Crime’s (UNODC)

launching a joint initiative aimed

the participants agreed include: (1)

estimation that “less than one

to prioritise cross-border tracing,

reinforcing international law

percent of global illicit financial

seizure and confiscation of

enforcement and judicial networks

flows is being seized and frozen”.

criminal assets.

that operate on asset recovery and

Shanmugam underlined examples

the available mechanisms,

pointing out to the importance of

According to statements released

including the pilot of Interpol’s

international cooperation and

by both bodies, the 150 high-level

global stop-payment mechanism,

public-private partnerships. These

experts present at the event

the Anti-Money Laundering Rapid

included an operation which saw

represented law enforcement

Response Protocol (ARRP); and (2)

the Singapore Police Force’s

agencies, financial intelligence

strengthening the FATF’s

Commercial Affairs Department,

units, asset recovery offices,

Standards “so that countries are

Interpol, and other partner law

prosecutors, policy makers,

better equipped to act effectively

enforcement agencies, as well as

international organisations and

at every stage of the asset

local banks collaborating to

private sector industry leaders.

recovery process”.

recover US$69 million of criminal
proceeds in a case that involved

“A stronger understanding of the

“To combat crime effectively,

money transferred across 24

global financial crime landscape,

[countries] need to have the

countries, including Singapore.

especially in relation to cyber-

necessary laws in place, strong

enabled financial crime, is central

enforcement capabilities to ensure

to efforts against illicit flows”, the

that criminals are caught,

experts highlighted.

thereafter punished through
appropriate sentencing and, just
as critically, I would argue, […] to
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New Zealand Police given new powers to seize
criminal assets
cases now investigated”.
Another amendment ensures that criminals based
overseas who have assets in New Zealand also risk
their assets being seized unless they provide proof
within two months of the legality of their property’s
source. Moreover, the CPRA was amended to allow
the Official Assignee, which manages restrained
assets, to hold seized property longer than 28 days
while the court considers an application for a
New Zealand Justice Minister Kiritapu Allan and
Police Minister Christopher Hipkins announced on 5
September amendments to the Criminal Proceeds
(Recovery) Act 2009 (CPRA) providing that
organised criminal groups’ associates suspected of
having funded their assets illegitimately can be
required to prove to court the provenance of their
assets or risk having them seized.
“Currently, organised criminals structure their affairs
to avoid their illicit assets being restrained and
forfeited”, Allan notes. She explains that organised
criminals create “distance between themselves and
the assets by putting property into associates’
names”.
The government agreed on new powers to target
organised criminal groups’ associates and restrain
their property “when it is clear their legitimate
finances would’ve been unlikely to have enabled them

restraining order. Additionally, amendments include
allowing for funds in KiwiSaver schemes, which are
voluntary savings schemes, to be subject to civil
forfeiture orders as well.
The government is to introduce the legislation that
creates new offences and enforcement powers to
give police more tools to combat gangs, a press
release informs. Hipkins states that the efforts
represent steps “in the Government’s work to curb
crime”. “It will mean that not only do we have more
frontline Police than ever before, they also have
greater powers to hit gangs where it hurts”, he adds.
According to official criminal proceeds statistics,
roughly NZD55 million (over £28 million) worth of
assets were restrained from 2021 to 2022 in a total of
56 cases, as of July 2022.
New Zealand government press release

to acquire the assets”.

Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009

Hipkins shows that the “use of intermediaries, third

Criminal proceeds management

parties, relatives or friends are a feature of many
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EU Commission proposes regulation to ban
products made with forced labour

The EU Commission issued on 14

products and geographic areas

dispose of said goods and to bear

September its proposal for a

and the due diligence carried out

the disposal costs.

regulation on prohibiting

by the company. When there are

products made with forced labour

“well-founded suspicions” that the

The proposal states that

on the EU market. The proposal,

products were made with forced

competent authorities are

which does not target specific

labour, the authorities should

expected to apply in all phases the

companies or industries, covers

commence investigations.

principles of risk-based

products made in the EU for

assessment and proportionality.

domestic consumption and

Under the proposal, national

Accordingly, small and medium-

exports, as well as imported

authorities can request

sized companies will benefit from

goods.

information from companies and

a specific design of the measures

carry out checks and inspections

and from support tools. The

According to Executive Vice-

including in non-EU countries.

proposal further notes that

President and Commissioner for

However, if national authorities are

competent authorities will

Trade Valdis Dombrovskis,

unable to gather required evidence,

consider the size and resources of

competent authorities and

they can take the decision based

the economic operators

customs “will work hand-in-hand

on available facts. In case of

concerned and the scale of the risk

to make the system robust”.

forced labour being detected,

of forced labour before initiating a

Particularly, the proposal shows

national authorities will order the

formal investigation.

that member states’ national

withdrawal of the products on the

authorities will assess forced

market and prohibit placing the

The EU Commission, according to

labour risks based on multiple

products on the market and

the proposal, is to issue guidelines

sources including civil society

exporting them. Moreover, the EU

within 18 months from the entry

submissions, a database of forced

Commission notes that

into force of the regulation. The

labour risks focusing on specific

companies will be required to

guidelines will cover forced labour
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due diligence guidance and

cooperation between competent

information on risk indicators of

authorities and the Commission”.

Proposal factsheet

forced labour. Additionally, a new
EU forced labour product network

EU Commission press release

will act “as a platform for
structured coordination and

Proposal Q&A

Aperio Analysis by Peter Meedom, Head of Eastern Europe Practice

2022 has the makings of a watershed year for due diligence requirements with the EU looking to amp up
the Brussels effect on corporate sustainability both inside and outside the internal market.
The EU’s forced labour product ban is largely perceived to be directed against China in relation to recent
reports (including from the UN Special Rapporteur) of the use of forced labour in the Xinjiang province.
Globally, an estimated 28 million people are engaged in forced labour, including more than three million
children, according to 2022 data from the International Labour Organization. The proposal on banning
products, which include the use of forced labour, serves to fill a gap in the much more encompassing
Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive (“CSDDD”) proposed on the eve of Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. Both proposals should be seen within the EU’s larger normative drive to ensure that companies
are not only profit makers but also take on ethical and social responsibilities.
Put briefly, the CSDDD’s requirements are to ensure that companies conduct human rights and
environmental diligence at the level of own operations, operations of their subsidiaries and value chain
operations of entities with which the company has an “established business relationship”, which means a
direct or indirect relationship “expected to be lasting, in view of its intensity or duration and which does not
represent a negligible or merely ancillary part of the value chain”. Corporate accountability NGO’s have
pointed out that the concept of established business relationship limits the scope of due diligence, partly
focusing efforts on what can or cannot be considered established rather than mitigating based severity
considerations. In this sense, the directive potentially diverges from the UN Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights (2011) and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (revised 2011)
In substance, the two proposals target different entities: while the forced labour ban concerns products
entering the internal market, the CSDDD would apply to both EU and non-EU companies above certain
thresholds:
EU incorporated companies with: (1) more than 500 employees on average AND a net turnover of more
than €150 million in the last FY; (2) more than 250 employees on average AND a net turnover of more than
€40 million in the last FY, provided at least 50% of this was generated in one of the listed high-impact
sectors (which includes textile, clothing, extraction of minerals, manufacturing of metals, agriculture,
forestry and fisheries).
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Non-European companies that: (1) generated a net turnover of more than €150 million in the Union in the
last FY; (2) generated a net turnover of more than €40 million in the Union but not more than €150 million
in the last FY, provided at least 50% of its net worldwide turnover was generated in one of the listed highimpact sectors.
Although forced labour is included in the human rights annex to the CSDDD, the thresholds leave out SME’s
and, for instance, potentially several companies whose value chains include the use of forced labour in
Xinjiang, hence the political interest in proposing a distinct ban targeting products which include the use of
forced labour.
The labour ban proposal stipulates that EU countries will determine what constitutes forced labour and
use either their own customs agency and/or a dedicated market surveillance authority to implement the
ban. This has received criticism for opening the door to regulatory divergence, which would impact
companies operating in multiple countries as well as potentially lessening the impact on the human rights
abuses, the proposal is designed to help prevent and mitigate. Moreover, concerns have been voiced that
the burden of proof would not be on companies after allegations of forced labour, as is the case in the US.
Regarding the CSDDD, the provisions will be enforced by national supervisory authorities, ranging from
investigations through to monetary sanctions. Civil liability is proposed for instances where damages that
occur could have been avoided by adopting preventative and mitigating measures. The CSDDD also
foresees certain duties of care for directors of EU companies.
Reactions to both proposals can be summarised by business lobby organisations arguing that the
requirements would be disproportionately taxing and attempt to make the subjected companies liable to
behaviour outside their control, whereas human rights and corporate accountability NGO’s argue that they
are too lax, contain too many loopholes to be really effective and end up unaligned with the more familiar
UN and OECD guidelines. The CSDDD proposal has also received criticism for not subjecting all companies
to the requirements when excluding SME’s.
Both proposals will have to pass through the European Parliament and the Council before becoming
directives to be implemented by national legislatures. Although not yet national laws, for companies
operating, based in or generating revenues in the internal market, closely monitoring the development of
these proposals as well as interpreting their final versions will be key for having compliant procedures in
place and in time.
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EP adopts resolutions on human rights breaches
in Ukraine, Nicaragua, Uganda and Tanzania
Ukraine is urged to ratify the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court to facilitate the
prosecution of war crimes and crimes against
humanity including forced deportations, while EU
member states are called on to support “all legitimate
international and national processes” for the
investigation of alleged crimes against humanity and
war crimes.
The European Parliament (EP) adopted on 15
September three resolutions on the human rights
situations in Ukraine, Nicaragua, and Uganda and
Tanzania, respectively. The EP deplores the forcible
deportation of Ukrainian civilians to Russia amid the
Russian invasion, condemns the escalating
repression against the Catholic Church, opposition
figures, civil society and indigenous people in
Nicaragua, and expresses grave concern over the
arrests, intimidation and judicial harassment of
human rights defenders in the oil and gas sector in

Regarding Nicaragua, the EP points with concern to
the arbitrary arrest of Bishop Rolando Álvarez and
calls for his and others’ immediate and unconditional
release. Judicial proceedings against them should
also be annulled, the resolution highlights, stressing
that the country’s “judicial system lacks independence
from the executive branch” and that it is used “as a
tool to criminalise the exercise of civil and political
rights”. MEPs expressed further concern over the
situation of over 206 political prisoners detained in
Nicaragua since April 2018 and the restrictions on the

Uganda and Tanzania.

civic and democratic space. The resolution calls for

The Ukraine resolution reiterates the EU’s

Daniel Ortega and his inner circle to be included on

condemnation of Russia’s aggression against Ukraine
and of the Russian Armed Forces’ reported atrocities.
MEPs call on Russia to cease the forced deportation
and forcible transfer of Ukrainians to Russia and
Russian-occupied territories and for the international
and European organisations to be ensured “unfettered
access” to the so-called “filtration camps” used to
facilitate forced deportations from Ukraine. The
resolution also calls on EU candidate countries and
potential candidate countries to align with the EU
sanctions package and calls for the entities and
individuals identified “as responsible for the
preparation and organisation of forced deportations”
to be included in the list of sanctioned individuals.
75

national judges and prosecutors, as well as President
the EU list of sanctioned individuals.
With respect to the alleged human rights violations in
Uganda and Tanzania linked to investments in fossil
fuels projects, the EP particularly highlights the
wrongful imprisonment of human rights defenders,
the arbitrary suspension of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), “arbitrary prison sentences and
the eviction of hundreds of people from their land
without fair and adequate compensation”.
The resolution warns that over 100,000 people are “at
imminent risk of displacement as a result of the” East
African Crude Oil Pipeline Project (EACOP), launched
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in February this year and planned to be completed by

especially in relation to the Ugandan authorities’

2025, “without proper guarantees of adequate

interest in developing a nuclear power plant with

compensation”. The EP shows that the EACOP is a

Russian assistance. MEPs urge the Ugandan and

cross-border pipeline meant to ensure the delivery to

Tanzanian governments to take measures to ensure

the Tanzanian port Tanga of production from the Lake

compliance with human rights standards. In

Albert Development Project (LADP). LADP has French

particular, the Ugandan government is urged to

multinational oil company TotalEnergies as the main

reauthorise 54 NGOs that have been arbitrarily closed

investor, together with the China National Offshore Oil

or suspended and to ensure access to their land to

Corporation, the Uganda National Oil Company, and

people “who have been displaced without receiving

the Tanzania Petroleum Development Corporation.

fair and adequate compensation”.

Accordingly, MEPs urge TotalEnergies to study the
feasibility of an alternative route for the project to

Ukraine resolution

better protect sensitive ecosystems and the water
Uganda, Tanzania resolution

resources of the two countries.
The EP’s concern is also underlined in relation to the

Nicaragua resolution

growing economic influence of China and Russia,

EU and UNDP project assists Moldova in
tracking small arms with laser marking tech
The UN Development Programme

Police Reform 2016-2020, will be

nearly 2,000 weapons parts in

announced on 14 September that

used to laser mark weapons and

Moldova and to security

its EU joint project South Eastern

add the new registrations to a

infrastructure upgrades at a

and Eastern Europe

nationwide Moldovan electronic

Ministry of Defence storage site,

Clearinghouse for the Control of

weapons registry. EU Ambassador

police arms storage site, and two

Small Arms and Light Weapons

to Moldova Janis Mazeiks stated

police evidence rooms. According

(SEESAC) has delivered laser

that the action has been

to a Moldova Ministry of Internal

marking equipment and other

undertaken in the context of

Affairs press release, the donation

weapons tracking technology to

Moldova’s EU candidate member

also includes dozens of

Moldova’s Ministry of Internal

status and will assist the former

computers, printers, and smart

Affairs to assist in the tracking of

Soviet republic in combatting

phones to scan information and

small arms and light weapons

organised crime and improving

access and verify information.

(SALW).

security.
UNDP press release

The €170,000 worth of equipment,

The SEESAC project has

delivered in part through the EU’s

reportedly contributed to

Budget Support Programme for

destroying over 9,800 SALW and
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EC addresses letter to EBA and ESMA on
excessive volatility in energy derivatives markets
The EC underlined that “[a]s non-financial
counterparties face difficulties in accessing cash or
other types of high-quality liquid assets they could
post as collateral for their energy derivatives cleared
activities”. The EC urged the EBA and ESMA to reflect
on the following issues: (1) exploring potential ways
to facilitate the provision of guarantees that could be
posted as collateral by non-financial counterparties;
(2) evaluating how and to what extent banks currently
offer collateral transformation services and (3)
The European Commission (EC) on 13 September
sent a letter to the European Banking Authority
(EBA) and the European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) relating to the current level of
margins and of excessive volatility in energy
derivatives markets.
The letter notes that, given the significant rise in gas
and electricity prices over the past year, energy
companies have been required to post
correspondingly higher amounts of cash “collateral” to
central clearing counterparties (CCPs) “as margin
calls have risen in line with prices”. This has led to
problems of liquidity in EU energy companies, which
have been addressed in some member states in the
form of public guarantee schemes.
Margin and collateral conditions are indicated under
Article 41 and 46 of the European Market
Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), with both articles
being complemented with ESMA regulatory technical
standards under Commission Delegated Regulation
(EU) 153/2013. The latter Regulation provides the
minimum levels of initial margins and the list of
eligible collateral.

77

considering any potential instruments to mitigate the
liquidity challenges currently faced by energy
companies, including ways to improve the
transparency, volatility, and predictability of margin
calls.
ESMA replied on 22 September that Directive 2014/65
on markets in financial instruments (MiFID II) already
foresees a set of volatility mechanisms, notably
trading halts and price collars. Given the recent period
of “extreme stress”, ESMA considers that steps taken
to contain excessive volatility could help improve the
overall functioning of these markets. In addition, it
emphasises “that it is important to calibrate this
measure in a way that ensures price discovery can
still take place in order not to negatively affect the
ability of all market participants to effectively manage
their risks”.
EC letter
ESMA letter
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EU Parliament and Council sign Digital Markets
Act
users. If a gatekeeper breaches the legislative
provisions, it risks a fine of up to 10 percent of its total
global turnover.
Core platform services include online intermediation
services, online search engines, social networking,
cloud services, and advertising services. A platform
may be considered a gatekeeper if its annual turnover
amounts to at least €7.5 billion in the EU over the past
three years or if it has a market valuation of at least
The European Council announced on 15 September
that Mikuláš Bek, Czech EU affairs minister, and
Roberta Metsola, president of the European
Parliament, have signed the Digital Markets Act
(DMA).
The document is designed to ensure a competitive
and fair digital space, as well as promote fair prices
and high-quality digital products and services. The
DMA aims to guarantee a competitive digital sector by
prohibiting unfair practices of online platforms
holding the biggest share of the market, providing
consumers with more choices and fairer prices, and
establishing clear rights and obligations on large
online platforms.
Furthermore, the act ensures that no large online
platform acts as a ‘gatekeeper’ by controlling at least
one so-called ‘core platform service’. As currently over
10,000 high-growth small and medium sized
enterprise online platforms operate on the EU market,
gatekeepers will not be allowed to over-promote their
own products, nor impose unfair terms on business-

78

€75 billion. Furthermore, the platform must have at
least 45 million monthly end users and at least 10,000
business users located in the Union.
The Digital Services Act (DSA) package, entailing the
Digital Services Act and the Digital Markets Act, would
benefit citizens, providers of digital services, and
business users. The DSA establishes new regulations
on countering illegal content online, tackling societal
risks online, traceability of traders in online
marketplaces, transparency steps for online
platforms, and enhanced supervision.
The act introduces a “clear accountability and
transparency framework for providers of intermediary
services, such as: online marketplaces, social
networks, content-sharing platforms, and online travel
and accommodation platforms”.
Council press release
Council infographic
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UN Human Rights Council hears Myanmar and
Sri Lanka human rights developments
would allow their safe and dignified return home”. The
IIMM obtained, according to Koumjian, millions of
items from networks of Facebook accounts
controlled by the Myanmar military that were taken
down by the company including posts instilling fear
and hatred of Rohingya. Koumjian also showed that
there are “strong indicators” that the July executions
of four political activists “were without due process”
and that the lack of due process could amount to an
international crime. He informed that the IIMM seeks
The UN Human Rights Council (HRC) discussed on
12 September the human rights situation in
Myanmar and Sri Lanka with UN Independent
Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar (IIMM) Head
Nicholas Koumjian and Acting High Commissioner
for Human Rights Nada Al-Nashif respectively.
The IIMM published on 9 August its annual report
noting that “crimes against humanity continue to be
systematically committed” in the country, and
violence and armed conflicts appear to have
intensified. “During the reporting period, the scope of
potential international crimes taking place in
Myanmar has broadened dramatically”, the report
reads. It also describes fighting between armed
groups and the Myanmar security forces that meets
the threshold for an armed conflict. As a result, the
laws of war (international humanitarian law) now
apply to the parties to the conflicts and noncompliance with international humanitarian law may
amount to war crimes.
Koumjian reiterated during the meeting that the IIMM
found increasing evidence of crimes against humanity
and war crimes in Myanmar. He recalled the 2017 socalled “clearance operations” that led to most of the
Rohingya population fleeing in neighbouring
countries, where they await “the day when conditions
79

to gather evidence on this matter, however it did not
receive any response from the national authorities. He
calls for the states hosting witnesses of human rights
abuses to provide support to the IIMM.
On Sri Lanka, the discussion revolved around the UN
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights’
recently published report, which highlights the
unprecedented economic crisis in the country, with
inflation already at 66.7 percent. The country is facing,
since March, mass protests demanding greater
transparency, accountability for corruption and
economic mismanagement, as well as increased
participation in democratic life. A new president was
elected by Parliament in July.
Al-Nashif insisted that the Government embarks on a
“national dialogue to advance human rights and
reconciliation”. Noting that impunity remains a key
obstacle to Sri Lanka’s sustainable peace and
development, she also urges the Government to carry
out “deeper institutional reforms needed to combat
impunity and to tackle the economic crisis”. Sri
Lankan Foreign Affairs Minister Ali Sabry assured that
the Government has initiated “immediate measures to
address challenges”, particularly the economic
recovery and advancing human rights.
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of a more inclusive Sri Lankan government and the
constitutional reform, as well as the efforts to restore
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HRC meeting summary
OHCHR press release (12 September)

peace and stability. They encourage the country’s
authorities to further a legal reform especially to

IIMM Head Koumjian statement

“bring counter-terrorism legislation fully in line with
international standards”.

Luxembourg FIU, Bankers’ Association and
supervisory body sign AML/CFT public-private
partnership
reference for a revamped public-private exchange
platform of the banking sector in Luxembourg. This
development follows the 2019 association of the
ABBL’s Private Banking Cluster to the process initiated
by the CSSF and four working meetings between the
CSSF and the ABBL.
Moreover, the ABBL recalls that, together with
representatives of the private banking sector, the
CSSF and the CRF, it created in 2020 a permanent
The Luxembourg Bankers’ Association (Association

Expert Working Group - Private Banking. The working

des Banques et Banquiers Luxembourg, ABBL)

group decided in 2022 to establish an overarching

announced on 16 September that, along with the

expert working group on ML/TF risks in the banking

Financial Intelligence Unit (Cellule de

sector in Luxembourg named ‘Expert Working Group -

Renseignement Financier, CRF) and the

Compliance’. The envisaged working group will

Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier

include chief compliance officers of the country’s

(CSSF), it signed a public-private partnership aimed

banking sector, as well as representatives of the

to strengthen their anti-money laundering and

ABBL, the CSSF and the CRF. The public-private

countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

platform will operate through the new working group

collaboration.

and the Expert Working Group - Private Banking will
constitute a sub-group, according to the ABBL.

According to a press release, ABBL’s CEO Jerry Grbic,
CRF’s Director Max Braun and CSSF’s Director General
Claude Marx signed on 13 September new terms of
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EP Inquiry Committee holds hearing on use of
spyware in Greece

The European Parliament’s (EP)

Communication Security and

The journalist accused the

Inquiry Committee investigating

Privacy.

Government of abusing national

the use of Pegasus and other

security-related arguments to

spyware (PEGA) held on 8

The hearing aimed to assess

justify the use of spyware against

September a public hearing on

allegations regarding the use of

media representatives, stating that

the use of surveillance spyware

surveillance tools against Greek

“Greece is a country where in

to target media representatives in

journalists, following revelations by

2021, a single prosecutor that is in

Greece.

the University of Toronto’s

charge of the national intelligence

research body Citizen Lab that a

service, signed within one year

Members of the EP (MEPs) heard

spyware similar to Pegasus called

15,975 decisions to wiretap people

testimonials from Greek

‘Predator’ and sold in Greece by

for reasons of national security”.

journalists Thanasis Koukakis and

technology firm Intellexa SA was

Stavros Malichudis, who were

used to target Koukakis and

When questioned by MEPs, the

targeted by spyware, and Eliza

Malichudis while they were

representatives of the Greek

Triantafillou, who investigates

working on alleged financial crime-

government stated that they

cases of surveillance. Greek

and refugee-related cases,

cannot disclose information

governmental officials were also

respectively.

related to the surveillance

questioned, namely Panos

allegations because this would

Alexandris, Secretary General at

During the hearing, Koukakis

impact ongoing investigations into

the Ministry of Justice, Athanasios

expressed concerns about the

the matter. Staveris further

Staveris, Secretary General at the

deterioration of the rule of law and

stressed that the “Greek

Ministry of Digital Governance and

“weak” public institutions in Greece

government or any public

Christos Rammos, President of the

and called on MEPs to assess the

organisation has not purchased

Hellenic Authority for

country’s suitability to access EU

any illegal software”. During the

funds in light of these allegations.

hearing, French MEP Saskia
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Bricmont underlined that the Greek

democratic values and human

participation, potentially eroding

officials’ statements are

rights in the country and further

democratic governance”. The

“insufficient" for proving that “the

requests the support of the

report warns that even in cases

objective of the Greek government

Committee and the EP “to discover

where legitimate objectives are

is to be transparent and to ensure

and prove […] the scale of wire

pursued, such as those related to

that democracy and the rule of law

tapping of journalists in Greece”.

national security of human rights

have not been violated”.

protection, “the assessment of the
On 16 September, the UN Human

necessity and proportionality of

In a letter from 19 September

Rights Office (OHCHR) published a

the use of spyware severely limits

which was sent at the initiative of

report which details the impact of

the scenarios in which spyware

Dutch journalist Ingeborg Beugel,

surveillance tools such as the

would be permissible”.

several media representatives and

‘Pegasus’ spyware, warning that

foreign correspondents in Greece

threats to privacy and human

requested the PEGA Inquiry

rights are increasing. The paper

Committee to provide funding and

notes that “[t]he mere existence of

facilities to check their devices for

hacking programmes can have

spyware. The document raises

chilling effects on freedom of

concerns regarding rule of law

expression, the work of the media

breaches and violations of

and public debate and

European parliament press rel…
European Parliament Inquiry C…
Hearing information

European Commission issues new Russiarelated FAQs related to imports, purchases and
transfers of listed goods
The European Commission (EC)

irrespective of the destination of

financing or financial assistance

updated on 19 September its

the goods that originate in Russia

by EU operators for the transport

Russia-related frequently asked

or are exported from Russia.

or transfer of goods or products

questions (FAQs) on the import,

Therefore, the ban also applies in

listed in the same annexes of the

purchase and transfer of listed

cases when the goods are

Regulation to third countries is

goods, clarifying certain

destined for a third country and

also prohibited.

provisions of the Council

are transiting the EU territory. The

Regulation 833/2014 concerning

EC underlines that “[a]ny other

However, in order to avoid

restrictive measures in view of

interpretation would render the

“sanctions impact[ing] food and

Russia’s actions destabilising the

prohibition largely devoid of

energy security of third countries

situation in Ukraine.

purpose and create significant

around the globe”, the EU allows

loopholes”.

the transfer to third countries, as

The FAQs note that the transfer of

well as financing and financial

goods listed in the Regulation’s

Concurrently, the EC highlights

assistance related to such

Annexes XVII, XXI and XXII by an

that the provision of insurance and

transfers, which are carried out by

EU-based company is prohibited

brokering services or other

EU operators or though EU
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territory, of certain EU goods, such

some hydrocarbons under CN

as (1) fertilisers identified under

codes ex2901 and 2902; (4)

CN codes 310420, 310520;

essential goods, such as wood

310560; ex31059020 and

and cement products identified by

ex31059080; (2) animal feed

CN codes 44 and 2523 and (5) all

falling under CN code 2303; (3)

items listed in Annex XXII.

EC FAQs
Council Regulation (EU) 833/2…

Interpol event discusses cyber threats across
the Americas
healthcare sector and the payment system
concerning certain public sector workers and (2) the
2020 ransomware attack on Argentina’s internet
service provider Telecom Argentina SA, which
resulted in 18,000 computers being targeted and
multiple databases and internal virtual private
networks (VPNs) being compromised.
During the meeting, the Group also discussed the
Global Cybercrime Strategy 2022-2025 which is
Interpol’s Working Group on cybercrime met
between 12 September and 14 September in Buenos
Aires to discuss emerging challenges and
vulnerabilities regarding cybersecurity across the
Americas, including emerging cyber threats and
trends within the region.
The Group highlighted that countries in the Americas
currently face multiple cybercrime attacks, which
range from business email compromise scams to
ransomware and money laundering. Data presented
during the meeting reveals that in the first half of
2020, Latin America recorded three times more
attacks through mobile browsers compared to the
global average.
Notable examples of cybercrime within the region
include (1) the April 2022 Conti ransomware attacks
on 27 Costa Rican Ministries, which also targeted the
country’s digital infrastructure, including in the public
83

expected to be published later this year. The
document aims to provide an in-depth understanding
of cybercrime threats and strengthen law
enforcement capabilities for preventing, detecting,
investigating, and disrupting cyberattacks.
Participants further emphasised the importance of
establishing an Americas Desk for the coordination of
operations against cybercrime, while also discussing
cyber response initiatives, cryptocurrency
investigations and the need to enhance investigative
information sharing.
As part of its efforts to raise awareness of cybercrime
and promote greater regional cooperation in Latin
America, Interpol organised multiple training courses
on “policing capabilities, digital forensics, open-source
intelligence, cryptocurrencies and dark web
investigations”.
Interpol press release
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OFAC issues Iran-related general licence D-2 and
FAQs
The US Department of the

FAQ 1088 clarified that cloud-

companies seeking to verify the

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

based service or software

purpose of communications”.

Assets Control (OFAC) issued on

providers whose non-Iranian

23 September Iran-related

customers provide services or

FAQ 1089 notes that persons

General Licence (GL) D-2, which

software to Iran-based persons via

seeking to export software,

aims to increase support for

the cloud should rely on the

services, or hardware to Iran for

internet freedom in Iran by

provisions of GL D-2 to provide

the purpose of supporting internet

authorising the export of certain

access to Iran. However, providers

freedom and which are not

services, software and hardware

must conduct due diligence

authorised by GL D-2 are

related to communications in the

checks to ensure that the non-

encouraged to apply for a specific

country. Additionally, OFAC

Iranian customer: (1) does not

licence.

issued Iran-related frequently

have his property and interests in

asked questions (FAQs) 1087,

property blocked, except as

In a briefing with State Department

1088 and 1089 to clarify certain

authorised under paragraph (a)(6)

and Treasury Department senior

aspects introduced by GL D-2.

of GL D-2 and (2) provides

officials, the Administration

software and services falling under

representatives underlined that GL

The GL expands covered

the categories detailed by FAQ

D-2 “dramatically increases

categories of software and

1087 or involve activity authorised

support for internet freedom in

services to include social media

or exempt under the Iranian

Iran by bringing US sanctions

platforms, collaboration platforms,

Transactions and Sanctions

guidance into line with changes in

video conferencing and cloud-

Regulations (ITSR).

modern technology”. They further

based resources in support of

stated that the new changes will

such services, as well as tools

Other authorised software under

enable Iranian citizens to “be better

which incorporate communication

GL D-2 includes anti-virus, anti-

equipped to counter the Iranian

functions including online maps, e-

malware and anti-tracking

government’s efforts to surveil and

gaming, e-learning platforms,

software, as well as mobile

censor them”, adding that in the

automated translation, web maps

operating systems, anti-

next period, additional guidance

and user authentication services.

censorship tools and virtual

with be issued to “help businesses

Moreover, the GL authorises

private network (VPN) client

and NGOs take advantage of the

certain services supporting

software. GL D-2, superseding and

new authorizations”.

communication tools aimed at

replacing GL D-1 which was issued

assisting the Iranian population “in

on 7 February 2014, removes the

resisting repressive internet

condition introduced by the latter

censorship and surveillance tools

requiring communications to be

deployed by the Iranian regime”.

“personal”, thus eliminating
“compliance burdens for
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OFAC press release
GL D-2
FAQ 1087
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Jersey aims to inaugurate DPA regime in early
2023, national anti-financial crime strategy
shows
by June 2023, and improve its approach to
collaboration between the public and private sectors.
The government further pledges to introduce legal
mechanisms to prevent activities outside of the
perimeter of the national risk appetite, starting in the
second half of 2023, and introduce a deferred
prosecution agreement regime in the first quarter of
next year. Concerning supervision, the government
also plans to adopt digital ID systems in the last
quarter of this year.
The Government of Jersey published on 28

The strategy is to be updated every two years, upon

September its national strategy for combatting

the identification of a significant new risk in a National

financial crime, which contains the island’s vision,

Risk Assessment, or in the event of an important

strategy and action plan for combating money

enough global event, such as the Russian invasion of

laundering (ML), financing of terrorism (FT), and

Ukraine.

proliferation financing (PF).
The government also published Jersey’s national risk
The document envisions public-private cooperation in

appetite statement on the same day. The activities

tackling financial crime, underscoring the role of

that fall outside of accepted boundaries are dealings

Jersey as an international financial centre. The

with individuals or entities sanctioned by Jersey or

strategy contains seven strategic priorities, among

“contraven[ing] UK foreign policy”, dealings with

which are objectives of developing information

jurisdictions blacklisted by the Financial Action Task

sharing capabilities, understanding current threats,

Force, citizenship by investment schemes, and

amending legal powers and procedures, and

“aggressive or abusive tax avoidance”.

strengthening risk-based supervision.
Government of Jersey press release

According to the document, the government will
update the national risk appetite statement in the
second half of 2023, develop data-based solutions of
assessing effectiveness in combatting financial crime
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National strategy
National Risk Appetite statement
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CONSULTATIONS

US Treasury seeks public feedback on illicit
finance and national security risks posed by
digital assets
additional steps should be taken by the US
government to deter, identify and disrupt the misuse
by criminals of virtual assets (VAs) and virtual asset
service providers (VASPs), including on whether
greater clarity is required on AML/CFT and sanctions
obligations in this area. Similarly, the US Treasury
aims to identify which regulatory changes should be
made for better mitigating illicit financing risks
associated with digital assets and what steps should
be taken for combating ransomware and for
The US Treasury published on 19 September a
request for comments on illicit finance and national
security risks posed by digital assets, pursuant to
President Joseph Biden’s Executive Order (EO)
14067 on ensuring responsible development of
digital assets and the recently released Illicit
Finance Action Plan. The deadline for submitting
feedback is 3 November.
According to the Treasury Department, interested
parties are expected to provide input on any matter
relevant for assessing and mitigating illicit financial
risks associated with digital assets. The regulator
requests stakeholders to detail how future
technological innovations in digital assets could lead
to new illicit finance threats, as well as to list potential
risks related to non-fungible tokens (NFTs),
decentralised finance (DeFi) and peer-to-peer
payment technologies.
In terms of anti-money laundering and countering the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) regulation and
supervision, the US Treasury seeks views on what
86

addressing risks related to mixers and other
anonymity-enhancing technologies.
Additionally, the consultation aims to identify ways for
a more “consistent implementation” of global
AML/CFT standards across jurisdictions for digital
assets, including VAs and VASPs, as well as additional
measures that the US government should take to
assist specific countries in strengthening their VASPsrelated AML/CFT regimes.

Other key topics on which the US Treasury
seeks input include
Strengthening private-public information sharing
and communication on illicit finance and digital
assets, as well as on AML/CFT and sanctions
obligations related to them
Improving law enforcement supervisory efforts in
this area to better integrate private sector
resources, and maximising the development and
use of emerging technologies such as blockchain
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analytics and travel rule solutions to enhance
AML/CFT compliance related to digital assets
Integrating enhanced controls for financial
institutions with respect to fiat currency and digital

US Treasury press release
Federal Register notice
EO 14067

asset transactions monitoring and customer
identification information
Supporting the incorporation of AML/CFT controls
into a potential US central bank digital currency
(CBDC) design

UN seeks input on system of indicators for
assessing impact of sanctions on human rights

UN Special Rapporteur on the
negative impact of unilateral
coercive measures on the
enjoyment of human rights Alena
Douhan issued on 14 September
a call for contributions on
developing a universal and
uniform system of indicators for
identifying and assessing the
impact of unilateral sanctions,
whether imposed by states or
groups of states outside the
context of UN Security Councilauthorised sanctions.

impacting human rights, the UN

situations involving sanctioned

Special Rapporteur aims to

countries or countries in which key

develop a system of indicators to

economic sectors, entities or

measure the sanctions’ impact.

individuals are sanctioned”. The

Accordingly, Douhan invites

envisaged system should,

governments, regional and

according to the inputs call: (1)

international organisations, human

ensure accurate knowledge of the

rights institutions, research

magnitude of the unilateral

institutions, civil society,

sanctions’ harm; (2) allow for

businesses, scholars and others

proper monitoring of the

including victims to provide input

sanctions’ impact on human

on: (1) methodology, how to

rights; (3) make data available for

isolate the specific impact of

researchers, legislators, regulators

unilateral sanctions on the

and others allowing them to

enjoyment of human rights from

discern trends and to address the

other factors potentially affecting

impact on human rights, to

human rights; and (2) a system of

improve populations’ situations

effective and credible indicators to

and their right to development; and

measure the magnitude of the

(4) provide concrete data

sanctions-related impact.

reinforcing the fact that “most
unilateral sanctions” breach the

Following the submissions,

obligation of states to protect and

September.

Douhan will draft a preliminary

respect human rights.

Noting the challenge of isolating

a methodology aimed to be used

Contributions are expected by 30

unilateral sanctions as a factor
87

document with the indicators and
in “a broad range of national

Call for input
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UK PSR seeks input on proposals for APP
scams reimbursement
Financial Services and Markets Bill was introduced in
July to Parliament and includes, inter alia, powers to
enable the PSR to direct banks to reimburse victims
of APP fraud.
The PSR’s latest proposals “will mean everyone has
more protection from scams”, PSR Managing Director
Chris Hemsley states. Highlighting that all types of
APP scam cause significant harm and involve
payments to payment service providers (PSP)
The UK Payment Systems Regulator (PSR) launched
on 29 September a consultation on proposals for
greater protections against authorised push
payment (APP) scams losses. APP scams are now,
according to the PSR, the largest type of payment
fraud in the country, generating in 2021 £583.2
million losses, a 39 percent increase compared to
2020. Only 46 percent of total APP scam reported
losses are reimbursed to the victim. The PSR
welcomes views from all stakeholders and
interested parties until 25 November.
The PSR previously proposed - in a November 2021
consultation paper on APP scams - introducing
mandatory reimbursement for APP scams which
occur over Faster Payments, together with other
measures to improve fraud prevention.
Noting that the PSR could use its regulatory powers in
respect to APP scams reimbursement if legislative
changes were made to the Payment Services
Regulations 2017, HM Treasury noted in a May 2022
policy paper that the Government will enable PSR

accounts controlled by fraudsters, the PSR proposes
to bring all categories of APP scam under mandatory
reimbursement.
The consultation paper also proposes a requirement
that all PSPs sending payments over Faster Payments
fully reimburse APP scam victims, excepting scams
where consumers themselves are involved in the
fraud or where they acted with gross negligence.
Moreover, the paper proposes to allow PSPs to: (1)
have a minimum threshold for a reimbursement claim
(of no more than £100); (2) withhold an ‘excess’ (of no
more than £35); and (3) set a time limit for claims (of
no less than 13 months). Additionally, the PSR
proposes to allocate the costs of reimbursement
equally between sending and receiving PSPs, with a
default 50:50 split.
The PSR informs that it will set out its policy position
and accompanying action in the first half of 2023.
PSR press release
Consultation paper

regulatory action by clarifying that the PSR may use
its existing regulatory powers to require
reimbursement in cases of APP scams in designated
payment systems including Faster Payments. The
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Congolese presidential adviser reportedly
promised mining licences to investors in return
for joint venture stake
from answering when asked about

the company “will not be on my

their identities. The authors of the

name, because I’m a PEP”. “We

videos reportedly communicated

have trusts that are in Mauritius,

anonymously via Telegram and

we have different ways of doing it,

stated that they wanted to see

but usually we put names of

Congo “cleaned”. They are also

people that we control in the

shown to have stated that

country. But we run it. We are

Congolese presidential adviser

Tshimanga and others had

always - I’m always behind”, he

Vidiye Tshimanga promised to

“rigged” the bids for mining

stated, further proposing

award mining licences to

licences.

anonymous offshore structures in

investors in return for a stake in a

Mauritius, Singapore, the Isle of

joint venture, the Organized

The alleged CK Hutchinson

Crime and Corruption Reporting

representatives reportedly told

Project (OCCRP) reported on 15

Tshimanga that the company is

September, citing videos taped by

interested in Congolese minerals.

unnamed sources. Tshimanga is

OCCRP notes that a representative

shown to have confirmed the

for CK Hutchinson stated that the

authenticity of the videos,

company “has no assets nor

however he denies any

interest in the Democratic Republic

wrongdoing and states that he

of Congo nor authorized any

had been set up by people who

representative on behalf of the

claimed to work for Hong Kong-

company”.

based conglomerate CK
Hutchison but who were actually

Tshimanga claimed during the

working for an industrial

online and in person meetings that

espionage company.

he has a close relationship with
President Félix Tshisekedi. He also

OCCRP notes that the videos were

proposed setting up a joint venture

edited together into a series of

with a Congolese entity such

excerpts of the meetings with

as his own company COBAMIN.

Tshimanga and leaked through an

Nevertheless, Tshimanga

intermediary. Reporters, however,

acknowledged that he is a

could not determine who taped the

politically exposed person (PEP),

videos, as the authors refrained

therefore, he suggested that

89

Man or Hong Kong.

Tshimanga reportedly provided the
example of an alleged partnership
through COBAMIN with Torontolisted Ivanhoe Mines under which
he has a 20 percent stake in a
shared copper and cobalt mining
project. OCCRP informs that
reporters could not find any
evidence of such partnership.
However, it is reported that
COBAMIN secured in February
2019 three permits along with
others held by an Ivanhoe
subsidiary. Ivanhoe refused to
answer particular questions about
payments to COBAMIN or the
timing and placement of the
mining licences obtained in 2019
by Ivanhoe and COBAMIN, OCCRP
explains.
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Denying

published by News.cd on 16

was reportedly detained until 27

wrongdoing, Tshimanga claimed

September. “Following the scandal

September following a court

that parts of the recordings are

caused by the OCCRP’s article,

ruling. A date for his trial is to be

unreliable due to “his poor English”.

dated 15 September, I consider it

set.

However, he reportedly stated that

my ethical obligation to file a

he was aware of the set up and he

resignation from my position of

was actually “leading on” the

Special Adviser to the Chief of

people he met with to “see how far

State”, the letter reads.

they would go”.
According to Jeune Afrique,
Following the release of the

Tshimanga was arrested on 21

allegations, Tshimanga announced

September and charged with

his resignation in a letter

corruption, influence peddling and

addressed to the President and

“offences to the head of state”. He

OCCRP report
News.cd article (in French)
OCCRP article
Jeune Afrique article (in Frenc…

Aperio Analysis by Pierre le Jeune D’Allegeershecque, Head of sub-Saharan Africa Practice
What was perhaps surprising about the revelations around Tshimanga’s conduct was not the modalities of
the corrupt schemes he was proposing – schemes like these have been well-documented in the past. Nor
that figures close to the DRC’s President, Felix Tshisekedi, had been revealed as important figures in state
high corruption in the country – a number of senior figures close to the President have already been
implicated in their own corruption scandals. Rather, the surreptitiously recorded conversations between
Tshimanga and undercover journalists posing as “investors” were noteworthy for how explicitly he laid out
the schemes he was proposing and how readily explained a similar arrangement for Ivanhoe, a major
international mining corporation operating in the DRC which had not, until that point, been implicated in
major corruption in the country. That Tshimanga would so casually describe these schemes suggests he
was expecting the “investors” not to be phased or taken aback by being pitched a corrupt engagement, and
therefore further suggests that these schemes are deeply entrenched in the DRC’s mining sector and wider
business sphere.
That Tshimanga has been arrested (though subsequently released) and apparently charged with
corruption-related offences – news which attracted significantly less interest from the international media
than the initial recorded conversations – is thus due more to him having been caught on camera, and
consequently embarrassed Tshisekedi and the government, than to any willingness by the DRC
government substantively to prosecute corruption in the country. Tellingly, the third offense with which
Tshimanga was charged, in addition to corruption and influence peddling, was “offence to the head of
state”. The attention around Tshimanga will have been particularly unwelcome given Tshisekedi’s focus on
anti-corruption initiatives in his electoral programme, and his dwindling popularity in the runup to the 2023
presidential elections.
Regardless of whether Tshimanga is eventually convicted – sources have already told Jeune Afrique,
which first reported the story of Tshimanga’s detention, that they are doubtful he will face any serious legal
consequences – conversations like the one he was recorded suggest that corruption will be a feature of
existing and potential actors in DRC business for the foreseeable future.
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German officers reportedly search properties of
Russian oligarch Alisher Usmanov over tax
evasion and ML allegations
prove that Usmanov resided there

since 2014, [Usmanov] has been

since 2014. A months-long

paying taxes at the location of his

investigation reportedly concerned

main portfolio investments, that is,

allegations that Usmanov evaded

in Russia”. As such, the

millions of euros in taxes and

spokesperson highlighted that

laundered money into his German

there was no need “to re-pay taxes

properties and his Dilbar

on income in Germany, according

German police raided properties

superyacht. Particularly, it is

to the double taxation treaty

belonging to sanctioned Russian

reported that Usmanov failed to

between Russia and Germany”.

oligarch Alisher Usmanov on the

file required tax returns for income

Usmanov “is a lawful and diligent

shore of Lake Tegernsee in

and gifts including a share of his

taxpayer and has always paid his

southern Bavaria, the Organized

company USM Holding, which was

taxes correctly and on time” and

Crime and Corruption Reporting

transferred to unknown third

he does not own real estate in

Project (OCCRP), Süddeutsche

parties, as well as Dilbar, which

Germany as “the properties

Zeitung, Norddeutsche Rundfunk

was placed into a trust having as

concerned are in family trusts of

and Westdeutsche Rundfunk

beneficiary his sister Gulbakhor

which Mr. Usmanov is not a

reported on 21 September.

Ismailova.

beneficiary”, the spokesperson
reportedly added.

Investigators reportedly searched
for evidence of alleged tax

Moreover, OCCRP notes that

evasion and money laundering.

investigators suspect that the

Usmanov told the Financial Times

businessman potentially owes

in a 2020 interview that “[n]o one

Usmanov is shown to have bought

taxes on dividend payments he

ever gifted anything to me”. He

in 2011 the first property through

received from his Russia- and

was designated by the EU on 28

offshore structures in the Isle of

Cyprus-based companies and

February and is described as a

Man and Bermuda and a trust

from money earned by selling

“pro-Kremlin oligarch with

benefiting himself and one of his

shares of Arsenal Football Club.

particularly close ties to Russian

sisters. Said offshore structures

Additionally, German officers are

President Vladimir Putin” and as

reportedly acquired two other

investigating whether Usmanov’s

having “actively supported the

properties nearby in subsequent

purchase of houses, yachts,

Russian government’s policies of

years.

aircraft and luxury cars represent

destabilisation of Ukraine”.

the laundering of illicit proceeds.
OCCRP article

According to the media outlets,
German officers sought items

A spokesperson for Usmanov

such as diaries, notebooks,

reportedly stated that the

surveillance camera recordings

investigation is “absurd” because

and other evidence that could

“during the period in question
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Revolut named as key target in UK FRC report
critiquing BDO audits

The Financial Times reported on

adequate understanding of

The FinTech firm, which has not

5 September that Revolut is the

Revolut’s payment process and

received a UK banking licence, has

company referenced in a July

exhibited inadequate end-to-end

recently seen the departures of its

report by the UK Financial

payment process testing.

UK money laundering reporting

Reporting Council criticising an

Additionally, the FRC reported that

officer, chief risk officer, data

audit by BDO LLP into the British

BDO’s audit quality control review

protection officer, and regulatory

FinTech firm.

procedures did not identify

compliance chiefs for both the UK

significant concerns or determine

and worldwide, according to the

The FRC identified three major

if any material misstatements

Financial Times. Revolut, BDO, and

deficiencies in BDO’s audit of

were made.

the FRC have not offered

Revolut, including an overall

comments on the matter.

inadequate approach to revenue

The Financial Times cites an

recognition, relying mainly on

unnamed source who states that

The July FRC report found that

“agreeing transactions between

BDO is now applying more scrutiny

“results from our audit inspections

the entity’s internal systems”. BDO

in its audits of Revolut, which

[of BDO] have again been

was found to rely only on

could reportedly result in account

unacceptable”, following similar

substantive audit procedures,

filing delays for the UK-based

findings for the 2020/2021 period.

which the FRC determined was

financial service providers’ major

The 2022 report assessed that 33

inappropriate “given the highly

subsidiaries, which are due at the

percent of reviewed audits

automated nature of the entity’s

end of September. Under UK law,

required “significant

processes”.

filing delays can result in civil

improvements”.

monetary penalties and company
Furthermore, the regulator

director prosecution.

FRC BDO audit report

determined that the BDO auditing
team did not demonstrate
92
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Addax and Oryx Group reportedly used joint
Swiss accounts with African politicians to funnel
bribes
informs, were later convicted and fined over
aggravated money laundering.
Reported estimates by Granier-Deferre claim that
Addax had paid Etete around $10 million in bribes, of
which $5 million was related to the purchase of
Nigerian licences held by Ashland Nigeria Exploration
Unlimited, a subsidiary of Ashland Inc. Said licences
are shown to have propelled Addax into a rapid ascent
in the country.
Employees of Addax and Oryx Group Plc (AOG), a
Swiss-founded investment firm that owned Addax
Petroleum and was linked to a bribery scandal in
Nigeria, held joint Credit Suisse accounts with
politicians in West and Central Africa, an Organized

Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP)
investigation reported on 22 September. Former
Nigerian spy chief Umaru Ali Shinkafi, who was also
an associate of Nigeria’s ruler between 1993 and
1998 General Sani Abacha, is listed among the
account holders.
Addax is shown to have obtained four oil exploration
and production licences in May 1998. French
proceedings later revealed how Addax executives had
paid $5 million in bribes into the Swiss bank account
of Dan Etete, Nigeria’s oil minister during Abacha’s
dictatorship. It was also uncovered that French-born
Addax executive Richard Granier-Deferre had opened
accounts in 1995 on behalf of Abacha’s two oldest
sons and Etete’s brother Bukazi Etete at Banque
Edouard Constant in Geneva, which closed the
accounts in 1997 following “numerous suspicious
deposits”. Still, Granier-Deferre reportedly opened new
accounts at other Swiss banks, including Credit
Suisse. Granier-Deferre and Dan Etete, OCCRP
93

Notably, nine other companies including Britain’s
Attock Oil International Ltd and Swiss commodities
trader Glencore plc are reported to have transferred
money into Bukazi’s account as well. OCCRP informs
that roughly $19 million and DEM5.5 million flowed
through the account between 1995 and 1997.
According to OCCRP, AOG Senior VP Mamadou Ciss,
AOG employees Franklin Jackson, Lourenco de
Almeida, Ali Kewe Ndiaye and political figures in
Senegal and the Republic of the Congo held five joint
accounts at Credit Suisse starting as early as the mid1990’s. The first joint account was reportedly opened
in 1994, the same year AOG founded Addax, and had
11 signatories. In 2005, Addax was incorporated in
Canada and reportedly paid out $135 million in
dividends to shareholders. That same year the same
eleven people opened four new Credit Suisse
accounts together.
AOG reportedly states that the accounts were “not
secret accounts but rather bank accounts which were
opened, held and operated by AOG group entities and
which have been used for usual business purposes”.
Moreover, AOG reportedly notes that the account
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holders had become AOG shareholders for “modest

1998 and continued to accumulate shares in AOG,

amounts” and “none of them was holding [at that

although the Group states that Shinkafi never owned

time] a political mandate”. The Group is also shown to

more than 0.27 percent of its shares.

have denied having knowledge of Shinkafi’s
association with Abacha or of his political activities.

OCCRP article

“He was known to us as a businessman specialized in
the oil and gas industry at that time”, AOG reportedly

Suisse Secrets investigation

noted. Shinkafi maintained the joint Credit Suisse
accounts, OCCRP shows, after Abacha’s death in

US Treasury reportedly stalls beneficial
ownership reform
that it is “working expeditiously to

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

promulgate rule to implement the

must establish a database and

statute”, although it does not have

necessary regulations.

a date set for the rules’ publication.

ICIJ states that the rules should
“There is a lot of anxiety that the

have been finished “months ago”,

Biden administration will take the

however FinCEN has reportedly

The International Consortium of

whole four years to finalize the

proposed only one of the three

Investigative Journalists (ICIJ)

rules setting up the beneficial

sets of rules needed to launch the

reported on 20 September that a

ownership registry”, anti-corruption

ownership database and even the

US reform mandating the

expert and former US Senate

first set has not been completed.

Government to collect ownership

Permanent Subcommittee on

data from companies operating in

Investigations chief counsel Elise

“As you are aware, we are missing

the US remains stalled in the US

Bean reportedly states.

deadlines”, FinCEN’s Acting
Director Himamauli Das reportedly

Treasury Department. The
reform, which followed the

The FinCEN Files revealed over $2

stated in April before the US House

release of the ICIJ-led global

trillion worth of suspicious

Committee on Financial Services.

money laundering probe titled the

transactions flowing through the

“To be blunt, we will likely continue

“FinCEN Files”, would prevent

global financial system that US-

to do so because our budget

anonymous companies from

based banks were failing to stop.

situation has required us to make

hiding illicit activities and funds.

Calls from experts that followed

significant trade-offs among

the revelations determined the US

competing priorities”, Das added,

ICIJ notes that the delay is due to

to advance the Anti-Money

according to ICIJ.

the Treasury trying to finalise

Laundering Act of 2020 that

necessary rules before the

included the Corporate

activation of an ownership registry.

Transparency Act. Under the new

FinCEN is shown to have stated

law, the Financial Crimes
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ICIJ article
FinCEN files
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US DOJ reportedly requested internal records
from Binance as part of crypto ML investigation
Secrecy Act, which requires crypto exchanges to
register with the Treasury Department and comply
with AML requirements when carrying out
“substantial” business in the US. Accordingly, the letter
also requested information on transactions between
Binance and users involved in terrorism, ransomware
and darknet marketplaces or US-sanctioned.
Information was also requested on the “business
rationale” for the establishment of Binance.US,
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) requested in a
December 2020 letter Cayman Islands-based
Binance Holdings Ltd, which owns the Binance
trademark, to voluntarily provide internal records
regarding its anti-money laundering (AML) checks,
as well as communications involving its chief
executive and founder Changpeng Zhao, Reuters
reported on 1 September. The letter reportedly
made 29 separate requests for documents dating
back as far as 2017 concerning the company’s
management, structure, finances, AML and
sanctions compliance and business in the US.
The letter, reportedly seen by Reuters, seeks
information from Binance on messages from Zhao,
as well as 12 other executives and partners on the
exchange’s detection of illegal transactions and
recruitment of US customers. The media outlet notes
that the letter also inquired about company records
containing instructions that “documents be destroyed,
altered, or removed from Binance’s files” or
“transferred from the United States”.

Reuters shows that the letter was also addressed to

Reuters reports. It also informs that the DOJ asked for
communications involving the 13 executive and
partners, including Zhao, co-founder Yi He and chief
compliance officer Samuel Lim, on “the creation of
Binance.US and its relationship to Binance”.
Binance Chief Communications Officer Patrick
Hillmann states, according to Reuters, that “we work
with agencies regularly to address any questions they
may have” and that regulators reaching out to major
crypto exchanges is a “standard process” aimed to
“better understand our industry”. Hillmann reportedly
added that Binance has “an industry leading global
security and compliance team”.

Reuters previous reports highlight Binance’s weak
customer checks and practice of withholding
information from regulators. It found that such
practices employed by Binance “enabled criminals to
launder at least $2.35 billion in illicit funds through the
exchange”.
Reuters article
Reuters report (21 January)

Washington-based attorney Roberto Gonzalez. The
letter, according to the media outlet citing people
familiar with the matter, is part of an ongoing DOJ
investigation into Binance’s compliance with the Bank
95

Reuters report (6 June)
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UAE court reportedly rejects extradition of
Sanjay Shah in Danish tax fraud case
behalf of global investors and companies for dividend
tax refunds, also known as “cum-ex” trading.
Judge Al Smairi reportedly rejected the request due to
insufficient documents submitted by the prosecutors.
He ruled, according to The National, that original
copies including records of witnesses’ testimonies,
details of the arrest, inspections and other evidence
such as accounting and technical reports must
Dubai senior judge Rashid Al Smairi rejected

accompany the extradition request.

Denmark’s request to extradite hedge fund trader
Sanjay Shah, a suspect in a DKK12 billion (£1.4

Shah’s lawyer Ali Al Zarouni reportedly noted that the

billion) dividend-tax fraud case who was arrested in

prosecution has 30 days to appeal the ruling. Reuters

June in Dubai, The National reported on 12

informs that Danish Justice Minister Mattias Tesfaye

September.

acknowledged that “today's decision […] is not final
and that the prosecution in the United Arab Emirates

In June, UAE Minister of Justice Abdullah bin Sultan

has the opportunity to appeal the decision”. However,

bin Awad Al Nuaimi announced that Shah's arrest

Al Zarouni is shown to believe that “the case is closed”

followed “an international arrest warrant from the

as the prosecution “can't add documents in the Court

Danish authorities”. “For the past two years UAE

of Cessation”.

authorities have worked closely with their Danish
counterparts to compile a strong body of evidence in

Shah, who has been in custody since his arrest, will

this case”, Al Nuaimi stated. He added that the UAE

now file for bail, media reports show.

and Denmark in March signed a general extradition
treaty.
Shah allegedly operated a scheme that involved
submitting applications to Denmark’s Treasury on
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The National article
UAE Ministry of Foreign Affairs press release (5 June)
Reuters article
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COUNTRY UPDATES

Brazilian elections: Former president Lula is back
and leading the polls, can he win again?
Some Brazilians report to have had enough of
Bolsonaro, a president leading an administration
surrounded by controversy over his government’s
handling of the coronavirus pandemic. By contrast,
Lula is still seen by many as a popular president,
whose first government (2003-2010) made significant
progress in poverty eradication and social mobility,
funding scholarship programmes for first-generation
university students and social welfare programmes
such as Bolsa Familia, which provided financial aid to
Voters in Brazil are heading to the polls to elect their
next president in the first-round of the general
elections on 2 October 2022. The two front-runners
are former President Lula da Silva of the Brazilian
Workers Party (PT), who leads a coalition of over 10
left and center-right parties, and incumbent
President Jair Bolsonaro. Lula currently leads all
opinion polls by over 10 points over Bolsonaro,
whose administration has been characterised by
inflammatory rhetoric. However, he is expected to
fall short of the 51% he needs to win in the first
round.
What happens in Latin America’s largest economy has
implications not only for Brazil but for the wider region
and the world. With a population of over 200 million
people, Brazil is rich in natural resources with large
mining, oil and gas, agricultural and manufacturing
companies as well as a prominent banking industry
represented by two of Latin America’s largest banks,
Itau Unibanco and Banco Bradesco. The question is
how Lula, who less than three years ago was in prison
and whose political career appeared to be over, is now
set to become Brazil’s next president.

poor Brazilians.
However, there are always two sides to every story,
and Lula, who is undoubtedly a charismatic and
formidable campaigner, was able to fund these social
programmes in part due to the commodity boom of
the 2000s, which benefitted a country rich in natural
resources. In addition, his agenda also generated
tensions within the country, creating a polarised
political landscape in Brazil that is still characterised
today by supporters and opponents of Lula and his
party, known as petistas and anti-petistas. In fact,
Bolsonaro has built his political career on the back of
anti-petista sentiment.
Lula also presided over a political party and
government that were embroiled in several corruption
scandals, most notably the Car Wash (Lava Jato)
corruption investigation, which engulfed a number of
Latin American countries. As part of this investigation,
in 2019, Lula was himself arrested and spent 19
months in prison on corruption charges. Lula, who
had allegedly received an apartment as a donation
from a construction company, always maintained his
innocence, arguing that the case against him was
politically motivated. After several appeals, in 2021, all
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corruption cases against Lula were dropped on

bring some stability and confidence to the economy

procedural grounds and shortly after he announced

and restore Brazil’s credibility as reliable partner. The

his political comeback (if indeed he had ever left).

final question that remains to be answered is whether
Bolsonaro, who, in August 2021 said that there were

Opinion polls and opinion pieces published on

three alternatives for his political future “being

mainstream international and local news outlets

arrested, killed or victory”, would go quietly if he loses.

suggest that Lula will most likely become Brazil’s next
president. But if he wins, Lula will lead a loose

Luis Losada Simon-Ricart, Senior Analyst, Latin

coalition of more than 10 political parties in Brazil, a

America & Iberia Practice

country with traditionally weak party lines where it is
common for politicians to switch sides.

luis.losada@aperio-intelligence.com

Internationally, Lula is seen as a politician who could

Georgia Meloni set to form next Italian
government after election victory
Meloni, who began her career in the youth wing of the
neofascist Movimento Sociale Italiano, tapped into
support from the traditional Christian conservative
right in Italy, campaigning alongside coalition partners
on an anti-immigration platform and a mandate to
defend the ‘natural family’. This has prompted fears
from the LBGT+ community and pro-abortion activists
of a restriction in social freedom and a reversal of
hard-won gains. Meloni and Brothers of Italy are also
deeply Eurosceptic, but the likelihood of Meloni
On 25 September 2022, Italy held snap general

adopting an antagonistic and aggressive stance with

elections following the collapse of the Mario Draghi-

Brussels is tempered by Italy’s reliance on the EU’s

led coalition government earlier in July. Giorgia

EUR 200 bn bailout package to jumpstart its

Meloni, from the conservative right-wing populist

economy. In order to secure the next tranche of

party Brothers of Italy (Fratelli d’Italia), won the

funding, Rome has until December to meet 55

most votes (26%) and is expected to be asked by

milestones and targets.

Sergio Mattarella, Italy’s President, to take steps to
form a new government. The new Meloni-led

Among Meloni’s first tasks will be to tackle the 2023

government will likely take office in early November,

budget, an onerous process made more difficult by

with key ministerial portfolios given to her right-

soaring energy prices, high debt, demographic

wing electoral coalition partners – namely Matteo

challenges and weak growth in the Italian economy.

Salvini’s Lega and Silvio Berlusconi’s Forza Italia –

Meloni has indicated that she will seek to keep public

who together won a 44% share of the vote.

spending in check, but economic headwinds will
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mean the Italian government will likely need to

subsidies will be difficult to remove politically, while

increase borrowing. For example, to soften the blow

index-linked state pensions and rising salaries will

for low-income Italian families hit by steep increases

further increase the strain on Italian public finances

in energy bills, the current caretaker government has

next year.

borrowed EUR 60 bn in recent months to provide
discounts on electricity bills and a reduction of

Thomas Ready, Head of Strategic Intelligence

gasoline taxes. According to the Italian energy
authority, household electricity prices will increase by

thomas.ready@aperio-intelligence.com

59% in the fourth quarter. For Meloni, these energy

Far-right party wins 20% share of the vote in
Swedish parliamentary election
The Sweden Democrats, who won

wing parties – the Moderates,

a 20% share vote with 73 seats,

Christian Democrats and Sweden

have sought to distance

Democrats. It is not yet clear

themselves from the party’s roots

whether the Sweden Democrats

in Sweden’s neo-Nazi groups in the

will form part of the new majority

1980s, presenting themselves as a

coalition government, but if not,

socially conservative party which

they will be highly influential in

On 11 September 2022, Sweden

seeks to defend Swedish national

securing a majority in parliament.

held parliamentary elections, with

culture and tradition. In doing so,

This would be a similar model to

a loose coalition of four right-

they campaigned for a halt to

other Scandinavian countries

wing parties, including a strong

immigration from non-European

where established far-right parties

showing from the far-right

countries, linking the influx of

have been excluded from the

Sweden Democrats, winning a

foreigners in the country to the

governing coalition, but are relied

slender majority of seats in the

sharp rise in criminality and gang

on for votes on policy issues. On

349-member chamber. The result

violence among Swedish youth.

28 September, Kristersson asked

led to the resignation of

Sweden currently has some of the

the speaker of parliament for two

incumbent prime minister

highest rates of fatal shootings in

more weeks to try and form the

Magdalena Andersson, despite

Europe.

governing coalition and establish a
policy agenda.

her Social Democrat Party
remaining the largest bloc in the

On 19 September, the leader of

Riksdag with 107 seats and

Sweden’s Moderate Party, Ulf

Thomas Ready, Head of Strategic

increasing its vote share from

Kristersson, was given the

Intelligence

2018.

mandate to form a new
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government, with negotiations

thomas.ready@aperio-

taking place between the right-

intelligence.com
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Ongoing dispute over Kenyan presidential
election results speaks to enduring influence of
political dynasties
across Kenya. The original election result was
certified on 5 September by the Supreme Court.
Odinga's challenge has brought to the fore the
enduring influence of Kenya’s political dynasties, in
particular the Kenyattas. In contesting the election
result, Odinga can point to the fact that four out of
seven members of the Independent Electoral and
Boundaries Commission (IEBC), which certified the
result, rejected the outcome of the election and
The victory of William Ruto over long-standing
opposition politician Raila Odinga in this year’s
Kenyan presidential election has been widely
described, not least by Ruto himself, as a victory of
outsiders over the country’s entrenched political
establishment, long dominated by the Kikuya ethnic
group and the political dynasties of Kenya’s
founding President and Vice President, Jomo
Kenyatta and Oginga Odinga. The son of farmers
who began working as a child hawking chickens to
passing cars before amassing vast wealth through
land and real estate investments as well as interests
in agriculture and media, Ruto has heavily leaned
into his image as a “hustler” embodying Kenyans’
entrepreneurial spirit.
Odinga, a perennial figure in Kenyan opposition
politics who unsuccessfully campaigned for the
presidency in 2007, 2013, and 2017, has claimed that
the election was called in favour of Ruto as a result of
“criminality”, notably alleging that individuals working
for Ruto hacked into electronic voting machines to rig
the vote in his favour. He lodged a formal complaint
before Kenya’s Supreme Court, which on 31 August
ordered votes to be re-counted in 15 polling stations
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pushed for it to be re-run. However, as a number of
media outlets have reported, these four
commissioners were all appointed by the incumbent
Kenyan president Uhuru Kenyatta, who publicly
supported Odinga’s candidacy. Their decision to reject
the election result was criticised by the EIBC’s chair,
Wafula Chebukati, as “contrary to their oath of office”.
Odinga stated that he would only contest the election
result through the courts rather than call for his
supporters to take to the streets in protest, and
consequently there were no reports of significant
public demonstrations or violence after the Supreme
Court certified the election result. Odinga opted not to
attend Ruto’s inauguration ceremony on 13
September, instead reportedly going on holiday. In a
statement released on 12 September, Odinga
repeated his claim that the elections had not been
“free and fair”, adding that, although he accepted the
Supreme Court’s ruling, he believed that it was “not
based on the facts and the law”.
Odinga has stated that he and his party are
considering “next steps”, although what these are
remains to be clarified. In any case, Odinga’s reaction
supports analyses which posit that the absence of a
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major ethnic component in 2022’s presidential

pandemic, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and pervasive

election was a key factor in avoiding a repeat of the

corruption.

2007-2008 political crisis, in which hundreds were
killed and over 100,000 displaced in violence between

Pierre le Jeune D’Allegeershecque, Head of sub-

Kikuyu, Luo and Kalenjin communities. Ruto will now

Saharan Africa Practice

look to put the challenges to the election results
behind him as he seeks to formulate Kenya’s

pierre.lejeune@aperio-intelligence.com

response to the economic fallout from the COVID-19

Oppositionists gain seats in Kuwaiti
parliamentary election
retain their seats, which saw 27 new members
elected. Winning candidates included 2 women
(Jenan Bushehri and Alia al-Khaled), 5 candidates
from the Muslim Brotherhood-aligned Islamic
Constitutional Movement (Hadas), and 2 candidates
currently in jail.
According to political analysts, the oppositionists’
gains in the National Assembly will most likely lead to
continued stalemate with the ruling-family appointed
On Thursday 29 September 2022, Kuwaitis headed
to the polls to elect a new parliament, with 305
candidates, including 22 women, competing for 50
seats across five constituencies. As political parties
are banned in Kuwait, all candidates ran as
individuals. The early elections were held after
months of political deadlock in the oil-producing
Emirate due to unresolvable tensions between
opposition MPs and the ruling family-led executive
(the prime minister, Cabinet and Emir), which had
stalled the passage of key legislation and the state
budget.
According to official results published on the Kuwait
News Agency, Kuwaiti opposition groups increased
their share in the National Assembly to 60%. Only 23
members of the previous parliament managed to
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Cabinet, complicating attempts to pass controversial
economic reforms such as introducing a value-added
tax (VAT).
Kuwait was the first member of the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) to establish a directly elected
parliament, the National Assembly, in 1963, which is
considerably more influential than equivalents in the
GCC. The assembly has the power to question and
dismiss ministers, including the Prime Minister, and to
block legislation. Within the elected assembly,
opposition to the government is fragmented,
consisting of tribal leaders, Islamists and prodemocracy activists.
Thomas Ready, Head of Strategic Intelligence
thomas.ready@aperio-intelligence.com
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Q&A

Q&A with Natia Seskuria, founder of the Regional
Institute for Security Studies in Tbilisi, on the
implications of the Russian war on Georgia
been used to these sorts of aggressive actions from
Russia in cyberspace, hence the resilience of the
country was significantly low. Russia has used
Georgia as a testing ground for its offensive cyber
campaigns. I think the Georgian experience has
largely contributed to other countries’ resilience,
especially in the region, in terms of shifting policies
and increasing capabilities to successfully cope with
Russian directed cyber operations. For example, this
year when Moscow prepared the ground to launch
Natia Seskuria is a defence and security expert who
has founded the Georgia-based Regional Institute
for Security Studies in partnership with the Royal
United Services Institute. Previously she served in
Georgia’s Ministry of Defence and as senior adviser
to Georgia’s National Security Council.
With a large influx of Russian citizens into Georgia
fleeing mobilisation and continued concerns over an
expansion of the Russo-Ukraine War into Georgian
territory, the Financial Crime Digest’s David Shoup
met with Seskuria in Tbilisi to discuss the rising
tensions and upcoming launch of the RISS on 16
November.
Georgia fell victim to Russian cyber-attack in the
2008 invasion. What lessons did the country draw
from that experience?
In 2008 Georgia was the first country against which
Russia launched a full-scale military assault and
integrated a cyber operation, causing greater
destabilisation and shock to society. Georgia hadn’t
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military aggression against Ukraine, the Ukrainians
have shown an increased readiness towards
countering Russian cyber-attacks that minimised the
overall destabilising effects that the Kremlin aimed to
achieve.
I think the Georgian experience has contributed to
that especially in terms of raising societal awareness
and as we have seen, a large-scale cyber escalation
failed to break the Ukrainian spirit to fight.
But the August War experience was quite significant
for Georgia because during the escalation, Georgia
experienced massive cyber-attacks, targeting the
websites of the Georgian government, the President,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the commercial banks and
media outlets that ended up being almost completely
shut down. This had never happened before. Over
time, Russia has invested a lot of resources in
increasing its cyber capabilities and Georgia has been
repeatedly targeted by more sophisticated tools.
The Russian GRU has also become a much more
visible actor in offensive cyber operations. I can give
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you a relatively recent example of October 2019 when

playbook - for instance in 2008, the Kremlin claimed

Unit 74455 of the Russian GRU carried out a

that Georgians were committing the genocide in the

widespread cyber-attack against Government

Tskhinvali region (the so-called South Ossetia). This

websites, servers, and the websites of the main

year, the Kremlin accused Ukraine of organising a

Georgian media outlets, the court and NGOs. Later on,

genocide in the Donbas region. Given how easy it is to

according to a joint investigation carried out by

predict these methods, the Ukrainian government was

Georgia, the US and UK and EU states revealed that

quite prepared, and it is fair to say that Kyiv is winning

Russian GRU was responsible for these attacks.

in the information space.

In terms of cyberwarfare, Georgia is always under a

Ukrainian strategic communications efforts have

lot of pressure, Russia has used various means to

been quite significant. Georgia was less experienced

undermine Georgia's resilience. One of the key

and prepared in 2008 to counter these narratives. I

countermeasures is, of course, to work closely with

think these sorts of examples of offensive

strategic partners and allies. For example, the UK has

cyberwarfare and aggressive disinformation

played a prominent role in terms of helping Georgia to

campaigns have also demonstrated the importance

increase its cyber resilience and capabilities of state

of the use of unconventional means and enabled the

agencies, but also in terms of raising general

NATO countries to increase their general resilience,

awareness of the population about existing cyber

not only within NATO but also within its partners by

threats and challenges. My organisation has also

investing resources and sharing knowledge.

been working with UK counterparts to contribute to
this goal.

Georgia as one of NATO’s partnering countries that is
aiming to eventually join the alliance has also been

What do some of these operational resilience

one of the beneficiaries. NATO allies have been

improvements look like, both on Georgia’s side as

contributing to increasing resilience, but also

well as NATO countries and others in the Caucasus

awareness among the population. Yet, it is still very

and Balkan regions that are looking at the example

important to cover all segments of the society

of what happened here, and what more still needs to

because Russia is well-known for using existing gaps

be done?

and vulnerabilities. In many cases, they tailor
disinformation campaigns to representatives of

Georgia is a very good example on a micro-level,

society that may be more vulnerable towards these

because Russia has used several methods to

narratives, such as ethnic minorities and citizens

undermine Georgia’s security and democratic

living in rural areas.

processes within the country. Once successfully
tested, Russia tends to use similar methods of

The war in Ukraine is often called an information

warfare against other countries in the post-Soviet

war. How is Georgia adapting to new disinformation

region, but also against European states - one good

threats in the context of this war?

example is disinformation. Obviously, Georgia has
been and still is one of the primary targets of Russian

The war in Ukraine changed the information space.

disinformation. It is noteworthy how similar the

The narratives that are coming from the Kremlin

elements and key messages of the Russian

through pro-Kremlin actors in Georgia are becoming

disinformation campaigns were just before the

much more aggressive, more anti-Western, and anti-

August War compared to the methods used against

NATO. They are aiming to change public opinion and

Ukraine earlier this year. The narratives Russia has

shift the perceptions on the key national security

used against Ukraine echoed Russia’s Georgia

issues. Georgia is a country where support for NATO
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and EU integration is very high. It has been

and conditions for Georgia receiving EU candidacy

consistently high since the August War of 2008.

status is exactly to resolve this polarisation. I think the

According to the various opinion polls, 70-80 percent

war in Ukraine has raised tensions internally and

of the population consistently supports a pro-Western

increased the sense of insecurity both in Georgia and

foreign policy direction.

more widely in the region.

That said, Russia is trying to shape the narrative, and

There is a sense that regardless of the outcome – and

they have momentum in that sense as they are trying

most Georgians are hoping and believing that Russia

to use the war in Ukraine to highlight the dangers of

will lose in Ukraine – Georgia will remain vulnerable

pursuing a pro-Western foreign policy. According to

and is still in the Russian menu until at least Putin is in

them, such standing can lead to a renewed military

power. 20 percent of Georgian territories are still

aggression from Russia. They are trying to convince

occupied, and Russia has stationed two fully

the population that if Georgia remains neutral and

operational military bases on the Georgian territories

formally rejects NATO or EU aspirations, this could be

– the 7th military base of the Russian 58th army was

a guarantee of peace for the country, and could create

deployed in Abkhazia and the 4th Russian military

more favourable relations with Russia, that would be

base – in the Tskhinvali region. There is a lot of

willing at some point to seek consensus with the

incentive for further provocations, and lately it is

Georgian government in terms of the occupied

becoming increasingly difficult to predict what is

regions.

going on in Putin’s head. For instance, there is a
theory that at some point Putin may want to use

Of course, this is a fabricated narrative and there is no

Georgian vulnerability to have a small victorious war.

evidence that if Georgia rejects its current stance, it

Things are going terribly wrong in Ukraine as we see,

can restore its territorial integrity. Quite the contrary,

the Russian plan has been failing. So, the occupation

given the complex challenges that Georgia is facing,

of Georgian territories creates a solid ground for

neutrality is a code-word for aligning with Russia.

Russia to engage in further provocations – this is the
biggest national security threat for Georgia.

So, the war has created further challenges by
boosting the Kremlin disinformation. It is noteworthy

The aggression in Ukraine demonstrates that Russia

that these sorts of narratives have been coming from

has a very ambitious plan for the entire region. Putin

local actors rather than Russian media as it happens

is driven by illusions that Russia can regain its great

in many other countries. The radical, pro-Russian

power status in a multipolar world through restoring

groups have been disguising and portraying

its sphere of influence that includes Ukraine and

themselves as advocates of Georgian nationalism. So,

Georgia. So, the increased sense of insecurity in

it is not always evident for the population that these

Georgia is firstly due to Russian imperial ambitions

local actors can be funded or supported by the

and secondly Georgia’s fragile situation with regards

Kremlin. It is important to debunk these false

to the occupied regions, as seen in the cases of the

narratives and plan a consistent and efficient

ongoing “borderisation” which entails the gradual

campaign to counter it.

annexation of further Georgian territory through the
expansion of its already illegal occupation zones. This

How has the war in Ukraine changed Georgian

creates a terrible humanitarian situation on the

politics?

ground and shows that Russia can escalate tensions
at any time.

It has been several years since Georgian politics has
been quite polarised. One of the recommendations
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Ukrainian officials have alleged that Georgia is a site

against the war, and it is rather the intention to flee

of Russian sanctions evasion. What is your position

conscription that motivates them. So, this poses a

on this question?

problem because some of these people might have
supported the war against Georgia in 2008 and some

The claims made by the Ukrainian intelligence, as well

might still support the ongoing war in Ukraine.

as various officials were not supported by any
evidence proving that Georgia has been creating

There is a segment of Russians coming into Georgia

favourable conditions for Russians to evade

who have been against the war and Russia’s

sanctions. When the entire democratic world is

imperialist aspirations for a long time. We have seen

standing with Ukraine, such an accusation is very

opposition journalists and some human rights

serious in its nature and can significantly damage

activists fleeing to Georgia. But, because Russians are

Georgia’s reputation. Regardless of strained relations,

coming to Georgia in large numbers, it is hard to

there is much precaution needed in making these

control this very mixed flow of people into the country.

kinds of statements. Most Georgian citizens are very
much supportive of the pro-Western aspirations, so it

Aside from the security risks, almost all of them

is crucial for Georgia to stand with the West in terms

(unless they have Georgian origins) are coming here

of their approach to Russia. Becoming a safe haven

without any knowledge of the language, and this

for Russians in terms of evading sanctions would be

limits their opportunities to get any sort of job. In the

an absolute disaster for Georgia’s future.

long term, if they wish to settle down in Georgia, this
increases the risk of them engaging in criminal

We do have a lot of Russian citizens coming to

activities. At the same time, I would say there are a

Georgia, and this creates various security problems

number of intentions. There are those coming here to

and raises many questions. But I don’t think there is

use Georgia as a transit route to Asia or elsewhere.

any ground to say that Georgia has been used in

There are those coming here working for IT

terms of sanctions evasion.

companies and other remote jobs who have been
here since March or April and are more or less

What challenges are Georgia facing now regarding

financially stable. And the last flow of Russians

the tens of thousands of Russians who have

includes those desperate to leave Russia because

recently crossed the border fleeing conscription?

they suddenly realised that the war can directly

Are there organised crime risks you see potentially

concern them and their families.

emerging from this?
It creates uncertainty and potential criminal risks
The situation has changed since the West imposed

because these people will need to survive somehow.

sanctions on Russia. We have seen the first flow of

It is yet to measure these risks as the last flow has

Russians coming into the country in early March and

been coming here for just a couple of weeks. I will

April. Since then, Russians kept on coming to Georgia.

assume that many of them will struggle financially

But the situation changed dramatically a couple

because they don’t have jobs and don’t necessarily

weeks ago when the mobilisation was announced by

have remote working capabilities, so this of course

the Russian president.

creates security risks for Georgia.

The first problem I see here is the security risks

When Transparency International surveyed

related to this massive inflow of Russians into the

Georgians in 2020, they found that more than half

country because we don’t know what intentions they

perceive that Georgian government officials abuse

have. I think it is fair to say that not everyone is
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their power. What sort of threat does corruption

the leading British think tank, Royal United Services

pose to Georgian democracy and stability?

Institute (RUSI). We are a research-led institution
focusing mainly on defence, security and intelligence

Corruption is, of course, a huge risk for national

studies. The idea to establish an independent institute

stability especially for young and immature

in Tbilisi was born about three years ago. Our aim is

democracies. Given Georgia’s aspirations to join the

to promote research and academic interaction within

EU and NATO, I think it is crucial to make sure that

the region, because as we have seen, this region

there is a degree of trust between the citizens and the

remains particularly turbulent in terms of the threats

government officials as well as greater accountability

and challenges that it constantly faces. The institute

and transparency.

will bring and promote RUSI’s expertise into the region
but will also engage with the most prominent regional

Georgia went through a long corrupt past, and over

experts. In my view, it is very important to create a

time, things have certainly changed for the better.

regional platform and encourage greater interaction

From low to high level corruption - this problem

among the leading regional voices, politicians, policy

concerned all segments of society. Georgia went

makers and thought leaders.

through layers of successful reforms, but creating an
anti-corruption environment still remains a challenge

Our institute is hoping to become a regional hub for

and a work in progress.

research particularly on Black Sea and provide
strategic insights to help policy makers make

Ensuring greater transparency within the state

informed decisions that will enable them to come up

institutions would greatly contribute to Georgian

with innovative policy solutions. Our main interest lies

democracy and system resilience that will in turn

in the Black Sea region, and we aim to keep a multi-

increase Georgia’s chances to integrate into the

disciplinary and multi-dimensional approach.

European and Euro-Atlantic space.
We see our role in attracting regional leaders for
You are launching the Regional Institute for Security

strategic discussion, which will have a direct impact

Studies in Tbilisi next month in partnership with the

on strengthening security, stability and democracy in

Royal United Services Institute. What are you

the region.

planning to do with this organisation and what will
be your primary focuses?

David Shoup, Associate Editor, Financial Crime
Digest

The Regional Institute for Security Studies (RISS) is a
Georgian think tank that operates in partnership with
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ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance Update
underwriting by most insurance

reviewed as part of its supervisory

sector participants due to a lack of

cycle.

awareness and understanding of
these risks, insufficient data, and

The letter cites steps to establish

poor technical capacity and skills.

the final regulations for a new
Consumer Duty, setting out clearer

The report introduces a framework

consumer protection standards

Welcome to the Environmental,

for identifying and assessing

across financial services. On the

Social and Governance (ESG)

nature-related risks while

disclosure component, the FCA

Update which gives you an

proposing four different

has stated concern that certain

overview of important

approaches that insurers can

benchmark administrators had not

developments in the sphere of

adopt to reduce the impact on

accurately described the economic

corporate sustainability over the

nature or support its protection

reality that their benchmarks

last month.

and restoration: (1) stimulating

measure. Its concerns particularly

nature positive behaviours; (2)

targeted ESG benchmarks and

Cambridge Institute for

innovating asset protection; (3)

Credit Sensitive Rates (CSRs).

Sustainability Leadership

facilitating capital flows; and (4)

releases report on nature-related

collaborating with governments.

All benchmark administrators are
expected to “promote

risks
The University of Cambridge

Creating a nature positive

transparency by reviewing their

Institute for Sustainability

insurance industry may result in

benchmark statements and

Leadership (CISL) published on 5

the development of new

methodologies to ensure they

September a new report on nature

re/insurance products and

contain key disclosures and

insurance, highlighting the

services, development of new

remain accurate.” Areas of concern

relevance of nature-related risks

markets and innovative financial

include the practice of grouping

and opportunities for underwriters

products, as well as the design of

ESG and non-ESG benchmarks in

exploring how the insurance

guidance for public and private

the same family, which can lead to

industry can integrate climate

adaptation investment practices.

poor disclosure.

UK FCA issues Dear CEO letter on

On quality of data and data

supervision strategy for

controls, the FCA notes that while

According to a recent survey, half

benchmark administrators

the sector increasingly relies on

of the insurers consider that

The UK Financial Conduct

third parties to provide benchmark

nature-related risks are material

Authority (FCA) published on 8

input information, these

for their underwriting business.

September a “Dear CEO” letter

arrangements often involve

Also, this type of risks is not

detailing areas the regulator has

unregulated entities and entities

considerations in decision making
processes.

currently being assessed in
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Benchmark regulators are

supply chains, while EU authorities

2023. MEPs also note that a

expected to set up processes

would have access to relevant

permanent EU civil protection

designed to monitor both input

data, such as geographic

force is needed.

data and the methodologies

coordinates.

deployed.

On food storage and sustainable
The Commission's proposal

water use, MEPs urge member

Benchmark administrators are

covers cattle, cocoa, coffee, palm

states to prepare buffer stocks of

also expected to ensure the

oil, soya and wood, including

strategic feed and foodstuffs and

operational resilience of their firms

products that contain or that have

to implement irrigation systems

to various types of disruption likely

been fed with or have been

that are not connected to surface

to impact the quality of

produced using these

or groundwater. These efforts

benchmarks. Necessary measures

commodities. MEPs also want

should be accompanied by actions

should involve adequate oversight

financial institutions to be subject

to reduce overall water use. Other

of third-party companies and intra-

to additional requirements to

steps should include an EU

group service providers to ensure

ensure that their operations do not

objective of land degradation

appropriate business continuity

contribute to deforestation.

neutrality by 2030 and an

formats.

integrated response mechanism to
The EU is ready to launch

manage forest fires in case of

New regulations for companies to

negotiations on the final legislation

extreme climate events.

help reduce global deforestation

with EU Member States.

The European Parliament (EP) on

US SEC charges Compass

13 September adopted its position

MEPs urge the EU to step up its

Minerals for misleading investors

on the Commission'a proposal for

climate action

about operations at salt mine

a regulation on deforestation-free

The European Parliament (EP) on

The US Securities and Exchange

products with 453 votes in favour

15 September adopted a

Commission (SEC) on 23

and 57 against. The position

resolution on increasing the EU’s

September announced that

demands companies to ensure

actions to fight climate change by

charges against Compass

that products sold across the EU

469 votes in favour, 34 against and

Minerals International Inc had

do not come from deforested

44 abstentions. The

been settled for misleading

areas.

recommendations follow a period

investors about a technological

of serious droughts, forest fires

upgrade that the company claimed

The new regulations would require

and extreme weather phenomena

would decrease costs at its largest

companies to verify that goods

across Europe.

mine.

deforested or degraded land.

MEPs urge the Commission to

According to the SEC, operational

Furthermore, these rules would

draft a comprehensive and legally

costs increased, as the company

require companies to check that

binding European climate

also failed to adequately assess

goods are produced in line with

adaptation plan, focused on the

whether to disclose the financial

human rights provisions in

EU's most vulnerable regions.

risks triggered by its excessive

international law and that they

Furthermore, they call on the EC to

discharge of mercury in Brazil. The

respect the rights of indigenous

prepare an EU-wide climate risk

company has been ordered to pay

people. Companies would thus be

assessment, associated with a

$12 million to settle the charges.

obliged to conduct due diligence

climate resilience “stress test” for

The SEC order states that the

checks to assess risks across their

key infrastructure by summer

company repeatedly told investors

have not been produced on
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that a technological upgrade at its

Equity Catalyze Cohort to develop

Lara Tassan-Zanin, head of the EIB

Goderich mine, located in Canada,

Health equity.

Group office in Romania, stated

was about to materially reduce

that the bank would use funds

costs and grow its operating

Business Review Environmental &

from the National Recovery and

results as of 2018.

Sustainability Summit discusses

Resilience Plan to support SMEs

circular economy

for developing digital and green

The SEC also found that the

Business Review Romania

projects. The EIB Romania office is

company misled investors by

Magazine hosted on 28 – 29

expected to inject liquidity in funds

overstating the amount of salt it

September the Environmental &

used to finance green projects,

could produce at Goderich.

Sustainability Summit, focused on

while providing guarantees for

Furthermore, Compass’s deficient

exploring topics such as

projects conducted under their

disclosures resulted in the

sustainable food and water

supervision.

company failing to properly assess

consumption, eco-communities,

the financial risks of mercury

renewable energy sources, and

Alexandra Maria Bocṣe, State

contamination by one of its former

circular economy.

Adviser on climate and

facilities near the Botafogo River in
Brazil.

sustainability at the Romanian
Christian Kettel Thomsen, Vice-

Presidential Administration, noted

President of the European

that innovative technological and

Deloitte announces $1.5 billion

Investment Bank’s (EIB)

financial solutions can support a

social impact commitment

management committee,

smooth and just green transition,

Deloitte LLP announced on 28

highlighted in his keynote speech

as some political actors perceive

September a 10-year social impact

the growing role of green finance

ESG issues as a choice between

commitment including

in addressing climate concerns.

economic growth and tackling

investments of $1.5 billion,

While in many Eastern European

climate change. She mentioned

focused on key areas such as

countries, including Romania,

Romania’s progress in reducing

education, financial inclusion,

there are increasing opportunities

greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)

workforce development and health

in the climate field, environmental

over the past three decades by

equity, according to ESG Today.

investments are nevertheless

around 60 percent as an indication

insufficient to address all these

that economic development can

issues.

be achieved while reducing GGE.

philanthropy for social

€320 billion are needed to make

by Agnes Nicolescu, Junior Editor

entrepreneurs, skills-based hiring

European economies sustainable,

agnes.nicolescu@aperio-

and apprenticeships, and

according to European

intelligence.com

employee fellowship programmes.

Commission estimations. Roots of

The company disclosed a set of

limited environmental investment

For more information on our ESG

organisations which will launch

in Romania’s case include weak

services, contact

investments for each focus area.

environmental governance,

Investments under the
commitment include venture

institutional capacity, insufficient
These include OneTen to address

environmental data, he added.

education and workforce

Kettel also stated that big

development, the Black Economic

businesses are currently among

Alliance Foundation to support

the “most vocal supporters of

financial inclusion, and Health

climate projects”.
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,

Franklin Jackson 93

,

,

Félix Tshisekedi 89

,

Mark Dreyfus 46

Gary Gensler 4

,

Mark Edward Kelly 49

,

,

Geoffrey S. Berman 26

,

Matt Bekier 29

Gina M. Raimondo 49

,

,

Gregory B. Craig 26

,

Mattias Tesfaye 96

,

Max Braun 80

Gregory Hayes 13

,

Mehsa Amini 42

,

Gulbakhor Ismailova 91

,

,

Matthew S. Axelrod 49

Goldman Sachs Group Inc 4

,

,

Marion Michael Rounds 49

Guy Ryder 37

,

Merrick Brian Garland 26

,

Michael Egbert 11

,

Haj Ahmad Mirzaei 42

,

Himamauli Das 94

,

Ingeborg Beugel 81

,

Ivanka Trump 12

,

Milanko Kajganic 51

,

James Cleverly 54

,

Mohammad Rostami Cheshmeh Gachi 42

,

Mélanie Joly 55

Jacob Rees-Mogg 50

,

,

Mikuláš Bek 78

,
Nasser Kanaani, 54
Nada Al-Nashif 79

,

,

Nausicaa Delfas 31

,

Seana Cunningham 7

Ned Price 51

,

Sergei Kuzhugetovich Shoigu 52

,

Nicholas Koumjian 79

,

Ochur-Suge Mongush 52

,

Olga Sergeevna Sobyanina 52

,

Panos Alexandris 81

,

Patrick Hillmann 95

,

Patrick Toomey Jr 49

,

Philip Crawford 29

,

Qasem Rezaei 42

,

Rashid Al Smairi 96

,

Raymond Antony Finkelstein 22

,

Richard Granier-Deferre 93

,

Richard J. Durbin 26

,

Richard Lynn Scott 49

,

Roberta Metsola 78

,

Roberto Gonzalez 95

,

Rolando Álvarez 75

,

,
Sergey Vyacheslavovich Byzov, 52
Sheldon L. Pollock, 21
Stavros Malichudis, 81
Suella Braverman, 50
T. Raja Kumar, 70
Tarish Eid Al-Mansoori, 53
Thanasis Koukakis, 81
Thea Dwosh Rozman Kendler, 49
Theodore Colbert III, 13
Timothy J. Sloan, 6
Umaru Ali Shinkafi, 93
Valdis Dombrovskis, 72
Veronika Oakeshott, 32
Vidiye Tshimanga, 89
Viktor Vasiliyevich Zolotov, 52
Vladimir Aleksandrovich Ivanov, 52
Vladimir Putin, 65, 91
Wally Adeyemo, 64
William P. Barr, 26
Yi He, 95
Ylva Johansson, 47
Sergey Semyonovich Sobyanin 52

Salar Abnoush 42

,
Sani Abacha, 93
Sanjay Shah, 96
Saskia Bricmont, 81
Sean Penn, 49
Samuel Lim 95

Countries
,

Albania 54

, , ,

Arab Syrian Republic 10 16 54

,

Argentina 83

, , , ,

Australia 10 22 29 54

,
Belgium, 36
Bermuda, 91
Brazil, 9, 10, 32
Cambodia, 10
Canada, 55
Cayman Islands, 95
China, 22, 75
Colombia, 10
Costa Rica, 83
Cuba, 16
Czech Republic, 8
Bahrain 10

, ,

Denmark 47 96

,

Egypt 33

,

Estonia 45

, , , , ,

European Union (EU) 33 44 54 72 81

, ,
Georgia, 47
Germany, 91
Greece, 81
Guinea, 43
Hungary, 44
India, 10, 11
Indonesia, 10
Iran, 16, 54, 84
Iraq, 10
Ireland, 47
Israel, 35
France 11 81

,
Jersey, 85
Jordan, 10
Kosovo, 38
Malaysia, 10
Maldives, 10
Mali, 43
Malta, 28
Moldova, 76
Monaco, 16
Morocco, 10
Myanmar, 79
Netherlands, 81
New Zealand, 71
Nicaragua, 75
Nigeria, 10, 93
Oman, 10

,

Japan 10

Republic of the Congo 93

,

Senegal 93

,

Singapore 70

,

Slovenia 23

, ,

Sri Lanka 10 79

,

Sudan 16

, ,

Switzerland 16 93

,

Taiwan 13

,
Thailand, 10
Türkiye, 10, 11
Uganda, 75
Ukraine, 16, 47, 50, 52, 55, 62, 75, 82
United Arab Emirates, 10, 11, 96
Tanzania 75

, ,

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 14

, , , ,

18 32 54 67 85

,

People's Republic of China 13

,

, , , , , , , , ,

United States of America 4 6 9 11 17 21 27 45

, , , ,

Philippines 10

,

, , , , , , , , ,

Russian Federation 47 49 50 52 55 64 65 75 82

48 49 52 65 68

Qatar 10

Laws
,

Australia Casino Control Act 1992 29

Kosovo Law on Prohibition of Joining the Armed Conflicts

Canada Special Economic Measures (Russia) Regulations

Outside State Territory 38

,

,

2014 (SEMA Russia) 55

Kosovo Law on the Prevention of Money Laundering and

Canada Special Economic Measures (Ukraine) Regulations

Combating Terrorist Financing 38

,

,

Kosovo Law on the Prevention of Money Laundering and

(SEMA Ukraine) 55

,

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 153/2013 77

,

Malta Prevention of Money Laundering and Funding of

Council Regulation (EU) 833/2014 82

,
Criminal Code of Kosovo of 2019, 38
Decision (CFSP) 2022/1506, 49

,

Terrorism Regulations (PMLFTR) 2017 28

Criminal Code of Kosovo of 2012 38

45

,

European Economic Area Agreement 19
European Parliament and Council Regulation Directive

,

2014/65/EU (MiFID II) 77

,

Federal Child Nutrition Programme 25
Federal Deposit Insurance Act 17
Ireland Criminal Justice (Money Laundering and Terrorist

,

Financing) Act 2010 7

New Zealand Criminal Proceeds (Recovery) Act 2009

,

(CPRA) 71

,

Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)

UK Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Act

Faster Payments 88

,

,

New York Executive Law 63(12) 12

19

,

Executive Order (EO) 14067 86

,

,

Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Prevention Act

Egypt Anti-Terrorism Law No 94 of 2015 33

,

,

Terrorist Financing 38

,

2022 50

,

UK Economic Crime and Corporate Transparency Bill 2022
50

,

UK Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) 50

,

UNSC resolution 49/1 62

,

US Anti-Money Laundering Act 2020 (AMLA) 94

US Digital Asset Sanctions Compliance Enhancement Act

,

of 2022 27

,
US Executive Order (EO) 13472, 54
US Executive Order (EO) 13553, 42
US Executive Order (EO) 13660, 52
US Executive Order (EO) 13694, 42, 48
US Executive Order (EO) 14024, 52
US Executive Order (EO) 13224 54

,
US Executive Order (EO) 14065, 52
US Executive Order (EO) 14033 51

,

US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) 1977 11

,

US Iranian Transactions and Sanctions Regulations (ITSR)
84

,

US Securities Act of 1933 21

,
Victoria Casino Control Act 1991, 22

US Securities Exchange Act 1934 21
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